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Creative solu ions to several teacher education pr lems are being

worked out by the Teacher Corps program at Southern Colorado State

College in Pueblo, Colorado. Working in six elementary schools in

Pueblo, the project features a cross-cultural component for all -r-

participants; a community-based component designed to assist the

community to participate in educational decision making; a two-year,

undergraduate, field and competency-based intern training program; a

career- ladder component which is closely coordinated with school devel-

opment plans in each of the six schools, and which features programs

from the high school to the doctorate level involving six colleges; a

communications component to build open communications among all par-

ticipants; and a "Portal School Plan" for coordination of all activities.

The S.C.S.C. Teacher Corps project has been designated an "exemplary

program" and given extra funds for program development in community-

based education and in communications.
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Summary

Creative solutions to several teacher education problems: developed

by a strong program development team representing community, schools,

and six colleges, characterize the Teacher Corps Project at Southern

Colorado State College in Pueblo.

Working in six elementary schools in low-income neighborhoods of

Pueblo, the project features:

a cross-cultural component for all participants designed
tc build an understanding and appreciation of the dignity
and worth of individual cultures.

- a community-based component which moves the community
through stages from "assistance" to "advisory" to
"participation in decision making" in the education
of children, and for teachers of the children.

a two year intern training program at the undergraduate
level which is community-based, field-based, and com-
petency-based.

career-ladder component closely coordinated with school
development plans in each of the six schools, which pro-
vides programs from the G.E.D. or high school diploma
through the M.A., Ed.S., or three types of doctorates,
and which is designed to build expertise in areas of need
identified by the schools. Six colleges are involved.

- a sophisticated communications component designed to build
an open communications system among all participants.

- a "Portal School Plan" for the coordination of all activities
with participation by community, school, and college personnel.

The S.C.S.C. Teacher Corps project is the largest in the nation. It

has been designated. as an "exemplary program" and given extra.funds

for program development and dissemination in the areas of community-

based education and communications. The Distinguished Achievement

Award is sought in recognition of the unique combination of programs.
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Southern Colorado State College is a comparatively nel : institution.

It was created in 1962 from a junior collegn, and has been rapidly growing

in the years since. At present, the enrollment is over 7,00'1 students,

and in 1971-72 the college prepared 30n teachers.

Shortages of time, money, persomel and facilities combined with the

rapidly exnanding demand have made it difficult for the teacher education

faculty to develop the kind of programs they felt would hest servo their

students. In addition, luring the period that Southern (blorado State

College has been growing and developing its teacher education program,

trends in teacher education wore placing groat challenges unon teacher edu-

cators. The increasin7 emphasis upon performances-based. curriculums, the

growing use of field experiences and the growing role of field educators

and the recognition of the importance of individitilization in training

future teachers all presented groat difficulties to persons developing

. programs in teacher education. Those trends represent elements which are

costly to operate, and which are particularly costly to Plan, and it has

been in the planning of now programs that the faculty at Southern Colorado

State College has felt itself particularly in need of assistance.

There are other forces :ind conditions affecting the development of

teacher education at the college. On the is, of course, universal through-

out the country is the fact of state-level teacher certification require-

ments. In Colorado there is an approved-prop-yam approach to teacher certi-

fication and there is considerable flexibility in the State Ilepartment of

Education regarding acceptance and encourago'nent of oxnerimontal aPproaches

to preparing teachers. Nonetheless, arty new program must go through a



number of steps in order to win state approval.

There arc also a '1,7:neer of layers of approval of both programs and budgets

of a state college in the administrative structure of the state. All pro-

posals of Southern Colorado State College must be approved not only on campus

but through the Board of Trustees of State Colleges in Colorado, through the

Colorado Commission of Higher Education, as well as through both the executive

and legislative branches of the state government.

The ethnic and economic conditions in southern Colorado are worthy of

comment. The southern part of the state is less fully developed economically

than the northern portion. In addition, there is a high percentage of nersons

of Spanish-speaking ancestry in this part of Colorado. Almost 50% of the

population of the region are in this category. Added to this large ethnic

group are a number of smaller groups that have settled in Pueblo over the

years. These groups have resulted from recurrent efforts made to recruit

workers for the steel mill from among members of the various waves of immi-

gration to the United States. Southern Colorado represents a rather unusual

ethnic mix and one which presents a great challenge to an educational institu-

tion to serve adequately and appropriately.

Pueblo itself is a city of 100,000, with a school population of 28,000

children. -There is also a school system in Pueblo County outside of the city

with a student population of 4,000. The public schools of the city and county

have been the primary locus of field experiences, including student teaching,

for students at Southern Colorado State College preparing to be teachers. In

general, public school people have been interested in aiding young teachers
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and have been generous in providing field experiences for them. However, there

have been in-service education needs in the schools as well as pre-service

education needs for students. The combination of economic limitations and the

absence of a graduate level teacher education institution closer than a

hundred miles away has resulted in many persons in the public schools being

deprived of advanced training.

i. Development of Teacher Fiducation Programs

It is in this setting that the teacher education faculty at Southern

Colorado State College has made a number of moves in the recent years.

Among the advances achieved are the following:

1. Increase in the number of hours of field experiences provided and

required to student teaching. The amount has increased from virtually

zero to a minimum of 150 clock hours per student at the present time,

and it is continuing to increase regularly.

2. Revision of all undergraduate teacher education programs.

3. Hodularization of most courses required for undergraduates Preparing

to be teachers and development of performance criteria for the modules.

4. Development of an extensive counselling system for all persons in

teacher education and removal of letter grades from student teaching.

5. Planning of an.altrJrnato-toacher 0,1ucntion progran in which students

would be provided with an internship experience in the schools of

a more extensive nature than the present field exneriences. There

has been extensive participation of public-school persons in this

activity.

6. Development of a new competence-based, modualrized, individualized

mr program, and the inauguration of this program in the Fall of 1972.
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Asain, there has been great involvement of fiele, educators%

The funding of a fifth-cycle Teacher Corps project and later of a

seventh-cycle project enabled persons at the college to plan and develop

materials and experiences more fully than might otherwise have been possible.

The two projects have represented efforts (i) to achieve important goals of

the teacher education faculty of Southern Colorado State College, (ii) to

provide services.to elildren, to public-school educators, and to the community,

and (iii) to aid in the continued improvement of the College's teacher education

effort.

The fifth-cycle proposal was developed during the Fall of 1969, and the

program was implemented in July, 1970. Involved in planning and operation

were persons from Southern Colorado State College, and the school districts

of Pueblo, Rocky Ford, and Ignacio. It was based on the following princinles

(among others):

(i) The projeCt (like all teacher education programs) should be planned

and executed with a broad base of participation.

(ii) A major emphasis should be upon developing cross-cultural awareness

in trainees, public-school personnel, college staff, students, and

community persons.

(iii) A second major emphasis should be upon community-based programs in

the schools involved, with opportunities for children's learnings to

reflect community needs, with use of community members in school

activities, and with school outreach activities in the community.

(iv) The training of interns should take place in the field to the great-

est extent possible, with at least 60% of their time spent in school

and community activities, and with as many college-sponsored
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learning experiences as possible taking place in the school setting.

(v) The project should aid in imProvement and change in the teacher educa-

tion program at the college.

Three different school districts were included because of the desire to

involve both rural and urban experiences, and to include Chicano, Indian, and

Anglo cultures in the cross-cultural thrust.

The fifth-cycle Teacher Corns Project lasted two years and prepared 27

teachers for admission to the teachin,T, profession. The interns selected for the

program were drawn from persons with an interest in working with disadvantaged

children, or with children from a special cultural backgrnund, or both. A,

high percentage of the interns represented persons with these same background.

The project was accounted a success by those who participated in it, and some

of the evaluative material regarding it are presented in Appendix A.

The current Teacher Corps project drew heavily upon the experiences of

the earlier one. Fundamentally, the major emphases on the former project

exist in the present one. A major difference between the two is that the

program now limits its efforts to schools in only one locationPueblo. This

is to maximize the interaction between the school, college, and community, and

to make it as easy as possible for interns to blend their on-camnus and off-

campus experiences.

There are other differences which might be accounted improvements, rather

than changes. The base of participation is increased. The development of the

seventh-cycle proposal included many dozens of persons from college, community,

schools, and central school-district administration. The time spent preparing



the plan was greater. The learning experiences are hopefully more functional.

It is hoped that the current Teacher Corps project represents not only a

significant attempt to prepare teachers better and at the same time, through

this training to make a major contribution to the well-being of children in

schools, to the in-service education of teachers, and to the betterment of

neighborhoods and communities.

II. Objectives

The 6ejectives of the current program are outgrowths of the continuing

teacher education objectives of the college and of the specific objectives of

the fifth-cycle Project. An effort will now be made to give the major goals

of the program as they are viewed by the participants.

These goals are identified as of three tynes--ultimate goals, inter-

mediate objectives, and immediate Plans. Unfortunately, the term, objective,

is often used to refer to all three of these interchangeably. Unfortunately,

also, many lists of .objectives combine and confuse them In the following sections,

each type of objective is separately Presented.

Ultimate goals represent those changes in people--trainees, college

faculty, children, public-school personnel, community membersthat are

permanent in nature and central to their functioning. These are often re-

vealed only in the long run, and their achievement in a brief project is often

_impossible to determine.

The seventh-cycle Teacher Corps project seeks the following objectives

of this kind.

1. Teachers (i) who are camitted to the education of disadvantaged

children, (ii) who are sensitive to cultural and ethnic needs of



children and their narents and communities, (iii) who arc skilled in

human communications, (iv) who are able to identify their own areas of

strength and weakness and work on the Litter, and (v) who have the at-

titudes and habits that make them effective members of the profession.

2. College faculty with the qualities already mentioned, nlus an increased

awareness of the needs of teachers in training, teachers in service,

and the children and communities these serve.

3. Young peonle with (i) an uhderstanding of the needs of their own and

other cultures, and (ii) increased skills in dealinq with other people,

and (iii) willingness and ability to work on imnroving the conditions

of life for themselves and others.

4. Community members with (i) an rJareness of what the school is attempt-

ing to do, and (ii) knowledge of their own role -in the school's pro-

gram and willingness to Participate.

Ultimate goals, such as those just listed, imnbr a much larger number of

iimn iate objectives. The following list provides some immediate learnings

which it is hoped various persons in the Teacher Corps project Will achieve

as a direct result of the project.

1. For interns:

- Adequate lalowledge in the subject areas they will be teaching;

- Functional skills of teaching various subjects;

- Ability to diagnose student needs and counsel students accordingly;

- Ability to evaluate students' performance;

- Ability to evaluate their own performance;

- Ability to work effectively with community members;

- Knowledge of commity needs;
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- Ability to diagnose and work on community problems;

- Ability to communicate effectively with persons from various

cultural backgrounds.

2. For public-school personnel:

Ability to diagnose their strengths and weaknesses among the

foregoing;

Increased competence in the areas of wealmess;

- Ability to work effectively in teams;

Ability to work effectively with teachers in training.

3. For college faculty:

- Ability to cooperate with public-school personnel to-provide

teacher education experiences;

- Knowledge of public-school and community-needs;

- :Minty to deal effectively with the educational problems of the

disadvantaged as well as their cultural difference;

Ability to coordinate canals and field experiences.

4. For children:

Knowledge of their own heritage;

- Recognition of the contributions of other persons and other heritages;

- Successful work on community projects;

- Acquisition of subject-matter learnings in effective ways;

- Recognition of a relationship between school work ani their regular

lives.

5. For parents and community members:

- Knowledge of school programs and activities:

- Identification of contributions they and their heritage can

contribute to children's education;
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Ability to work efficiently with children and with teachers;

Specific learnings they desire and recognize the need for;

Ability to identify 111,1 communicate community neeas.

The preceding is of necessity an inadequete listing of learning targets

desired for the Teacher Corns nrogram. It is obvious that not all elements

on the list will be achieved, certainly not with all persons, nor will those

that are achieved be achieved equally with each other, or equally among the

various persons involved. The list represents more nearly targets that one

can continue to aim at throughout the project rather than a set of goals to

be systematically che&ed off as they are reached. Still, it is honed that

realistic progress toward all these goals can be achieved an 4. that this achieve-

ment will be as nearly universal as Possible among the persons involved.

The means of accomplishing both the intermediate and the ultimate tar,,

gets are represented by the specific conditions, programs,-and learning ex-

periences which are established. OFten the establishment of these means of

bringing about learning, are themselves called objectives. In the seventh-

cycle Teacher Corns project some of the more important of these targets (many

of which are already in existence) include:

1. The placement of teaCher trainess in groups in various schools,

and the assign=nt of each to a teacher or teaching team.

2. The organization of teacher centers in schools where public sdhool

people,. college personnel, and teachers in training, can jointly

meet and plan.

3. The organization of two schools into portal schools to provide leader-

ship to the project and to the other schools which are identified as

satellite schools.
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4. A pre-service orientation and training program involving school

district administrative, and instructional personnel, community

people and college staff.

5. The provision of community-based education in the schools involved in

the project.

6. The involvement of parents and community persons in planning and

execution of the program, including the selection of trainees for.

participation in it.

7. A career-ladder program which opens a number of entry levels from a

high school diploma and A.A. degree to the. Doctor's degree for

persons who work in or with the schools; a program which is closely

coordinated with the needs of each school for advanced exnertise.

. The organization of cooperative training experiences between. Southern

Colorado State College and other institutions of higher education.

9.. The development of a communications project designed to increase

the meaningfulness and adequacy of person-to-Person contacts.

10. A continuing in-service education nrogram providing consultant

services to identify and diagnose learning problems and to aid in

remediation.

11. The development of differientiated. staffing patterns in project

schools to the greatest extent possible.

The foregoing represent the most important and widely perceived means

by which the objectives of the program will be souest. A much more extensive

statement of objectives was prepared in conjunction with the original project

proposal. This statement appears in Appendix B.
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III. Description of the Program

The fifth-cycle Teacher Corps project at Southern Colorado

State College was considered by the U.S. Office of Education to

have been highly successful. Because of this, and because of the

excellence of the seventh-cycle proposal, the college was granted

the largest seventh-cycle Teacher Corps project in the nation. In

addition, the project was granted the status of an "Exemplary Pro-

gram" with additional funding for developmental work in community-

based education and in communications. This additional funding is

called the "Site Development Project."

The seventh-cycle Teacher Corps project includes 48 interns be-

ing trained in six schools in Pueblo School District 60. Those six

schools are Fountain, Irving Place, Eastwood, Minnequa, Spann, and

Washington. The first two are considered portal schools and the

remaining four are called satellite schools.

The 48 interns in the program are divided into six teams--each

team assigned to a school. The schools are both conventional and open-

space type, and differentiated staffing is used in the two portal

schools. Each intern is assigned to a teacher or to a team in a school

and is expected to put in a minimum of 25 hours a week working with

children, teachers, school projects, and with parents and community

members or on community projects. At the same time, the interns are

receiving both formal and informal educational experiences designed to

provide them with the requirements for teacher certification in Colo-

rado. Details of the program and its staffing will be given in later

sections.



Some of the major components of the nroject with represent signif-

icant efforts to achieve its ends will he separately discussed in succeed-

ing sections, in particular, the following elements will be considered:

1. The development of cross-cultural awareness;

2. The role of community-based education;

3. The emphasis upon portal schools:

4. The intern training nrogram and its relationship to

teacher education at the college;

5. The career-ladder anproach to educational training and

school development;

6. A project in communications.

IV. Cross-Cultural Component

Three years ago at the beginning of cycle V, Southern Colorado

State College Teacher Corps initiated a cross-cultural component with-

in the project. This pilot program was the first of its kind in the

nation. Since then, the program has developed to the point. of becoming

a viable vehicle in the areas of. community involvpment and culturally-

based curriculums.

Cross-cultural education, when applied to the situation in Pueblo,

seeks to use the historical and cultural patterns of the Nexican-

American in a new and unique way. It applies the field-based and com-

munity-based concepts to the interns' orientation and learning experiences.

Out of this has emerged a new approach which is called culturally-based

education.
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The interns work and study in a Chicano cultural setting. This

provides the point of departure for cognitive and affective learning.

The culturally-based learning experience cuts across disciplines, spe-

cialties, and levels. What makes this possible is the flexibility of a

modularized teacher education curriculum which has facilitated a variety

of ways to integrate cross-cultural learning experiences into the students'

course structures. The cross-cultural modules have been implemented in

the following ways:

1. Clusters of modules in the history, language. oulturcibbi-
lircur,.1, an'_ hi- cultural areas of Nexican-.Americans

rare- offtred with academic credit by the SCSC Chicano Studies
and Spanish programs.

2. Clusters of modules arc used which are designed to involve
the students in the mighborhocd-barrio realities as cultural
enclaves with a uninue life style of their own. The credit
comes from the Chicano Studies program or other applicable
disciplines such as Psychology.

3. Modules have been developed in the cross-cultural area to be

included in clusters of courses in various departments, such
as Psychology, History, Sociology, Education, Spanish, etc.

4. Wherever possible, modularized courses field-based by various
disciplines aremodified and made more culturally-based and
relevant to the interns' field situation and the community in
which they are working.

V. Community-Based Education

During the past two and one-half years the fifth and seventh-cycle

Teacher Corps personnel have taken community involvement seriously as a

challenge in teacher education,

In the beginning of the original project community involvement was

identified as community members being present on advisory hoards, P.T.A.,

Teacher Corps councils, intern selection panels, etc.
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The next phase evolved out of what was called the Volunteer Com-

ponent. At this point one community representative (see job description

in Appendix C)was hired for each of the four schools. This person's

responsibility was to make the needs of the school's community known to

the school as well as assist community members solve school-home problems.

The number of community representatives was later increased to a total

of 18 in the four schools to better serve the communities in the current

project.

Community representatives working with interns and teachers develop-

ed and implementclican art classes, Spanish classes, Southern Ute

classes, special interest classes for parents, food banks, clothes banks,

recreation programs, and tutoring programs.

As the seventh-cycle project developed the community representa-

tive's role was accepted as a viable staff position and the six elemen-

tary schools now have at least three community representatives each

working in their community.

The Site Development Component initiated in September 1972, is

designed to move community members through three levels of community

involvement in schools: (1) community presence, (2) instructional level

participation, and (3) decision making participation. Presently com-

munity members sit on instructional improvement councils, teach special

classes, and are involved in recreational programs. The skills parents

learn through these experiences can be utilized when dealing with other

agencies in the community (police, welfare, City Hall, etc).
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Many of the modules in the field-based courses are completed by

the intern in his school community. Community members and/or community

representatives serve as assessors in these modules (See Appendix E

Chicano Barrio Tracks I, II, and III).

VI. The Portal Schools

The portal school concept is comparatively new in education.

There is no clear-cut agremont about it's meaning. Portal schools in

the Southern Colorado State College Teacher Corps include the following

elements:

(i) Control of at least part of the school's program
by a portal school council involving representa-
tives of the school, central administration,
college, and community;

(ii) A participatory approach to program development and
an insistence that program development take place;

(iii) The use of a community-based curriculum and inter-
action between the school and its community.

One of the major problems associated with the portal school is

the question of what authority and responsibility can be vested in the

portal school council, and how and by whom these powers should be dele-

gated. In each portal school a council consisting of representatives

of the college, community, and school has been named. The relationship

of this council to the principal and to the central school-district

administration is still being worked out. To some extent, the develop-

ment of this relationship is somewhat different in the two portal schools

in the project. At present, both councils meet frequently and deal with

matters concerning policy and programming at the school. The major
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thrust has been unon achieving consensus among all parties concerned.

Without question, there has been some delegation of power and responsi-

bility to the council on the part of school authorities. However, this

has not been formalized, and it is the present view that the search for

consensus and for good compainication and participation is more important

than formal policies. In Pmendix D, there are several pages on the

question of sharing responsibility for school decisions. In Appendix F,

there are minutes of the meetings of the Fountain Portal School Council,

providing some information on its mak-up and functioning.

Unique to the project is the relationship between portal schools

and satellite schools. The principal differences between the two are

that the portal schools have an additional teacher coordinator assigned

to them and have larger intern teams than the others. However, it is

hoped that each school will create functional, meaningful programs in

terms of its own personnel and conditions. It is also hoped that per-

sons from the portal schools can be of help to those in satellite

schools, although in many instances there will be assistance in the

other direction as well.

Some of:the ways in which the relationship between a portal school

and its satellite schools functions are revealed in the following list

developed by Fountain, Spann, and Eastwood schools:

(i) Released time is available for satellite school
teachers to observe the portal school program;

(ii) Resource materials developed at the portal school
will be made available to the others;
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(iii) Some teacher exchange is planned;

(iv) Demonstration and display programs are scheduled;

(v) Information on the portal school program and
other matters is disseminated to satellite schools;

(vi) Staff members in all three schools with special
. areas of expertise are identified and made avail-

able to all schools when needed.

(vii) The three principals meet frequently.

All schools--portal and satellite alike- -have accepted certain

responsibilities. Among them are the following:

(i) Individualization of instruction should be a hallmark
of the program;

(ii) A. strong community-based component should be a part

of each curriculum

(iii) There should be acceptance of the internship principle
in the functioning of each school.

An important characteristic of the portal schools is their

emphasis upon outreach.Rbst aggressively than most schools, these two

are seeking to make contact with parents and other adults in their

service areas, are seeking to involve these persons in the planning and

operation of the school, and are trying to provide informational and

educational experiences for community members. Some of the activities

include the following:

(i) Use of prixents as aides in classrooms

(ii) Use of community members as resource persons in
classrooms;

(iii) In4blvement of parents in curriculum building and
policy-making activities through their representatives
on the portal school council;
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(iv) Use of parents and other community mcthors to
identify comunity needs that Children should study
about and serve:

(v) Provision of adult education experiences.

VII. Intern Training Program

Design for the instructional program is based on two fundamental

assumptions:

(i) Students can learn to become effective teachers
in a real classroom setting with assistance from
an experienced co- operating teacher;

(ii) !lore meaningful education for children must take
into account the cultural differances of the families
of the school children.

Working from these basic assumptions the intern training program

began during the fifth-cycle to field-base instruction for the interns.

This provided an opportunity fcr learning to take place where what is

to be learned is taking place. The interns' learning experiences were

thus placed within their appropriate cultural settings.

It was,of course,known that traditional college classes for pre-

paring teachers did not readily fit in the "live" classrooms. Interns

needed classes tailored to assist them in performance skills rather

than cognitive skills. Part of the problem in developing a functional

program which could be justified professionally consisted in deciding

what aspects of the already existent teacher education program could

be utilized. To harmonize the experiences of the Teacher Corps interns

with those of regular students, it was decided to build a flexible pro-

gram on the existing traditional base.
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Each professor of a regular course was asked to identify the com-

petencies to be gained as a result of his course and develop a learning

module for each competency. A master list of teaching competencies was

compiled from the experiences of college professors, classroom teachers,

the Teacher Corps Cross-cultural coordinator, community members, and

U.S.O.E. Elementary Teacher Education Models. The Teaching Competen-

cies List (see Appendix G) is now a part of the course in which the in-

terns receive student teaching credit. The learning modules are com-

pleted by interns in sequences appropriate to their own needs and the

needs of the school situation where they are placed. As students demon-

strate these competencies they are recorded on a master list. Men

. clusters of competencies associated with a given course are demonstrated,

credit for the course is submitted to the Registrar's office for record-

ing on the student's transcript.

The teacher education program emerged with the following character-

istics:

(i) Organization of the porgram for the junior and
senior years of college around teacher competencies
rather than formal course and credit requirements;

(ii) Participation by interns and by district, community
and college personnel in planning, implementing,
and assessing the teacher education program;

(iii) Recognition of the role of personality development
and value structure in the teacher;

(iv) Interdisciplinary participation in field-based
teacher education.

The vehicle for instructional delivery is the learning module. The

module format which is utilized allows for more individualized, more

meaningful learning on the part of the intern and for flexibility and
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variety on the part of the module developer. (See module format:

Appendix H) The actual instruction in the intern program is provided

in a variety of ways, among them the following:

(i) modules in which instructional activities (readings,
listening to tapes, watching films, conducting pro-
jects with children, etc.) arc specified and made
available on call or on request with appropriate
assessment.

(ii) modules in which the cooperating teacher or team
leader and the intern plan instructional activities
together and assess the results;

(iii) modules in which the community coordinator or a
community representative and the intern plan instruc-
tional activities and assess the results

(iv) large or small group learning activities conducted
by a professor, school coordinator, team leader,
(sometimes by an intern) etc., which arc designed
to fit college requirements;

(v) in-service or career ladder learning experiences
designed for other personnel (aides, teachers,
parents, etc.) in which the intern can participate
and obtain appropriate college credit;

(vi) traditinnal college courses on campus;

(vii) programmed college courses available on-site or in
the college Dial Access Center;

(viii) community or school projects designed by the intern
and proposed to the college in fulfillment of certain
required objectives, or proposed for independent study
or Project credit.

VIII. Career Ladder Component

Definition of "Career Ladder Component"

The Career Ladder Component of the S.C.S.C. Teacher Corps Project

is a series of arrangements between Teacher Corps and cooperating

schools, colleges and universities. It is designed to assist in build-

ing expertise in skills and subject areas determined to be needed by

the portal and satellite schools. At the same time it provides
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opportunities for participating parents, aides, community represen-

tatives, teachers, and administrators to advance their professional

careers by working on higher degrees.

The career ladder opportunities which Teacher Corns supports are

limited specifically to the needs of the schools. Each of the six

participating schools is developing a "school development plan."

Some are more advanced than others, but all arc designed to give di-

rection to efforts for imporvment of the instructional program for

children and for interns. The opportunities made available in the

career ladder are closely coordinated with the needs identified by

the school development plans.

Elements of the Career Ladder

1) Adult Basic Education and Evening High School. Interns and

T.S.A.Ts in two schools have explored relationships designed to provide

two options for parents and community reps who don't have a high

school diploma. One option makes available classes (taught by interns

supervised by T.SA:s) which assist in pronaratinn for taking the GED

test. One such class is in operation at this writing, but the staff

and interns involved are giving serious thought to organizing a car

pool so these people can attend the regular adult basic education

program conducted by S.C.S.C. The resources and expertise available

in the regular program are superior to what we can provide in small,

scattered efforts.

The other option is classes set.up in one of the Portal Schools

(Fountain) leading to the high school diploma offered by School
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District 60. These classes have not yet been set up due to small

numbers of interested adults, but arrangements have been completed

for their operation as soon as wider interest is generated. The

regular evening high school classes arc located across town, but are

attended by some of the parents. These classes are taught by certified

high school teachers.

2) One-Year Certified Teacher Aide Program, Beginning winter

quarter, 1973, field-based, competency-based class work will be set up

on-site in our Teacher Corns schools leading to ame-year certifi-

cate for teacher's aides offered by El Paso Community College in

Colorado Springs. This community college had the program and agreed

to work with the Teacher Corps staff to put the course work in

modular, field based form and offer it with a team teaching design

using El Paso instructors and the Teacher Corps staff.

3) Two-Year Associate of Arts Program for Educational Assistants.

Assistance has been provided by the Teacher Corps staff to S.C.S.C.

professors for the development of an A.A. degree program for education-

al assistants (one stop above teacher aides). This porgrarn is cur-

rently in the process of approval by the college and the Board of

Trustees, and is expected to be offered beginning fall quarter, 1973.

Teacher Corps will pay the tuition and work with the professors toward

field and competency-based modular course designs for teacher aides in

Teacher Corps schools who wish to undertake this degree program. Work

done toward the certificate from El Paso will he credited toward the

two-year program.
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4) M.A. Program for Teachers. A series of curriculum develop-

ment workshops involving the faculty and interns at each Teacher

Corps school have been held for the past two years with graduate

credit offered at Adams State College in Alamosa, Colorado (since

S.C.S.C. did not have a graduate program in elementary education).

Beginning in the summer of 1972 these workshops were offered for

residence credit at Adams State. In the fall of 1972, each partici-

pant was offered a degree program leading to an I.A.! in Elementary

Education to be completed in June, 1974. Sixty-seven teachers in

the six Teacher Corns schools have enrolled. The program is not

open to anyone else because of its specialized nature. All costs

are paid by Teacher Corps but the expense has turned out to be

very reasonable because of inter-institutional arrangements made in

lieu of tuition.

This degree program has four elements provided by Teacher Corps

which give up to 36 quarter hours of the 45 needed for the degree:

a) a program in "General Competencies" of a master teacher
which began in November, 1972 and will provide 9 hours
of credit at Adams State over three quarters: winter, 1973;
winter, 1974, and snring, 1974. This part of the program
will have total-group class sessions and field based,
competency-based modules supervised jointly by Mans State
professors and Teacher Corns staff.

b) A program of "Subject Area Specialties" in which each
teacher chooses one subject area (such as reading, math,
oral language, etc.) and takes field-based course work
preparing her to take leadership in her school in improv-
ing the curriculum and instruction in this area. Each
school's development plan is worked out to avoid unneeded
duplication in subject areas and provide curriculum balance
to the extent possible in subject matter areas. This
specialty area will provide 9 hours of credit at Adams State
over three quarters: spring, 1973; fall, 1973; and winter,
1973. Subject areas with only a few participants may re-

quire some campus course work in Alamosa in the summer of 1973.
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c) A program of "Process Area Specialties" in which each
teacher chooses one process area (communication in the school,
guidance and counseling, curriculum development, accounta-
bility, etc.) and takes field-based, modular work preparing
her to take leadership in her school in this area. Again,
each school's development plan provides coordination so that
each teacher will have an area in which to make a unique
contribution toward the improvement of the school program.
This specialty area will provide 9 hours of credit at S.C.S.C.
(in modular work accredited by the North Central Association
as part of the M.A.T. program Industrial Education) over
three quarters: winter, 1973; spring, 1973; and fall, 1973.
This 9 hours will be accepted by Adams State toward the degree.

d) Up to 9 hours of work done by the teacher in the school
development summer workshops in the summer of 1972 will be
credited toward the degree porgram as direct residence
credit.

The teacher may then have from 9 to 18 hours (depending upon whether or

not she participated in the 1972 summer workshops) remaining toward the

degree. Adams State will accept up to 12 hours of a combination of ex-

tension credit (including the Teacher Corps workshop prior to the summer

of 1972) and transfer credit from another institution. The result is

that most of the teachers will not have to go to Alamosa (120 miles away)

at all. For some, the degree porgram (expect application fee and gradu-

ation fee) will be entirely supported by Teacher Corps.

This is an inter.-institutional program designed to make use of the

strengths of each of the two colleges, and still coordinate closely with

the needs of the schools in which the teachers work. It leads to a

situation in which each teacher has two exclusive areas in which to pro-

vide leadership for her school. It is designed specifically to promote

diversity of expertise and a situation in the elementary school faculty

in which there is a genuine need for communication and interchange of

leadership. The areas of expertise to be developed are determined as

much as possible upon the needs of the particular school for serving its

boys and girls.
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In addition to the P.A. program at Adams State College, an agree-

ment has been reached with New ;!exico Highlands Univeisity for a similar

cooperative project. Under the terms of this agreement, teachers and

staff members of the Teacher Corps project can become candidates for an

M.A. Degree in Administration.

A fundamental aspect of.the program is the integration of candidates'

regular professional activities into the degree program. They will be

asked to modularize a number of the required courses under the guidance

of the unviersity faculty and will be given opportunity to demonstrate

competencies in conjunction with their normal job responsibilities. They

will also provide technical assistance to the university in modularizing

undergraduate courses in a manner similar to that already achieved at

Southern Colorado State College. Only a minimum number of hours will be

taken on campus and the total amount can be completed in a single summer.

55 M.A.T. Program for Teachers. Assistance has been provided to

S.C.S.C. professors for the preparation of the proposal for the M.A.T.

program in Elementary Education at S.C.S.C. The program as proposed

contains 9 hours of a "Teacher Competency Block" which consists of a

diagnostic procedure followed by modular work in areas which the teacher

and her advisor feel that work is needed. This proposal is in the pro-

cess of approval at the college. It is expected that approval from the

North Central Association will take until the fall of 1973, so that the

first classes could be offered in winter quarter, 1973.

The S.C.S.C. M..A.T. degree program is a current option only for

teachers wishing to work in Industrial Education. When the Elementary

Education program is approved, however, this will become a part of the

Teacher Corps Career Ladder Component. In the meantime, the nine hours
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of process specialty work toward the Adams State M.A. program is being

taken at S.C.S.C. in a "special student" category.

6) Ed.S., Ed.D., and Ph.D. Program. Arrangements have been made

with the University of Colorado at Boulder for course work leading to a

Colorado Administrator's Certificate, or Ed.S., Ed.D., or. Ph.D. degrees

in three fields: curriculum, supervision, or school administration.

The courses will be taught at six hours per semester in spring, 1973;

fall, 1973; and spring, 1974. The courses to be taught in Pueblo are

those which are required or core course work in each of the three areas.

Additional work will have to be taken by each candidate at his own ex-

pense at C.U. in Boulder or at the C.U. Extension Center in Colorado

Springs during summers in order to complete the degree.

These arrangements depend upon having sufficient numbers in each

course to make the program economical. There are only about eight peo-

ple in the Teacher Corps schools who can benefit from this program (a

master's degree is required). Consequently the program is being opened

to non-Teacher Corps personnel in Pueblo School Districts 60 or 70

(county) who will pay their own tuition. Teacher Corps is negotiating

a contract with the University to cover a proportionate share of the

expenses. The courses will be somewhat field based and team taught

with Dr. Roy NtCanne of the Teacher Corps staff who has an Ed.D. in

curriculum. However, the extent to which these courses can be field

based is somewhat more limited than the M.A. program because of require-

ments for the administrator's certificate and because of the expense

and time involved in planning and coordination, compared with the number

of people involved.
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7) The Innovative Doctorate. Negotiations are underway with a

program called "Innovation" at the School of Educational Change and

Development, University of Northern Colorado. There are no residence

requirements and no required courses for this program which can lead

to a degree at any level from the B.A. to the doctorate. Each can-

didate must propose an innovative plan which must be approved by a

committee at the University. Teacher Corps will support interested

candidates in such a way as tuition for course work taken in Pueblo

in the Adams State, S.C.S.C., or C.U. programs, assistance in prepar-

ing an innovative plan, coordination, etc. This program does not de-

pend upon numbers but each candidate will bear his own expense toward

the degree for course work which may have to be taken at the University

of Northern Colorado in Greeley.

IX. Communications Component

Midway through the fifth-cycle program the Teacher Corps staff

felt the need for adding a communications comT)onent to strengthen its

program. The need was based on a growing awareness of one of the most

elusive and unattended problems of the child who comes from a background

of poverty or ethnic discrimination - his low self-esteem and an

apparent lack of motivation for self-discovery in terms of his present

worth and future potential as a human being.

A year was spent studying and assessing the needs and problems

centering around this phenomenon. The outcome was a communications

process model, simple enough in its skeletal structure, broad enough in

its scope, and with enough depth to offer some hope for improving the

face-to-face human communication process at the point of greatest impact

to the child - his relationships with his teachers.
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The initial focal points for implementation of the model were,

first, the professional and support staff at Fountain Elementary School,

identified as a target Portal School for the seventh cycle program, and,

second, the new interns in the seventh cycle program. The rationale

for these thrusts is simply stated: it is easy for a teacher or a pro-

spective teacher to care deeply for the disadvantaged child, to love

him and to provide him as good an education as the teacher thinks he

can handle; however, it is not likely that a person of low self-esteem,

who also has an apparent lack of motivation for self-discovery, can

effectively lead a child into a world of excitement, challenge, experi-

mentation and creativity. The teacher must be experiencing this himself

and identifying the process of that experience in order to provide that

experience for the child.

The model is potentially operant among all groups in the protect:

the child in the school, the teachers of the child, the interns, the

intern-trainers, and the parents in the community.

It builds vertically on a series of seugenced learning and explor-

ation activities that theoretically would lead to much more expanded

and open communications networks and sets of communicative relationships,

thus freeing the individuals within the networks to discover their

potential in an accepting and supportive environment. In outline form

the model consists of the following stages of development:
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Stage I: The present communications system

a. assessing present levels of self-concept, negative
and positive areas

b. determining characteristics of communication patterns
now operating

Stage II: Task and Process

a. exploring the parameters and limits of task and process

b. discovering the interaction potential of task and process

Stage III: Feedback and Support Systems

a. identifying feedback mechanisms that facilitate self-
correction, as well as those that hinder it

Stage IV: Belief Systems

Generating data about individual belief systems with respect to

a. assessing attitudes and values about authority and
their implications for children and adults

b. expanding capacity to cope with ambiguity in a productive
and creative manner, both on an individual and instructional
basis

During the 1971-72 school year, a variety of data collection instruments

were filled out by the Fountain Elementary School staff. These instru-

ments were designed to assess the present communication system that was

operating in the school building. Samples of two of these instruments

are included in Appendix I.

The system was evaluated'in terms of both the formal and informal

systems. As the data was collected it was collated and fed back to the

entire staff. Simulaneously, the teaching teams in the building gave

one to one-and-a-half hours per week of their planning time to process

sessions. The focus of these sessions was on identifying and attempting

to work through interpersonal conflicts and other barriers to team

building.
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The focus for the current school year is on developing process-

oriented activities to be implemented in the classroom. The goal is

to build a more open and supportive socio-emotional learning environ-

ment throughout the school.

A similar process was initiated among the interns during the pre-

service phase of the seventh-cycle program. Data collection and pro-

cess sessions were conducted throughout pre-service. This activity is

being followed by the initiation of a communications course to be held

throughout the school year for direct implementation and field-testing

of the communications model. This course is offered on a purely vol-

untary basis to the interns. Almost all of them have chosen to take it.

The course is being initiated with an intensive three day communications

process workshop which will complete Stage I of the model outline and

begin Stages II and III.

Another avenue of implementation of the model will be through the

teaching of communications process courses in the career ladder M.A.

program. The courses will be taught by the Communications Specialist

on the Teacher Corps staff. As the courses are modularized and the

modules are field tested, the modules will be made available to others

in the profession.

On completion of the model, the outcomes anticipated would include

more open communications between people; people who could function

more abstractly, that is, people who operate less on assumptions and

stereotypes because they not only wait for more information but actively

seek it out before forming tentative judgements; people who have a respect

for their own cultural heritages and a deep sensitivity toward the
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cultural heritages of others; and people who are searching for ef-

-fective means of applying the principles of social inclusion rather

than exclusion.



X. Personnel

The staff of the Teacher Corps project can he classified under the following

categories:

(i.) Central Staff. Persons in this category include those housed on campus

who hnvo full-time responsibility to the pioject.in addition to secretarial

assistants there are the following positions:

Director
Assistant Director
Program Development Specialist
School Development Specialist
Community Development Specialist
Cross-Cultural Specialist
Communications Specialist
Information Officer
Module Developer

At present the director is on educational leave and available for part-time

consultation only. The bulk of his administrative responsibilities are being

carried by two of the specialists.

For the most part the specialists serve in a consultant capacity with persons

in the public schools and communities. Only a portion of the actual work of

teaching interns is assigned to members of the central staff. In some cases

members of the central staff teach regular college classes for regular pro-

gram students in exchange for instructional services provided to interns by

other members of the college faculty. A small portion of the work of some

members of the central staff is assigned to work in the college MAT program

with Teacher Corps personnel taking advantage of the opportunity to do grad-

uate study at Southern Colorado State College.

It must be emphasized that the Teacher Corps staff operates as a true team.

After much sensitivity training and experience with each other, each staff



member does his own job and trusts the others to do theirs. The staff has

reached the point where decisions can be made quickly (on the spot) by each

staff member without fear of contradiction by others. In significant measure

this is responsible for the production and implementation of a large number

of innovative ideas in the program. Weekly staff meetings and monthly twc-

day retreats keep the information and empathy levels high enough to make the

team process work. They also help overcome (or at least share) the pressures

and anxiety felt by many staff members in attempting to bring about innovations

and change which threaten existing institutions, procedures, and people.

(ii) Regular College Faculty. A distinction is made between the central

staff of the Teacher Corps project, who are paid with federal funds, and the

regular college faculty, who are paid with state funds. Presumably the budge-

tary allocation to Southern Colorado State College on the part of the federal

government pays .Eor all the costs of instruction of persons supported by the

Teacher Corps project. In actuality, since the needs of students cover a

much wider range than the central staff could teach, it is necessary to pro-

vide instruction from throughout the college faculty. This is done by enroll-

ing interns in regular classes or by contracting for special sections to be

taught to Teacher Corps interns. Reimbursement is made either by paying the

instructor directly, by reimbursing the college, or by effecting an exchange

of instructional services. The Teacher Corps interns are regularly enrolled

college students, as are also some of the educators working with Teacher Corps

interns who are candidates for an MAT degree at the college. It is viewed as

highly desirable that all such persons have wide contacts with the faculty.
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(iii) Public-School Personnel on Special Assignment to Teacher Corps.

In each Teacher Corps school there is a teacher on special assignment (TSA)

and in each portal school there is a teacher coordinator (TC). In addition,

there is a district coordinator in the central administration office of the

Pueblo public schools. These persons have varied responsibilities (see

Appendix D). They are of course responsible for the kind of program develop-

ment, learning activities, and liaison with college and community that are

essential for the functioning of the program as it has already been described.

As a major portion of their responsibilities they are charged with aiding the

integration of the interns into school programs and working with those public-

school teachers who have responsibility for interns.

(iv) Other Public-School and Community Personnel. Many teachers in

the public schools have contact with Teacher Corps interns in ways not unlike

the contacts they would have with student teachers or with aides. The princi-

pals in all schools have administrative responsibility over the interns in

the same way that they have responsibility for their faculties. All these

people are involved in planning, supervising, and evaluating interns' learn-

ing experiences, and in planning and evaluating project activities generally

as they affect their school.

In addition, each school has community representatives who are specifically

selected to help plan, conduct and evaluate school activities concerned

with interns' community work. Members of the community--sometimes the same

persons, sometimes not--are represented on the Portal. School Council. They

are also represented on the selection committees of all schools. The selec-
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tion committees are charged with intern selection and de-selection, and

with other matters concerning personnel chosen to work with the project.

In brief, the personnel situation in the Teacher Corps project is most

complicated. Undoubtedly, the costs for personnel arc -high. It is hoped,

however, that whin the costs assignable to research, evaluation, in-service

education, community development, material development, dissemination of

informtim, and administrative responsibilities associated with all these,

the residual cost is not unreasonable in terms of the teacher education

program, and in particular in relation to the residual benefits of the pro-

gram.

Teacher Corps Personnel

Juan Trujillo, Director (on leave)

B.A. Sociology Colorado College
M.A. Economics University of Colorado
Ph.D. Educational Change - University of New Mexico

(in progress)

Bob Garcia, Assistant Director

B.A. English - Adams State
M.A. Cultural Relations - Adams State

(in progress)

Roy McCanne, Program Development Specialist

B.A. Economics Oberlin College
M.A. Audio-visual Education - University of Denver
Ed. D. Curriculum University of Denver

David Conde, School Dewlopment Specialist

B.A. Spanish - University of Northern Colorado
M.A. Spanish University of Kansas
Ph.D. Latin American Literature - University of Kansas
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Dennis Farhar, Community flevelopment Specialist

B.A. Psychology - University of Colorado
M.A. Student Personnel & Guidance - University of Colorado

Antonio Esquibel, Cross-Cultural Program Development Specialist

B.A. Spanish Adams State
M.A. Administration Bi-Lingual - New Mexico Highlands Unil

(in progress) Education

Chester Flickinger, Communications Specialist

B.A. English tethel College. Kansas
M.A. Education University of Northern Colorado
Ph.D. Communications Methodology - University of Denver

(in progress)

Gilbert Martinez, Information Dissemination Officer

B.A. Sociology Southern Colorado State College
M.A. Administration New Elexico Highlands University

(in progress)

Carla Barela, Module Development Specialist

B.A. Music Education - College of St. Joseph, Ohio
M.A. J..lusic Education University of Colorado

Don Nelson, L.E.A. Coordinator

B.A. Education Western State College
ILA. Physical Science - Webster College
Ed.D. Administration Colorado University ( in progress)

Ralph Salaz, L.E.A. Community Coordinator

B.A. Science Southern Colorado State College
:21. Education - Adams State College

(in progress)

Bob Cason, Teacher Coordinator

B.A. Education - Western State College
N.A. Education Western State College
Ed.S. Education - Colorado University

(in progress)
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Pauline Garcia, Teacher Coordinator

B.A. Elementary Education - University of Northern Colorado
M.A. Administration - Western State College

Delfino Apodoca, Teacher on Special Assignment

B.A. Education Southern Colorado State College
M.A. Elementary Education - Adams State

(in progress)

Nary Brooks, Teacher on Special Assignment

B.A. Elementary Education - State University of New York
N.A. Education Western State College
Ed.D. Education = Colorado University

(in progress)

Edith Jones, Teacher on Special Assignment

B.A. Elementary Education University of Northern Colorado
M.A. Reading Adams State College

(in progress)

Edith Tonelli, Teacher on Special Assignment

B.A. Education - Colorado University
M.A. Elementary Education - Adams State

(in progress)

Kathy Weiderstein, Teacher on Special Assignment

B.A. Education University of. Norhtern Colorado
M.A. Elementary Education - Adams State College
(in progress)

Elenora Young, Teacher on Special Assignment

B.A. Education Friends University, Wichita
M.A. Education - Notre Dame
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XI. BUDGET

The following is an overview of the budget for the first year of the
seventh cycle. It is divided into two parts: pre-service and in-
service.

Preservice E:idget from 6/19/72 to 9/1/72

Administrative $ 3,330.
Instructional 14,382.
Instructional supplies 742.

L.E.A. Salaries: $28,393.95

Teacher consultation 15,900.
5th Cycle extern instructional assistant 3,100.
Resource consultation 2,775.

TOTAL Consultation $50,068.00

Inservice Budget from 9/3/72 to 5/8/73

Administrative 9,120.
Instructional staff 64,415.
Career Ladder 29,482.
Instructional supplies 3,336.

TOTAL $106,353.00
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Y.I. Evaluation Procedures

The project is evaluated by two processes: (1) a management

system which generates data on progress toward objectives and on

affective feedback from participants quarterly, and (2) an evaluation

by the director ( and outside consultants when desirable) using data

from the management system to compare on-going goals and progress

toward the project goals.

The components and sub-components of the project and the person(s)

responsible for providing information about each are identified. This

list of components is used as an outline for a monthly newsletter

(publislied..by*the;Iseacher,Corpikplf) as well as an outline for the

management system. Each quarter, the responsible person for each com-

ponent is asked to write a list of objectives for the quarter. Midway

and at the end of the quarter he is asked to estimate as a percentage

the progress made toward each objective. End-of=quarter estimates of

less than 100 percent are asked to be explained and decisions are made

about dropping or modifying the objective, carrying it over to the

next quarter, or investigating the lack of progress.

At each step. the information on objectives and progress in each

component is compiled and distributed to all the staff. Much improve-

ment in management (setting and writing objectives, improving inter-

relationships and eliminating duplication of effort, etc.) is accomplish-

simply by feeding back and discussing this information.
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In addition, a request for feelings about the project (affective

feedback) is requested of each intern and staff member once each quar-

ter. These comments are compiled anonymously and fed back to all con-

cerned. This information helps fill the need for data about how the

interns and staff view what is happening. These data are discussed

and used for decision making along with the progress data.

The fifth-cycle Teacher Corps project was evaluated with the help

of an outside consultant,(Dr. Eugene Kelly, Chairman, Education

Division, Adams State College), using data generated in the management

system ith separate spot-checks (visits and questionnaires) to insure

accuracy. (This evaluation appears as Appendix A.) The on-going

seventh-cycle Teacher Corps project is evaluated by the co-directors

from such data and from their own sources of feedback. At the end of

the seventh-cycle project another evaluation by an outside consultant

will be undertaken.

XIII. Contributions to Teacher Education. Throughout the preceding material

matters pertaining to contributions to teacher education have been

either implied or explicitly stated. In this final section an effort

is made to bring these together in one place.

Perhaps there should be some comment about the differences between

implications for teacher education generally and those for Southern

Colorado State College specifically. It is well known that experi-

mentation creates by-products in the locale of the experiment that it

does not engender elsewhere. The situation at Southern Colorado State

College clearly exemplifies this point.



The problems involved in using an experimental program to improve

practices locally include the following:

(i) The experimental program tends to become self-contained
and to have problems of communication and contact with others
in the organization.

(ii) The preceding situation is intensified by the differences
in funds available for experimental and regular programs
and the availability of public information procedures to
the former.

(iii) Sometimes the ideas contained in experimental programs are
not new to others in the institution, but at the same time
circumstances combine to make it appear that they are

(iv) The existence of well-funded, well-staffed activities and
programs often presents considerable pressure unon others
to develop plans and activities equally rapidly even though
the funds and staff are less plentiful.

It would be foolish to deny that the preceding difficulties did not

exist at Southern Colorado State College. This is true in spite of the

fact that many efforts have been made by many persons to minimize dif-

ficulties.

The responses of members of the regular college faculty to the

Teacher Corps project range all the way from the enthusiastic to the

antagonistic. However, it would seem to be fair to say that a great

deal has occurred in the way of improvement in teacher education at

Southern Colorado State College to which the Teacher Corps project has

contributed. Among these are the following:



(i) Teacher Corps'budget for professional improvement
activities has helped faculty members who work with
Teacher Corps interns; these same faculty members work
with other students as well.

(ii) Teacher Corps consultants have been available to assist
faculty planners on various occasions.

(iii) Teacher Corps resource materials and resource persons
have been made available to students and professors in
regular classes.

(iv) Work done in modularizing courses for Teacher Corps
interns has resulted in the availability of modularized
experiences in classes for other students.

(v) The interest and involvement of persons in developing
an intern program have stimulated parallel activity in
planning a similar alternate teacher education experience
f-l- regularly enrolled students.

(vi) ExPertisc of Teacher Corps personnel in developing learn-
ing modules hrs been available in the development of
modules for the MAT erogram.

(vii) The involvement of public-school teachers with interns
has resulted in a considerable increase in the knowledge
and skill of public-school personnel in working with
college students.

(viii) A viable culturally-based curriculum product has been
rleveloped which hes strengthened the undergraduate
program at Southern Colorado State College. Also, the
7.1.A.T. program includes a set of socio-cultural competencies
which a teacher should have.

The preceding implications are specific to the Southern Colorado

State College situation. Implications of the Teacher Corps project for

improving teacher education generally arc more numerous. Ammg them are

the following:

(1) The development of a rational, consistent, and effective
cross-cultural component has generated great momentum for
change in the public schools as well as in teacher education.



The establishment of the concept which might be called
"the dignity and worth of the individual's culture" has
given interns, teachers, and teacher educators a new
perspective toward Chicano and other minority group
children. The creation of experiences and materials
(see Appendix E on Barrio Tracks I, II, and III) which
teach the concept effectively is a contribution to
teacher education.

(2) The community-based design of the Teacher Corps project
and its Site Development program (exemplary program
status) has shown a way that meaningful community input
can be developed in stages, from "assistance" to "advisory"
to "participation in decision making." A national Teacher
Corps workshop on community-based education, conducted
by S.C.S.C. Teacher Corps project, is planned for the
Spring of 1973.

(3) The competency-based and field-based design of the intern
training program, while not unique to the S.C.S.C. pro-
ject, helps point the way to greater effectiveness and
more of a reality base for teacher education generally.

(4) The communications component, while still in a stage of
experimentation and development, is felt to be vital in
making the complex design and the interaction of other
components workable. As in community-based education,
the S.C.S.C. exemplary program funds will be used to de-
sign and conduct a national Teacher Corps workshop on
communications in the Spring of 1973. The intent is to
demonstrate how the best in communications theory and
research can be applied to teacher education.

(5) The career ladder component, involving the public schools
and six colleges and universities, presents a very promising
concept: that college programs and invididual "school
development" programs can be coordinated for mutual rein-
forcement. Not only can individual workers at all levels
find opportunity for professional advancement in education,
but also the school can develop advanced expertise in sub-
ject matter and "process" areas in which the expertise is
most needed.

(6) The "Portal School" concept, while developing somewhat dif-
ferently in the two portal schools in Pueblo, is being
shown to be a workable way to make possible meaningful
participation in all the above components by comunity,
school, and college personnel.



(7) The S.C.S.C. Teacher Corps staff is demonstrating that
a true, working team, with members selected for diversity
of expertise, commonality of goals, and compatibility of
of personality, can accomplish a great deal in teacher
education. The inclusion of community and public school
personnel along with college personnel on a teacher educa-
tion team is being shown to be very helpful. Perhaps
the best indication of what such a team can accomplish is
shown in the newsletter, published ciach month by Teacher

Corps.:staf:f.

(8) While many of the above components are not unique to the
S.C.S.C. project, their combination has brought the project
to a point of national leadership, as shown by the exemplary
program designation by National Teacher Corps. The poten-
tial of such a program goes further than the present com-
ponent. It lies largely in the area of "What next?" One
example of such potential is attached as Appendix J, a
concept paper proposing a community-based, cross-cultural
communications insitiute. The concept was barinstormed by
the Teacher Corns staff. It includes highly sophisticated
comamications techniques designed to greatly increase the
potential for cross-cultural, community participation in
college level training programs for teacher education and
other fields of social interaction.

It should be mentioned that the Teacher Corps staff at S.C.S.C. has con-

centrated on program development to the exclusion of nation-wide dis-

semination up to now. In the last two months the staff has become aware

that the various elements cif the program are fitting together and are

working well toward their goals. Journal articles and chapters for books

are now in preparation as well as materials for dissemination at the

two national Teacher Corps workshops planned for next Spring. In this

connection, the AACTE Distinguished Achievement Award would be very

helpful.
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A

Introducticn

The Teacher Corps Project at Southern Colorado State College has had
a strange history, beginning more than two years ago with a program looking
for a staff, the technical assistance to aid the programs, a new school to
participate after the first school dropped out of the program, and the interns
to be trained. It really started as a great concept looking for the people
to bring it into reality. It really wasn't even known if the concept was
great, or could be applied to this particular reality.

During the duration of the program 26 of the original 34 interns found
their way to graduation and certification. An entire undergraudate education
program was field based, and modularized. Each of the four schools involved
gained in teacher training, curriculum development and community involvement.
Southern Colorado State College gained in new insight and the development of
two new teacher training programs with innovative designs. The staff grew
in skills, insights to the point of contributing expertise and leadership at
the national level and developing a Cycle VII proposal to service 48 interns
in six schools.

It is not the purpose of this assessment to provide a history of the
trials, traumas, successes and futures of the program. It is our purpose in
performing this assessment to achieve several goals:

1. To determine what changes we have produced in participating
schools, according to program objectives

2. To prOvide insight into our current status as a benchmark for
future efforts

3. To develop a final status assessment of the Cycle V program for
Teacher Corpsitgashington

4. To provide a model for the conduct of a program assessment for
those participating.

Much of the data presented goes beyond the actual objectives stated for
the program. This data is used to reinforce or explicate areas of special
interest. The Cycle V proposal was not always specific or concise in its
objectives For that reedon, specificity of assessment was on occasion diffi-
cult. Each objective to be accomplished is listed in the text of the report.
It is followed by an anlaysis of the accomplishment of those objectives by
each agency involved. Complete copies of the instruments used and the data
collected are contained in Appendix A. Hopefully these instruments are
helpful to others in their assessment components. Only prose data descriptions
and summaries are contained in the text of the report. 'Ft-is was done for
brevity and clarity.
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How the Assessment Was Performed

111

Initial instruments were designed by a task group made up of staff,
college, and district representatives with the consultant aid of Dr. Eugene
Kelley, Adams State College. The instruments were then field tested,
revised, and administered to all participants in the program during May,
1972. Additional data was gathered from TC/SCSC records and individual
staff members responsible for specific components of the program. The
data collected was field checked after summarization by Dr. Kelley. The
report was then drafted for editing and discussion by the Program Develop-
ment Specialist, Dr. Ronald Bigelow. After discussions, the report was
finalized and submitted. It is our wish that this assessment will provide
a clear picture of the present and produce potential directions for the
future.

College Level Program Objectives

1. Will offer information and assistance as to a field centered approach
to teacher training curricula.Inherent in this approach is inter-dis-
ciplinary participation.

Over the past two years the Teacher Corps program has been viewed as a
test of a field centered concept in teacher education, in two local
sites and two sites at a distance from the campus. Two programs,
paralleling this concept are currently being developed at SCSC: A
Master of Arts in Teaching Program (M.A.T.) and a one year field based
internship for seniors in elementary education. Dr.'s Roy McCann
and Ronald Bigelow and Mr. Antonio Esquibel, all Teacher Corps staff
have participated in the design and development of these programs, under
the leadership of various members of the Education Division staff.

The M.A.T. program has developed the required materials, gained the
approval of all levels of the State Agencies for Higher Education, and
waits on final approval from the North Central Association of Schools
and Colleges. Approval is expected shortly.

The internship program, is now in its final planning stages and will
begin in September of 1972 with a pilot group of approximately 10 interns.
If successful, this program will be a regularly available option to
candidates in elementary teacher education.

In addition, collaborative efforts in field centered in-service work
with Adams State College (Alamosa, Colorado) have developed over a dozen
field based, competency based workshops for teachers involved in the
program. This relationship is presently being expanded to produce a
completely field-centered, competency Master's degree program for teachers
in Cycle VII schools.

2. Will provide Behavioral Objectives for field centered learning modules.
This has been accomplished in all cases. Objectives are produced in
co-operation with the participants, Teacher Corps staff members and the
professor of record.
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3, gill assist the instructional staff in exploring new and different
methods of involving Teacher Trainees in designing, planning, and im-
plementing their respective programs.

This objective has been achieved through modeling procedures, and pro-
viding the technical assistance required to explore such alternatives.

4. rdill assist the instructional staff in individualizing and modularizing
the existing course offerings within the Teacher Education Curricula in
order that a systematic approach to a competency based curriculum be
realized. This objective has been achieved as of the completion of
the Cycle V program. All course work offerings, including those for
teacher creditation and SCSC graduation are now in modular form. In
addition, course work offerings from the Psychology Division have adopted
the same philosophy and format.

5. Will assist the college (Southern Colorado State) in developing cooper-
ative relationships with local school districts in order that various
schools may be utilized as laboratories for field centers for teacher
training.

This objective was achieved in February of 1972 with the designation
of two Portal Schools and four satellite schools in Pueblo School
District #60. The Portal Schools have been acting as teacher and commun-
ity training centers, utilizing college and Teacher Corps staff resources
in curriculum development and career ladder development. These two schools
are not considered prime agencies for teacher training and retraining.
The college is making input to these schools by course work modularization
and delivery, and responding to the specific requests of the schools. All
course work is being continuously defined, refined, field tested and
revised.

6. Will assist the Education Division in representing in its program of
studies the multi-cultural and multi-ethnic composition of the region.

The efforts of several individuals in the Teacher Corps staff, working
co-operatively with many other professors and staff from across the cam-
pus have produced a Chicano Studies program, presently lodged in the
Education Division. Antonio Esquibel, Mr. Juan Trujillo and Mr. Robert
Garcia were active in the program's development as a team-taught, competen-
cy based series of courses in Chicano Culture, History, and Education.

Two other professors in the Education Division have al-o been involved in
the production of the program: Mr. Jose Cordova and Mrs. Arlene Sutton.
The new Southern Colorado State College Bulletin provides this descrip-
tion of the Chicano Studies Program:

The Chicano Studies Program is designed to expose the students
to classroom approaches as well as use of the community as a labor-v
atory and potential employment. Such an approach will act as a
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'bridge' by connecting academic and experiences, and by
teaching the former with the aims of the latter in mind.

Page 4

The course offerings will be organized into three (3)
categories which will assist the students in becoming community
oriented only after accomplishment of the prescribed academic
course work. The three categories are (1) Self-Concept, Social
Experience of the Chicano; (2) Inter-Disciplinary Skill Devel-
opment; and (3) Community Development.

SELF-CONCEPT, SOCIAL EXPERIENCE OF THE CHICANO

Course within Level One will provide a conceptual frame of
reference, historical as well as cultural, relative to the
Chicano community, Emphasis will be placed on acculturation
which-, in turn, upholds the concept of cultural pluralism.

INTER-DISCIPLINARY SKILL DEVELOPMENT

An academic interdisciplinary approach within this level
will provide the necessary skills for possible solutions
of the social conditions of the Chicano community. To
comprehend the Community Social Process requires that we
provide diagnostic analytical and interpretative techniques
which the multi- or interdisciplined approach provides.
Thus, the student may better understand those pluralistic
life styles found in the area, whether they be socioeconomic
"class" life styles or ethnic and cultural life styles.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

The community will provide the laboratory experience for
community involvement. Level three will emphaitize ways and
means by which the student may relate his college education
and the Chicano community. Institutional or public service
(agency) behavior will be a point of major concern and con-
centration relative to the social, physical condition of
the Chicano Barrio.

CS 101 INTRODUCTION TO CHICANO STUDIES 5 Credit'3

Introduction and background to the history, socio-cultural
characteristics and value orientation of the Chicano.

CS 202 THE CHICANO IN AZTLAN 3 Credits

The evolution of the Mexican from a majority to a minority
status, and his subsequent role in the American Southwest;
the historical study and America's second largest minority
group; the historical culture of the Mexican-Americans.
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CS 210 INTRODUCTION TO BILINGUAL EDUCATION 3 Credits

Introduction of the literature in Bi-lingual Education.
English as a second language, language acquisition
(Linguistics), cultural awareness.

CS 301 METHODS AND TECHNIQUES TEACHING OF ESL 3 Credits

Methods and techniques of teaching English as a second
language. The Audio Lingual Approach. The Method Approach
and others. Students will have an opportunity to use the
knowledge received with school children in various schools
in the community and adult students in the community.
Students will also develop materials necessary for teaching
ESL.

CS 312 THE CHICANO CHILD IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 3 Credits

A study of the Mexican-American child and his relationship
to the U.S. educational system for Head Start through
elementary school."

An apparent weakness in the accomplishment of this objective is a lack
of integration of minority/Chicano studies in all facets of the education
program. This has become an objective of the Cycle VII program.

Classroom Level Program Objectives

1. Will provide children with elements of the Ethnic Culture within
their community

2. Will provide cooperating teachers with information in regard to
the multi-cultural aspects with the class and strategies to deal
with those cultures objectively.

Each of the schools surveyed agreed that the objectives were applicable
and important for their school, with the possible exception of the use
of a second language in the classroom. The data secured supports some
improvement in the general areas of cultural and cross-cultural activities,
but concern does exist in a number of specific areas in individual schools.
The participation of the community; the support of the school program by
the community; the comfort level of teachers working in the community and
the academic achievmeent of children in schools were identified as areas
of improvement, but to a lesser degree than other areas of importance.
Defininte improvements were cited in all schools in the availability of
resource persons and materials and the use of bi-cultural activities in
the classroom.

A significant number of teachers stated the presence of Teacher Corps was
responsible for approximately fifty 'Percent of the improvements made in
these areas during the past two years.
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Data secured for this section of the survey indicates the partial accom-
plishment of these two objectives, with further work needed in the areas of
bi-lingual education, community participation, community support, teacher
comfort in working in the community, and the academic achievment of pupils.

These are areas of emphasis in the Cycle VII program.

It should be noted that community representatives and teacher aides working
in the buildings consistently rated these areas of 'lesser improvement' as
areas of greatest improvement, attributing 75% to 100% of the improvement
to Teacher Corps presence. (See Section A, Appendix A)

It should also be noted that the school demonstrating the greatest apparent
improvement was Ignacio, where a "tri-ethnic" community exists; Anglo, Chicano
and Native American.

3. Will provide children with the opportunity for cross-age assistance in
subject matter expectations and personal-social preparation.

4. Will provide children with a more personalized, individualized and par-
ticipative approach to learning.

Professional growth and the various components of ,'such growth that apply to
the above objectives were supported as applicable to each of the schools in-
volved, and considerable improvement did take place in these areas during
the past two Years. Among those areas showing considerable improvement were
diagnosing student learning needs, a knowledge of a variety of teaching tech-
niques, particularly individualized learning skills, diagnosing student
learning needs, a knowledge of a far wider variety of teaching techniques,
and materials, and developing special classroom materials.

Again, the presence of the Teacher Corps was credited with a significant
amount of the change that did take place. (See Section C, Appendix A. -
Professional Growth).

It is apparent that all four schools in the project have increased their use
of individualized instruction, and gained a significant and useful level of
skills required to perforr such instruction. Again Ignacio school and Rocky
Ford (Liberty Elementary School) demonstrated the greatest improvement in
these areas, while Irving school achieved the highest level of overall compe-
tency. Much of this improvement (25% to 50%) is seen as attributable to the
presence and aid of Teacher Corps interns and staff.

The areas of least improvement apparently occured in civic improvement by
teachers, career planning, instructional leadership, and level of knowledge
of academic disciplines. The career ladder c@ncept incorporated in the Cycle
VII project will definitely have an impact on career planning, instructional
leadership and the level of knowledge of academic disciplines. Greater civic
involvement is being promoted through the community component in each schoc..

It would appear that all four major objectives in the "Classroom" section of
the Cycle V objectives were achieved, and achieved by the presence of the
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Teacher Corps project, with the specific exceptions as indicated. It

should also be noted that the two schools not continuing in the Cycle VII
project are continuing their professional development in the areas of in-
creased use of bi-cultural, bi-lingual activities and individualizing
instruction. The two remaining schools (Irving and Washington) are con-
tinuing the progress toward the same goals within the Cycle VII program.
One school, Irving, is a resource for other schools in their development
efforts, and is, in fact, a Portal School.

Neighborhood Component Program Objectives

1. Will provide cross-cultural techniques for community development

The Cycle V program focused its attention on community involvement during
the second year of the program (1971-1972). All interns carried out com-
munity activities ranging from tutoring in English for adults to the
establishment of a complete art program for children. Techniques for these
projects provided by the program, in the form of community development modules
were integrated into four education, psychology and social psychology courses
Additional techniques were provided by Mr. Antonio Esquibel, of the Teacher
Corps Staff.

SCSC/TC sponsored a cross-cultural workshop for regional TC programs in
the Fall of 1972. The products of that workshop are now available to
Teacher Corps, and have become a regular part of the SCSC/TC program, after
modification for use in our Barrios.

This objective has been achieved to the level of training interns to work in
the community. Additional training was provided community representatives
and teacher aides to provide them the skills required to work in the schools.
This training was evaluated as.highly effective by teachers, principals, aides
and representatives. Additional training has also been developed for co-
operating teachers and any other building' level personnel in Chicano culture
and Barrio life.

2. Will assist community-school related organizations in becoming more
involved in schooling processes.

Teachers, Principals, T.C. Staff and District Administrative personnel in
four schools indicate this has improved significantly during the past two
years and that from 50% to 75% of the improvement is due to the presence of
Teacher Corps.

3. Will provide direction for schooling process to become more concerned
with parent-child relationship and in developing parent-child learning
opportunities. (See Appendix A)

The responses to Items 5, 6, 7, and 8 relate to this objective and indicate
a significant improvement and 25% to 50% of that improvement being due to
Teacher Corps. Community representatives, interns and the teacher aides
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were seen as highly effective in promoting these developments. Many
intern community projects involved both parents and students in learning
activities.

4. Will provide direction in order that the school program of studies
relates to Neighborhood Life Style and provides a greater frame of
reference of the "Real Works, Past and Present."

Items in Section A (Appendix A) numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 11 relate
to the accomplishment of this objective. Responses to each of these items
indicate significant improvement, with 25% to 75% of the improvement due
to the presence of Teacher Corps. It should be noted that participation
of the community in teacher preparation received ambivalent support in 3
of the 4 schools. It is clear that the community is making its presence
felt in the school program. Another area of ambivalence is that of the
use of a second language in the classroom. These have become areas of
special emphasis in the Portal School Program. (Cycle VII).

Each of the areas surveyed appears to be applicable to the schools involved
with the possible exception of the use of second languages in the classroom
and the participation of community in teacher preparation.

The data secured seems to support some real improvement in the general areas
of cultural and cross-cultural activities, but concern does exist in a
number of specific areas and in individual schools. The participation of the
community; the support of the school program by the community; the comfort
level of staff working in the community and the academic achieve,:ent of
children in the schools were areas identified as improved, but less improved
than others. Definite improvements were indicated in the availability of
resource persons and material and the use of bi-cultural activities.

A significant number of respondents stated the Teacher Corps was responsible
for a considerable amount of the improvements made in the identified area
during the past two years.

School Level Program Objectives

1. Will provide administrations with expertise to encourage and develop
individualization, from teaching, cross-age and community assistance pro-
grams.

The best indication of the accomplishment of this objective is the pro-
fessional growth of the teachers in the schools involved in the Teacher
Corps program (Section C Appendix A),Professional growth and the various
components of such growth were strongly supported as applicable to each
of the schools involved in the project, and according to the respondents
considerable growth did take place during the past two years. Among
those areas showing significant improvement were diagnosing student
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learning needs, a knowledge of a variety of teaching techniques, and
developing classroom materials. The least amount of improvement (though
still improved) occured in the areas of civic involvement and career
planning.

In the area of personal growth the acceptance of self, other cultures,
other teachers, other persons in the classroom and community input improved
with about 25% of the apparent change due to the presence of Teacher Corps.
'bile ability to deal with ambiguity and authority were not improved much.

This data would seem to indicate significant improvements in teacher personal
and professional growth within the context of the local schools. This
would indicate a significant level of accomplishment of the objective.

2. Will provide information in order that the school becomes a community-
based service agency.

3. Will modify its program of studies so that curricula represent the
multi-cultural aspect of the neighborhood and community.

These two objectives, and their supporting data are presented together to
represent and highlight the collaborative ,sharing nature of the program

objectives; an interchange of resources, ideas and skills, to and from the
school.

Several items and much direct information relate to these objectives. Item
6, Section C, Appendix D - "Acceptance of community input to the classroom."
Almost all teachers found this applicable, all schools indicated this had
sighificantly improved with 25% to 50% of the improvement due to the presence
of identical results. Item 5, 6, 7, 9 in section A, Appendix A also clearly
support an increase in community input to the school. In short, the response
indicates an "across-the-board" increase in community based education, and
the multi-cultural aspects of the school community.

Additionally, the schools have come to use many community agencies available
within their attendance boundaries through intern community activities and
the work of the school representatives.

4. Will assist in encouraging the providing of opportunities for a repre-
sentative neighborhood council to become active in school policy decision,
planning and implementation.

The objective has been accomplished in one school, Irving Elementary School
(a Portal School), partially accomplished in two schools (Rocky Ford and
Ignacio) and not accomplished in Washington Elementary School. As a part
of the Cycle VII program, the two Portal Schools have established these
councils during the Winter and Spring of 1972. The Satellite schools are
expected to develop such councils :rior to the termination of the Cycle VII
program.
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Summary:

All four of our program schools have moved toward the school level program
objectives to a significant degree. The area of smallest increase is in
the establishment of school instructional councils. This is a focus of
the Cycle VII program.

Intern Level Program Objectives

1. Will identify and demonstrate his effectiveness in task groups made up
of interns, team leaders and cooperating teachers.

2. Will demonstrate an ability to identify individual (personal) goals
as well as team goals and to set deadlines for meeting them.

3. Will demonstrate his skills in utilizing information gained from
college, school, and neighborhood in order to determine his team's
and/or his students' learning needs.

4. Will demonstrate his ability to participate with students in setting
instructional goals.

5. Will identify and perform the essential educational skills for use in
an individualized, competency-based curriculum.

6. Will perform the essential elements of competency-based education
system and community-based program within a participative philosophic
framework.

7. Will communicate functionally in the language (Spanish or Ute) used
in his school community.

8. All demonstrate a functional understanding of his culture and the
culture of those with whom he is working.

9. Will identify and demonstrate skills required to identify and relate
to groups and individuals important to the schooling process within
the community.

10. Will demonstrate his skills in a systematic self-assessment procedure
which provides him with meaningful feedback from those individuals in
constant contact with him.

Interns are, of course, the central product of any Teacher Corps pro-
gram. Their level of skills accomplishment and satisfaction really reflect
the impact of the total program. The actual objectives achieved by the
interns go far beyond the list presented, both in terms of the breadth and
depth of the objectives (see Appendix B for a set of intern competencies
for Cycle V interns). In order to complete their program for certification
and graduation, these competencies had to be achieved.
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The Cycle V program started with 34 interns. One intern dropped

out of pre-service and was replaced. During the year 1970 - 1971, four
interns dropped from the program, three because of medical reasons, one
because of inability to adjust to the program. During the Summer of

1971 two interns were de-selected because of inadequate performance.
During the.Fall of 1971, two interns dropped from the program, again
for personal adjustment reasons. This left 26 interns (a 76% retention
rate).

Of the reaining interns, two failed to complete the total program
of certification because af;their failure to'completegpeaiai 'course re-
quirements, "&lspite'the efforts of*the staff to "set iip'.opfionaI.paths for

Teacher Certification. BOth.graddata easily, bilt through aqack-of effort,

faildd-to aquire a Colorado TcachInCGcrtificate.

The Summer of 1970 - 1971 saw the biggest changes in the intern pro-
gram, when all further course work was modularized, and the volunteer
component began full swing. The adjustment to these factors was accomplished
by December of 1971,

Intern Placement:

As of now, our figures on placement while encouraging, are incomplete.
One intern on the Ignacio team was hired as a regular teacher. No other
position was available in Ignacio. Two interns were hired in Rocky Ford.
No other positions were available. Figures for Pueblo District #60 are
incomplete, but we know of one intern who has been hired. The Pueblo sit-
uation is compounded by a shift to a "Middle School" configuration. This

configuration has caused a shift in pupil/teacher ratio that has caused
an over abundance" of contracted teachers. "de have assurance from District
#60 that as many interns as possible will be hired.

Other interns have found positions throughout Northern New Mexico
and Southern Colorado, ranging from HEP counselors to Adult Basic Education
Tutors. Several are going on to graduate school. We have little doubt
that all of our internswill have positions by September 1972. The recruiting

response has been very favoreh1e, with interns taking preference over all
other teacher candidates.

Communications Component Program Objectives

1. To establish communications between all role levels and components,
such that all levels and roles see the levels of communications as
adequate and effective.

This objective was assessed by asking program participants to describe
their level of communications to all other role levels on a 1 to 5 scale,
with 1 representing an inadequate level, 3 and adequate level, and 5 an
excellent level of communications. The results of this compilation can
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be found in Appendix C. Several general conclusions can be drawn from the
data:

1. Community representatives: adequate, lowest in communication
with education and psychology professors

2. Interns: adequate in all sectors

3. Co-operating teachers: adequate in all school sectors: adequate
to inadequate with college personnel, TC staff and the Central
Office.

4. Team Leaders: adequate in all sectors

5. Other teachers: adequate with most sectors excpet TC staff and

Central Office.

6. Principals: adequate in all sectors

7. Education Professors: adequate in general, low with co-operating
teachers and teacher aides.

S. Psychology professors: adequate in general, low with co-operating
teachers, interns, teacher aides, community representatives.

Teacher Corps staff: adequate in most areas, lower with team
leaders and cooperating teachers.

10. Central Office: adequate in general, low with other teachers,
co-teachers, interns, teacher aides and community representatives.

The objectives of effective, adequate communications were .achieved to
an adequate degree or better, as seen by the results secured. However,

several weak points are seen bett-eon professors and-in-school personnel,
and between TC staff and team leaders and co-operating teachers. These

areas will be rectified by the communications component of Cycle VII.



APPENDIX B

OBJECTIVES FOR INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND

SYSTEMATIC PLAN FOR REACHING OBJECTIVES



Section II
Objectives for Institutional Change and
System tic Plan for leaching Objectives

The Portal School concept becomes the focus of the SCSC-Teacher Corps 7th

Cycle proposal. As envisioned by representatives of the community, the school

district, and the college who have participated in the conceptualization of it

since January, 1971, it embraces the features listed below:

I. The Community

A. It intensifies and more highly systematizes the involvement of the
communities in the education of its children.

B. It provides entry at two levels for community involvement:

1. The level of direct involvement in decisions that affect the
children, through participation in community meetings about
the cehool, serving as teacher aides in the building and
participating in instructional unit planning meetings, as
well as Portal School Council meetings, and serving as paid
commnni;:y representatives to identify community resources and
ta provide linkages between school district personnel and
parents of children in the community.

2. The level of professional involvement through the upward
mobility opportunities described in the career ladder concept.

II. The School District

A. Through the implementation of the teacher center operating in the
portal schools, it operationalizes an in-service training program
for teachers and school building administrators that reduces in-
efficiency in using college resources to meet their needs.

B. It provides a cantral point for community people and school distriei
people to find the balance where these two components and the
college can interact most meaningfully and profitably for the
benefit of the children.

C. Through its commitment to the philosophy of Teacher Corps it pro-
vides the opportunity to address the problem of integrating multi-
cultural life styles directly and aggressively. The distribution
of ethnic groups in the schools most directly involved in this
project presents a unique opportunity to realize significant pro-
gress in this area.



III. The College

A. The portal school and the intern program provides the opportunity
to field-test the learning modules developed in the 5th Cycle
Program and that are continuing to be developed from the under-
graduate, through the Master of Arts in Teaching level. This
latter program will be implemented at SCSC in the Fall of 1972.

B. The opportunity to be influenced by, as well as to influence, a
dynem.;.c program of change and experimentation, such that resultant
changes will occur within their own educational environment.

The proposal presented in these pages is an ambitious and complex challenge.

It features some exciting experimental dimensions that hold high potential for

learning, and implements several programs that through analysis of the SCSC 5th

Cycle and many others throughout the country, now have a solid, proven found-

ation and a history of success.

Two schools in Pueblo School DIstrict #60 will become portal schools- -

Irving Elementary end Fountain Elementary. Irving School has participated in

the 5th Cycle progi.am, and much ,fork has been done in the Fountain School and

community since January, 1971, in preparation for, and anticipation of, its

role in the 7th Cycle program. In addition to those two schools, two to four

other elementary schools that fall within the poverty guidelines will be de-

signated and prepared for :7oles as "satellite" schools.

The main differences between the two designations are as follows:

1. the portal schools will have a slightly larger contingent
of interns; and

2. they will serve as teacher centers, the hubs of most of the
in-service educational programs for the district.

Satellite schools, however, will have a Teacher Corps staff member (role is

described in Section XI) assigned as in the portal schools.

This proposal calls for 60 undergraduate interns. Fifteen (15) will be



assigned to nach.of the pertel schools; the remainder placed in the other

participating schools.

While the interns will have primary identification with one school, the

operational plan will be a fluid one that allows for each intern to be exposed

to each of the schools and their communities over the two-year period. This

will provide a broad based exposure since each community has different demo-

graphic characterisitcs that represent a rather broad spectrum. This fluidity

will also apply to the individual teachers and teaching teams within the

participating schools.

The main characteristics of this program can be helpfully locked at in

terms of continuation programs and emphasis from 5th Cycle and the experimental

components. The continuing programs are relatively new and innovative here but

have a good history of value and success both in the SCSC 5th Cycle program and

at other institutions. In the experimental ccmponent we are exploring territory

that has a sound philosophical or rational base but requires experimentation to

develop a mstodology for implementation.

Continuing Programs

1. A pre-service orientation and training program that involves school
district administrative and instructional personnel as well as college
personnel and acmmunity people.

2. Continued movement toward increased modularization of learning
experiences for teacher - trainers in the developoent of teaching
competencies. This approach seems to facilitate the movement toward
individualized instruction at the college level.

3. Continued, but somewhat refined, emphasis on field-based learning
experiences for teacher-trainees. Interns will be moved through
observational, teacher assistance and actual classroom instruction
phases in a more sophisticated manner as a result of 5th Cycle
experience;



4. Broader and more extensive use of college personnel in the guidance
and aneistance of the field-based learner. This goal should be more
attainable with sixty interns concentrated in the five schools in
School District 60.

Experimental Programs

1. A continued effort to find the point of balance between where the

community involvement facilitates and enhances the educational
experience for the child vs where it hinders. Achievement of this
goal will require an openness for experimentation that is always
aecompanied with possibilities for frustration. The commitment
rezibined would be to experiment, to have secondary alternatives
available and to experiment again until the goal is achieved or
until the alternatives have been exhausted.

2. A second e:eperimental feature centers around the implementation of
tha "career. ladder" concept. This is basically an attempt to open
new entry levels for people who desire to become involved in the
educational precese. For pare - professionals (community people) this
meens r.roviding program: that may allow them to achieve through an

lenrel--perhaps B.A. or higher for those with exceptional
and motivation. For professional personnel,

in-service programs would be ,;f:fered through the MAT program at
SCCC and the doctoral level with cooperating colleges and universities.

thir holds exciting possibilities for up-grading the quality
of instruction in the elementary schools, it would also require
hesider commitments and involvement from college faculty to conduct
on-site seminars, workshops and independent studies to meet in-
dividual needa--all fov graduate credit.

A Portal School Project staff person will be assigned to each school
in the project. Their main responsibilities would be to assist in
identifying needs in the buildings ps they arise, to coordinate those
with the other school buildings, to 6csign programs to meet those
needs and to identify and provide resources for bringing about what-
ever value, attitudinal and behavioral changes are desired by all
parties involved.

3. Perhaps the most critical of the experimental components is the one
focusing on the communications system and climate that will be re-
quired to facilitate the success of the program.

The system will require a climate of openness, trust, and willingness
to crevide and accept feedback relative to the functioning of the
pro;;r1m. The same degree of openness would apply at each level of
functioning and between each level. In effect, the attempt it the
application of a basic classroom precept to a much larger and more
complex system. The precept is that to facilitate learning, the



first step is to establish a good learning climate or atmosphere.
Rephrasing the precept, we would say that for the system to become
self-correcting a climate needs to exist within, that contains the
above mentioned ingredients-- openness, trust and williugness to
provide and accept feedback from any source--relative to the function-
ing of the system. In closed systems, changes are made on the basis
of limited, therefore distorted, and tightly controlled feedback
sources.

The establishment and maintenance of this communications system will
be discussed and described in detail in Appendix A to this
proposal.

In summary, the portal school project embraces the following concept:

1. Cooperation of three major constituencies (school district,
community, and college) in accepting and sharing joint
responsibility for the education of children.

2. Open, non-graded classrooms characterized by the following:

a. individualized instruction
b. teacher assignments based on competencies
c. a recognition, acceptance and affirmation of the multi-

cultural life styles and backgrounds of the children in
the classroom.

3. An extensive in-service, predominantly on-site, training
program for teachers in the school district.

4. A broad, field-based training program for teacherL.trainees
(Teacher Corps Interns) that emphasize modularized learning
in the development of specific competencies.

5. A career-ladder concept that eves community people entry
:i.nto the edncctional oyote!-1; varytng levels of evolvement.

6. The development of a communications and human relations systems
model that affirms the value of each member and is committed
to providing each individual the opportunities he needs to
develop and realize his potential--again from the child in
the classroom to the top of the hierarchical structures with-
in the system.

Assessment of Needs

As a of proposal planning the community has assessed its needs

as follows:



1. To develop a sense of active input into the education of its young
people.

2. To develop the school as a central unifying force in the communities.

3. To develop cultural and recreational centers for the community.

4. To develop, with the college and school district, the total community
resources for the education of children.

The school district has assessed its needs as follows:

1. To provide for upward mobility for all staff members: teachers, aides,
interns, community members, and administration,

2. To develop competencies on the part of its staff for the identification
and diagnosis of learning problems and prescription of learning
activities to solve the problems.

3. To develop and disseminate to all district schools curricular materials
and methods to promote increased learning for children.

4. To cooperate with the community are college for the purpose of bring-
ing together all the reso.:Irces available for improving the educational
process.

5. To develop stalling differentiated pf,:tt'erns which best utilize school
staff competencies, college personnel community resources for
improved learning.

6. To provide the kind of %r, is ich will prepare prospective
teachers to teach in selected school communities.

The college has assessed its needs as fol?orpi:

1. To develop a program ohe::eby tenchz ,:s ,a:1.1 teacher education candidates
can continually improve t'te4.r7 eduer;,:cni skills.

2. To develop a teacher education 7re;ram is competency-based and field-
tested.

3. To institute an in-service program for college staff for the purpose
of creating at the college level differentiated staffing, individualize(3
instruction, community involvement, and responsiveness to district and
cottty needs.

4. To learning modules dealing with the major competencies of
teer education.



5. To create a' communication system whereby all college competencies
are brought to bare on the teacher education program of the college.

Each of the three participating groups in the program also recognizes

the need to develop a communications system which will provide for continuous

exchange of information and ideas in an atmosphere of openness and cooperation.

Objectives for Institutional Change

School District Objectives

A. Objre:5.,7e: In cooperation with the college community, the district

will develop a career ladder during the summer of 1972 for all

school staff members to continue beyond the life of the project.

Sub-objectives:

a. Teachers will receive graduate credit beginning with the 1972-73
school year for their participation in the education training of
interns, teacher aides, and community members.

b. Interns will begin their field-based teacher pre-service education
program'in July, 1972.

c. Teacher aides will begin their service and training program in
August, 1972, designed to equip them with the knowledge and skills
necessary to function effectively in the school and community.

d. Community representatives will participate in a pre-service train-
ing program in November, 1971.

B. Objective: A continuing in-service program will be instituted which

will provide consultant services and field-based implementation for

the identification and diagnosis of learning problems and prescription

for remediation.

Sub-objectives:

a. A series of workshops will be conducted over a two-year period
(1972-1974) utilizing college and outside consultants for the
purpose of training teachers in dealing with the identification,
diagnosis, and prescription techniques.



b. In conjunction with the workshop on individualization, staff
members will engage in case studies with selected students in
which they will field test skills learned in the workshops.

c. Workshop participants will in turn serve as consultants to
other members of the school staff and the staffs of other schools.

C. Objective: The school district will initiate, test, and when it

proves successful, adopt an innovation as a regular part of its

curriculum and offer the innovation to other interested schools and

districts.

Sub-objectives:

a. By the summer of 1974, resource centers consisting of materials,
methods descriptions and available consultant lists will have
been established.

b. These resource centers will be, ts sponsored by the school
district, college, and community, a regular part of the college
education program and be available to all schools.

D. Objective: In cooperation with the community and college, the district

will establish clearly defined lines of communication and appropriate

activities for school-community members.

Sub-objectives:

a. By January, 1973, a community council for each Portal School and
the satellite schools will have been established. The council
will consist of school-community members, school administration
and staff, and college representation. The function of the-council
will be to serve as an advisory committee to the college ad-
ministration Alnd school district Board of Education for purposes
of planning, implementing, and evaluating the school program.

b. A continuing program of in-service conducted by the college,
district, and community aides for parents of the school community
will be established by September, 1973. The purpose of the
program will be to help parents augment the educational effort
of the school while, at the same time, reaffirming the linkage
between the school and the community.

c. Parents and school-community members will be offered a program



which will include a high school diploma completion component
and training in entry level skills for careers in the world of
work.

d. Community resources, both physical and personnel, will be
identified and incorporated into the total curriculum of the.
school.

e. Knowledge of, and work in the community, will be a part of each
staff members in-service training program. Staff members can
be released from team assignments periodically for such activities.

E. Objective: The school, college, and community will cooperatively

work toward the development of differentiated staffing patterns which

will allow for the maximum utilization of the competencies of teachers,

teacher aides, interns, and community representatives.

Sub-objectives:

a. Teaching teams will be developed around age grouping of students.
Each team will consist of a team leader, three to four teachers,
one to two teacher aides, two to four interns and one or more
community representatives. Each team will initially rely upon
existing competencies but will also develop additional competencies
in individual members to overcome team deficiencies.

b. A continuous in-service program, utilizing school staff and college
professors, will be provided each of the participating schools.
These resource people will serve the teams as consultants in help-
ing them assess their competencies, develop strategies for maximum
team effort and increase the teams' potential for educating
students.

c. In addition to a special focus on staffing patterns, the curriculum
of the Portal Snhools and their satellites will include, for
children, an awareness of vocational opportunities. This vocational
awareness will be incorporated into the regular curriculum and will
not constitute a separate strand of the curriculum.

F. Objective: Each staff member in the five schools will receive the

experience and training necessary to enable him to go into any Other

school or community with similar characteristics and operate at max-

imum efficiency without having to undergo intensive orientation and

in-service.



Sub-objective:

a. In addition to the activities listed above, each intern at the
conclusion of his training will be encouraged to seek employment
in several district's communities which are similar to communities
in which he took his undergraduate training. Among the districts
to which he might apply would be the district in which he took his
undergraduate training.

b. Regularly employed staff members, after appropriate experience in
one or more of the participating schools, will be encouraged to
transfer to other schools in the district as one alternative for
the purpose of dissemiL2ttng effective innovations.

In its commitment to the Portal School Project for Public School District

60, the basis for the 7th Cycle Teacher Corps, Southern Colorado State College,

has indicated several major long-range objectives in the earlier concept

paper submitted June 30, 1971. While the focus for the changes indicated in

the objectives centers primarily within the Education Division of the college,

a number of other divisions and departments will necessarily be involved in

maximizing the achievement of these objectives. Hence, the Division of Education

has a dual challenge in realizing its goals:

1. to establish a procedure for restructuring its own department; and

2. to present itself as an effective change agent for influencing other

departments/divisions to participate in the planning and realization

of the Portal School Project.

The objectives as stated in the concept paper are as follows:

I. Moving toward the demonstration of competencies as the criteria for

achievement;

II. Structuring the program of teacher education around learning modules

aimed at specific behavioral objectives in both the cognitive acid

affective domains.



III. Involving trainees more actively in planning their programs;

,IV. Developing a "career ladder" approach to professional preparation,

integrating the above steps from the training of pars- professionals

through the education of teachers of teachers.

V. Modifying the role of field personnel in the teacher education program.

The philosophy on which these objectives are based is expressed in the

following pairs of alternative views:

1. field-based vs classroom-based;

2. competency-based vs cognitive-based; and

3. participation-based vs pre-planned activities

The changes implicit in these alternatives are ones of focus and emphasis

rather than exclusion. For example, when we talk of field-based vs classroom-

based activities we are speaking of a shift in emphasis rather than challeng-

ing the use of classroom activities. The use of field-based activities is

much more supportive of developing competencies than the use of traditional

classroom lectures, discussions and demonstrations because the teacher-

trainee has the opportunity to immediately experiment with and'practice

new conceptsconcepts and methodologies in a live situation as opposed to the art-

ificially constructed environments of the college classroom.

The most significant dimension of the field-based concept is the community

participation in the entire elementary education program outlined in the Portal

School concept. The inclusion of the community in the term "field-based,"-

and the degree of community participation already experienced and anticipated

during the next few years may be the most unique and significant feature of

this proposed project. The implications for readiness on the part of college

faculty to deal effectively with this dimension poses some difficult problems



which will be described in more detail later, along with the plans for dealing

with them.

In developing a strategy for achieving the kind of institutional chAnge

objectives stated above, a commitment seems necessary to avoid as much as

possible the "do as I say, not as I do" kind of thinking and behavior. If,

for example, the Education Division of the college ultimately develops a

wide - ringing set of learning modules with specific behavioral and affective

asse-sdble objectives identified for its students, it seems reasonable to

assume that the credibility of these learning devices and approaches will

be much higher to the students if they are accompanied by some sense of

awareness that they are born out of the faculty's own struggle to assess

its own competencies and teaching methodologies. The same principal

would apply in the inclusion of community participation in the education-

al process. The credibility of the college representative giving instruc-

tion on community development and involvement would be greatly lessened if

he himself were unable to modify his verbal behavior sufficiently to

establish a good communicative relationship with people who are at a

different educational level. The "Do as I say, not as I do"rproblem is

compounded by the willingness of the public to set college people on a

status level that isn't reality-based. This, too, must be mutually worked
4

on by the constituencies involved in interaction processes.

Underlying the statements of specific long-range objectives is a

more critical, though perhaps more general, objective. The degree of

success that the Portal School Project achieves is probably proportional

to the degree that an effective feedback system is developed within each



of the components and sub-components and between each of those components.

While there may be some philosophical argument about the extent to which

man is a self-correcVng mechanism, there is little question about the

need for continuous undistorted feedback and information for him to modify

his behaviors and attitudes to whatever extent he is capable.

While much work needs to be done in this area, the concept of the

feedback system has already been estahlished in the work of the community,

sche-.11 district and college that led up to the development of the concept

paper. It has continued throughout the development of this proposal, in

that at each stage of its development specific reaction meetings have been

held for the purposes of getting feedback that has led to its final draft

form.

In addition, workshops for each of the components are envisioned

throughout the life of the project to maintain the system. Also periodic

workshops involviag mixtures of each component will be held for system

maintenance purposes. While much of this "process" maintenance can be

accomplished at the various assessment points that will be established to

check on "task" accomplishments, it would seem important to set aside

time, for key people, devoted entirely to the human relations or "process"

issues that will inevitably arise in the functioning of so complex a project

as this. Any workshops that deal with process functioning should be facil-

itated by outside consultants who have a high degree of familiarity with

the scope and nature of the project. This communications process-feed-

back system is described in detail in Appendix A to this proposal.

The overall needs on which these objectives are based are contained

in the following statements.

(A) The resources of the college must be more accessible and res-

ponsive to the school district and its communities.

For the school district, this means more extensive: field-based programs



provided by the college that deal with inservice needs of its instruction-

al staff. The teacher-center concept (Appendix E) along with the career ladder

concept, described in Section XII for professional people and Section IX for

community para-professionals , will combine to provide a vehicle to meet these

teacher retraining and in-service training needs.

Since many of the in-service and re-training requirements of instruc-

tional staff will evolve around specific community characteristics, a much less

distant relationship between the college and community must be established.

The Portal School Councils and the direct contact of professors in the school

building with community people will make this possible. Workshops involving

membership from all three components will also be a part of the in-service

training program for each of these components.

"Accessibility", as used here, has two diminsions: (1) making resources

from the college more readily attainable to the community and school district,

and (2) allowing itself to be more subject to influence and change and mod-

ification of its own programs as it develops an increased awareness of the

requirements of the communities and institutions it tries to serve.

(B) The need to improve the quality of the educational experience for

its own students, both undergraduate and graduate.

The focus of many programs seems to center around the above statement

as it relates to children in the public schools. The rationale is often

overlooked that his same concern should extend through the IHE programs,

particulrrly in the teacher education program. It would seem more likely

that teacher trainees would be better equipped to facilitate positive

learning experiences in the field if their own base of lealning were a more



dynamic and postive one. The college is in the process of modifying its

teacher education program in several major ways to fulfill that need.

Teacher Corps has been and can continue to be a significant facilitator

and contributor to this process.

(C) The need to identify the factors and dynamics necessary to

achieve a climate and environment that embraces multi-cultural life

styles, that operates on principles of inclusion rather than exclusion.

This need is as pressing today on the college campus as it is in

the community and in the public schools. The Seventh Cycle Portal School

Project will address itself aggressively to that problem in all three

components both in continuing experimentation and in the application of

experiential data gathered from the 5th Cycle Program.

Systematic Plan for Reaching Objectives

In looking at the plan for reaching thoteOjectives it is neceseAry

to see them in two perspectives: (1) Where they are in the current

stage of development, and (2) what is envisioned over the next few years.

Objectives I and II can be reviewed and projected simultaneously.

The Education Division Faculty at SCSC has planned for some time the

development of an MAT (Master of Arts in Teaching) program to become

operant in the Fall of 1972. This program is conceived as a competency-
--;

based, field-based curriculum that centers around a modularized approach

to developing specific competencies. Fifth Cycle Teacher Corps has developed

a comprehensive list of teacher competencies drawn from the community people in

in the school districts which S.C.S.C. Teacher Corps is now serving, from

the instructional teams in those same districts and from the Education

Division Faculty. Since June, 1971, both Education faculty and Psychology

faculty having been writing instructional modules aimed at developing those



competencies. As of Fall term, 1971 6 courses (Sec. VII, pp 12 & 13) have 1.

been implemented with the modularized approach to learning in both

departments.

In addition the faculty of the Education Division has employed the

services of Dr. Bob Houston and Dr. Ron Bigelow for workshops in writing

behavioral objectives and instructional modules. Over the next three

years it is planned to have developed a systematized program for the

development of teacher competencies. Ultimately these competencies will

be sequenced in such a way that the same courses will be used for both

undergraduate teacher trainees and graduate students. Minimum completion of

modules standards can be established for each student level involved in

the teacher education program with all work aimed at the development of the

same competencies.

This then leads to Objective III, involving trainees more actively

in planning their programs, The implication of this objective is the

individualization of instruction at the IHE level. Achievement of this

objective provides the "checks and balance" mechanism to guard against

the uniformity that might be the outcome of the first two objectives if

this counter force were not present. Modularization at one and the same

time tends toward uniformity, but almost forces individualization in the

assessment of student progress and in the designing of field-based studies

that allow the teacher trainee to realize the potential of his own unique

attributes, talents, and interests. As has been noted, some courses have

been completed at the undergraduate level and are ready for delivery during

the last year of the afth CycLa Education Division faculty are actively

experimenting with writing modules for the new MAT program. By the end of

the 7th Cycle, it is planned that all undergraduate and graduate courses

that lend themselves to modularization will have been implemented.



The two years following Seventh Cycle would be spent in refining those

courses after the experience base has been established.

This entire process would necessitate a much closer communicative

relationship with each student for two-way feedback re - the student's

experience with the various learning modules as well as other aspects of the

field and classroom experience. The involvement of the trainees in the

planning of their programs is seen as a scaled activity; i.e. it would

gradually increase throughout the two-year period as their knowledge and

experience base is broadened so that their input is based on more complete

awareness of the complexities of the educational experience.

Objective IV - The Career Ladder

With the development of the teacher center concept at the IGE schools

involved in this project and a much more extensive on-site inservice

education program at both the undergraduate and graduate level, the career

ladder provides opportunities for advancement through the baccalaureate

program for interns, certainly through the envisioned MAT program for

school district instructional and administrative staff, and hopefully, through

other cooperating IHE's, even the doctoral level might be achieved by some.

Simultaneously, the "portal" school would become an entrance for many

community people who wish to find a niche in the educational process. It

is quite conceivable that many could achieve through an A.A. degree level,

and some through the higher level programs of the college. In addition,

many community people would have opportunities through training programs to

develop in many para-professional areas. This objective, as it relates to

community people particularly, is the balance system to assure continued,

active and constructive involvement in the school once they have made

initial entry.



As conceived here, it also provides the opportunity for instructional

staff to experience dynamic relevance in their graduate program, as com-

pared to the more routine and sedentary experience of getting graduate

credit in more or less traditional classrooms for the purpose of qualifying

for additional merit increases.

Objective V - Modifying the Role of Field Personnel in the Teacher

Education Program.

Traditionally, the stytem of student teacher supervision has left

something to be desired in terms of both efficienty and maximum use of

professor resources. The localization in this Seventh Cycle Proposal, of

sixty (60) interns distributed throughout approximately five (5) schools in

the same school district (Pueblo School District 60) will certainly increase

time efficiency for college supervisory personnel. In addition, it should

allow for the professor to bring his own resources to bear more effectively

on larger numbers of interns sharing similar problems at the same time.

At the present time the Education Division is developing a plan to

place intern teams made up of students from the regular teacher education

program into other schools in the district. This ruflects a .continuing.Affott

to incorporate learnings from the Teacher Corps program into the inati.tntion-

al change objectives. At the same time it will provide a vehicle for closer

interaction and communication between Teacher Corps staff and Education

Division staff. The results of this planned effort and its implementation

\ will be included in the 7th Cycle final evaluation.

The final and underlying objective is the establishment of a self-

correcting, self-maintaining communications-human relations systems model.

The theoretical framework for this model is provided by the Harvey, Hunt,

and Schroeder theory of belief systems that operate within individuals.



The research of Harvey and associates indicates several very clear areas

where growth could occur in adults that would have highly positive resul-

tant effects on the children in the classroom. A major goal therefore of

this 7th Cycle Teacher Corps is to provide as many opportunities for growth

in those areas as possible to the administrators, teachers, community

people md interns who participate in this program. The areas identified

are (1) expanding tolerance levels for stress and uncertainty, (2) lessening

dependence on authority figures, (3) increasing openness to new experiences

and experimentation.

The communications system would require three stages of development:

A. The Orientation Phase

B. The Implementation Phase

C. The Maintenance Phase

A. Orientation Phase

This phase would be accomplished for all program participants during

preservice. It would include a full explication of the conceptual systems

theory, its implications for change in education and its relationship to

the human communication process, as well as to other closely related theories

of human behavior and communication. It would also include a description

of open and closed systems of communications and the rationale for the open

system required for this program. Finally it would include the collection

of data about the interns, teachers, community people and administrators

through the use of the TIB test of Harvey, Hunt and Schroeder.

The Implementation Phase

This phase would begin during pre-service with formal initiation being

the first human relations-group process experience for the participants in

the program. The tone for future process type interactions would be estab-

lished in this first experience. That is, they would not be traditional



sensitivity or encounter groups. Along with that dimension would be some

clear task and goal orientations centering around the areas identified for

growth that are mentioned *above.. In addition there would be a highly

content oriented debriefing program following eadfi process experience

designed to place the experience in the framework of the project and the

communiraticyns system.

The implementation phase would continue throughout the entire first

year of the project. Each participant at each role level would be encouraged

to, and have the opportunity to, participate in two workshop experiences

in a retreat setting during the fist year. These workshops would be designed

to provide an opportunity for self-renewal and re-assessment of individual

growth in the program. Again they would have some iaccompantring goal or task

focus along with the process emphasis that would allow the individual to

assess himself along the lines cf his handling of ambiguity, handling of

authority problems and his willingness to experiment with his behavior in the

classroom as well as with other members:of the prOgram; e.g. peers, authority

figures, etc. Again the debriefing sessions following the workshops would

occur.

' During the intervening periods, between these workshops, Teacher Corps

staff would be primary reinforcers of the learning experiences of the work-

shops -- a critical'functicn.

The Maintenance Phase

During the course of the first year of the program, individuals would

emerge and be identified who have the facility or potential for serving as

communications links between people. The maintenance phase would be estab-

lished during the second year with these people receiving intensive training



in communications, leadership and group process skills and having the

opportunity to practice those skills immediately in the system in which

they are working. They become identified and established as maintenance

people. Their responsibilities by this point should not be too demanding

since everyone who volunteers to participate will have contributed through

their own growth to a much more open communications system than they have

ever experienced before. It is anticipated that it will be to a large

degree, a self-perpetuating and self-correcting\Wstem by tko end of the --

7th Cycle : These peoples' skills could perhaps more profitably be used

in other school systems or buildings within the district as the concept

of open classrooms and individually guided education programs expands.

At the end of the implementation phase, the TIB instrument would be

given.to the participants in the program to provide some hard -Zeta about

growth and change at the individual level. A final testing point would

he at the end of the cycle. After the second test, however, individuals

could exercise the right to know the results of their test. A technique

for this procedure has been dwelaped; and when followed with care it could

contribute some exciting new norms to the feedback system that is being

established, as well as helpful information to the individual as to his

progress. It is essential to recognize the individual's choice as to how

and in which direction he wishes to grow.

A more complete rationale for the communications system and its implic-

ations for educlational innovation and change is contained in Appendix A

to this proposal.

The model for the communications system is coutaine0 in graphic rep-

resentstion in the pages following.
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Section IX SOMMUNITY-BASED EDUCAUPIT,

A. :ilanning Committee for Portal School

The Fountain Community School 21anning Committee began meeting in January of

1971. This.committew,consists of the five principals, school district admin-

istration personnel, teachers, college personnel, Teacher Corps representa:-

tivea, and community members for the two Tortal School attendance areas.

The community members formed a sub-committee which included community members

from both Portal Schools. This committee was also broken down to form a com-

munity co=ittee from both Portal Schools. The following are the long range

objectives which the community committee has identirl,d for the community:

1. To develop a sense of active input into the education
of its young people.

2. To see the realization of the school as a central unifying
force in communities that have little holding them to-
gether besides proximity.

3. To see the development of cultural and recreational
centers assn outgrowth of this involvement.

4. To experience, with the school district, the realization
of the development and coordination of total.community
resources in the education of its children.

The Teacher Corps staff, with the -cooperation of school officials and teachers,

has already facilitated the awakening of a new spirit of involvement and

enthusiasm and hope in the target communities of Fountain and.Irving achools.

This present state has been largely cetyleved and the effort spearheaded by

the cross-Cultural Coordinator of the Teacher Corps staff.
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111=1-nation of '-ortal School Ilannino Committee

Diagram

[Public School l',,

I
College

'Zoiatainylzaing4

/11
.Main Committee

-7-1
3ortal School

1. The .?ortal School Planning Committee is made up of people from

the public school the college and the community.

.
2. The community has two sub-committees (Fountain-Irving) which

gives direct input to the main committee.

C. Community Persons Involved in the 21an in of Communit Based Educations ...-

The me',2bert of, both comMunity cowmittees,:Irving School Comminity Committee

and Fountain ComMunity Committee have bee. '-volved in the planning of the

community's participation, and are 4.4ted below:

Irvina School Community Committee

Dorothy Hilsinger, Jennie Torres, Sue Gary, Eulogia Lartinez, Blanche Ballou,

Phyllis ixanda, Ernie Romero, 'at'l.,opez, Evelyn hartinez.

Fountain School CommunitycCommittee:

Onita Fisher, )Mariann Shriver, Uency Uoodbury, George IbaneZ, Rose Ibanez,

Violet Zdvarado, Teresa Sallezos, Jack Dice, Victor Roybal, Eva ontoya,

Gerald Barbara, Josephine ontez, Melita Lobato, David Lontpya, Jessie Baca,

hary kestas, Carolee SacComanno, Virginia Uilson, Jack Rabanquin, Batty Ralan-

quin, Jennie Harpel, liurora Pena, and.EloYd, Pena.
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;Duties:
1. Zvercees the intern orientation to the community nd

develops a plan which will include the coma., zit represent-

atives.

2. Oversees the community-based activities that t interns

will be involved in.

3. :all be responsible for the preparation of appropriate

am;endments to the Volunteer component,_with the assistance

of interns.

4. Will be responsible for the training of interns in methods

of reaching and relating to parents of the children they

teach during preservice and inservice.

5. Will have full freedom find responsibility to enter the schools

to work with interns. 'Ground work 'for this has been laid in

the two "portal schools" by the involvement of the Cross-

Cultural Coordinator in the present 5th cycle.

6. Will assist the college developLIont optacialicta ix ocszkonnina

intern module completion.

7. Will assist community reps, in understanding their role develop-

ing leadership skills and understanding 2ortal School voc..bulary.

C. Will identify the needed community resourses.

9. Will be involved in the development of all workshops which have

a community component during preservice and inservice.
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This person has not been identified yet, however District #50 hsa personnel

in its present Community Liaison Office who have the contncts in the com-

munity as well cs the full freado:-. to enter schools and assist in community

related problems. These Licison Cfficers have worked with interns in the

5th 3ycle and therefore, the community coordinator would be free to work with

interns in and cut cf school

Role of Community Renresqntctive.:

See duties under Volun er Component.
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E. Community-based Education .*.ctivities.

Gores:- unity - based Education activities in which the intern-v/11 be. trained

to work.

1

1. Interns will be required to visit homes of the students,

not to discuss problemS but to help in the developuent of

a sense of active input into the education of their youth

children.

2. Interns will be involved in setting up special interest classes

during and ifter school hours both for school age children and

community members. These interest classes have been identified

. by the community members as: arts cooking, sewing, shop,

3pnish, grooming, and speci:.1 hobby clubs.

Interns will b2 involved in the development of cultural and

recreational centers in 2ueblots eastside.

4. interns will be involved in the setting up of tutoring programs

in school and out of school, cross-age or parent tutoring.

F. Livia in the .3ommunihic.

1.11c

The community representatives of the two Thrtel Schools will be assigned to

assist the interns in locating housing in the school neighborhood in which

the intern will be assigned. L11 interns will live in the neighborhood of

the ele2entery school in which they will be doing their internship.

G. College Credit

Collage credit will be provided for the interns for the experiences provided

in preservice which will serve to prepare them for the community-based

education.activities. This credit will be part of the credit given for pre-

service,
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Interns will also receive credit for this preparation while completing the

LIcAilln in rhe, cournen dur5na innervice, since the ma;ority of the

courims included co:.Lainity-based modules. The section on "socio- culturel

cc4:petancien" in the co:TeLency list also prepares interns for Community-based

Educr.tion. (See section VI:)

AG specified in the ere-service pl.:n the interim will 3-o....tyo.4.tul::nim.I.L3,--betted....

educntien:.cf experience which will Fv Fiala-based.

The eight present community reps of the :aortal Schools will be heavily in-'

volved in the above training of interns not only during preservice but ,also

during lnservice. These persons are: (To be filled in ofter the 4 reps are

selected et Fountain School.)

H. Volunteer Component
k

1. Community Representatives.

Both elementary ::rtal Schools have been broken down into four natural geo-

grcphicol areas. Ench area is represented by e community representative.

These eight community reps Will work 15 hours per week end will be paid through

Volunteer Component Funds. The eight community reps' work will be coordin-

ated by the Community Coordinator.

In the present 5th Cycle, three such coMmunity.reps z:re working in the awing

Elementary School area end are funded through the present Volunteer Component.

Four community reps ere working in the Fountain Elementary School area

are funded through the Community Development Funds of the 7th Cycle Henning

Grant from the office of the. Bureau of Educetional :rofessional Developuont

Act.
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It was found in the 5th cycle Volunteer Jomponent that the community reps

were able tc bridge the gap that hed long prevented communication from develop-

--ing between parents and teachers. The majority of the community reps'

services were concentrated cn the Chicano and other disadvantaged portions

of the community. The following is a list of duties which was adcpte:1 by the

present coi=unity reps and will be used as a basis for the duties of the

7th cycle com,:unity reps.

2. The :_uties of the :k.:.munity Representative.

The first thing the community rep 1-.,ust razember ip that she or he) is working

to help bring about better communication between the homes and the sChocls. The

duties defined here are only a part of the job, as each rep's duties :ay vary .

as individuals communities vary. When a rep has learned the ropes, innovation

then becomes the keynote td-Iiib (or her) success in truly bridging the hone -

school gap.

h. Carving the school

1. Get acquainted with the teachers and school administrators

2. Cbtain records on children needed by the school

a. Birth records

b. Health records

c. Changes of address

3. Help with kindergarten registrations

4. Cbtain psychological tasting.and other pemission slips where
has been unable to do so.

5. Check on absenteeslee teachers and administrators know what
problems cause a chold to be chronically absent.fron school.
Help them solve the problem in an understanding way.
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Z..;. Bring parents who have never come to the school to parent

teacher conferences. Stay during the conference to interpret
for ihe parent end teacher and to help each cne feel more at
e: se.

7. Nelp teachers identify problems of children that are csucing
the teachers concern.

:1hy is Juan into for school every morning'i

b. Thy does harin fall isleep in class every afternoon:

B. "Jerk closely with school nurse.

e. Take sick children home If parent cannot do so.
b. :heck to see if child who is ill has seen the Doctor.
c. Explain in simple terms the need for personal hygiene

to the parent and child.
d. Nelp parents arrange appointments for their children with

doctors, clinics, dentists, optometriSts.

B. Serving parents and the family.

1. Set ncluninted with the family before trying to tackle
any school problelas.

2. Listen to their probleals with compassion, patience and
understanding.
Know the different resources to contact for every need
the parents have, such as Uelfare, Social Security, 7::ealth
ewxtuent, sociA. organizations, Legal Lid Services,

priests, ministers, internal Revenue and other tax offices,
clinics, doctors, etc.

4. :;rite letters for people who can't read or tite. ',toad

and explain their business m.211 to the: :.

5. ixplcin the benefits of good education to children and
parents.

3. ;Thr those eligible, get assistance in paying for bock fees
and school lunches, where this help is available.

7. Remind .parents when milk money or school picture Loney
should be sent.

0. if possible, obtain and deliver clothing and shoes to
families whose children don't have enough to wear to school.

9. Lrrange individual conferences with the teacher if the
parent has a proble :a to discuss regarding a child.

10. At times, the home-school rep will be used as a sounding
board for marital problems. :eep these confidences to
yourself. Don't let yourself become personally involved.
If you do, you. will no longer be effective in helping the
family.
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11. Don't visit fust probla.2 ::.11 on p:opla fro:: ::11

walks of life.

C. Corving children

I. frienrls with the child. Zroise

2. Listen to teer2gers, probleas when they ask for help. .dvise
the:.. to the best of your obility, or direct the :.: to the right
ream:rocs whore help con be obtoined.

3. Zncouroge high school dropouts to toke -.dvont,-ge of the Nigh
Cehool :quivolency ..erpa or otanr prozr=s

...rrnge testing or interviews for the:..

4. Nei» children enroll in su=er progro_is such :.c
youth anrich:2ent, etc. i:olia sure they have ndequate trons-
portotion.

5. "Rop Sessions" for youngsters locking direction mcy be started
by the reps.

D. Service to :nternz.

1. Lzsist interns in obtaining housing in school neighborhood.

2. Nelps in providing necessary orientotion to the co=munity
during proservica.

'. Nolo interns in =4:.king init4-1 hmac visitotions.

4. ;xsists interns in ..1:,andli.2 co=unity-bosed progrol:s of the
Volunteer Col:.ponent.

Once the 7th 7:yele :rofect hoc been funded the co:. unity for the

three porticipoting schools will be looked at in light of the comunity port-

ieipo.tion of the two :aortal Schools when the interns arrive on the proact

site for presorvice. There will ba n team of :omnunity Reps (4), working

in such ortol School who will have po*_.ticipoted in cal_Lunity reps workshops

si:Alar to the one held in r.oveL:bec, 1571 for the present co :- unity reps.

See attached ogenda.
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3. Intent to !...end Volunteer ..";omponent.

Z..t the present time the two Thrtel schools hove t solid brod-btsed community

involve;:.ent co::.ponent. is hoped thct the other three schools, 71ellbeck,

r;oonisht and Jefferson will, durins the first two 1:.onths cfter the interns

crrive :2t their school, to besin their intership, look nt the coLamunity in-

cspect of the two present l_orttl Cchcol cc well cs other community

involvement pctterno.

These schools will etch set up t :or:,munity involvement plcn upon which he

principal, teachers, cuamunity interns end school district linison

counselors have c3reed. This plcn rust be one which fits the school community

cnd should not be cn excct duplicate. of the one found in the present : :ortcl

3chool. However, the idecs of.the cor.:...:unity involvement of the two schools

should be looked ct in settin3 up this

Once this has been done the Volunteer Component will be'cmended to fit their

plonc of th3 three perticiptins.school.s.



J. Cross-Cultural Compnt

The Cross-Cultural Component as developed and field tested during the

5th Cycle will be implemented similar to the method used in the 5th Cycle

Teacher Corps Program. The Cross-Cultural Component will continue to be

integrated into the courses offered to the interns, which utilize a modular

approach. Nodules have been developed 4.n the majority of the education

courses as well as the psychology courses, which stress or address themselves

to the objectives found in the Cross-Cultural Component. See appendix for

Cross-Cultural Experil..sintal Component developed during 5th Cycle.

The majority of the Cross-Cultural Modules are also modules on Com-

munity-Based education, since the communities in which the interns will be

living and serving their internship, are predominantly Mexican-American or

Chicano communities, and the Cross-c_;ultural Component stresses the inter-

action of the interns with the community.

Examples of these community-based, cross-cultural modules which

are found in the education and psychology courses are in appendix D. or

other examples see Section III. 6. Socio-Cultural Competencies of the Com-

petency list of Interns Student Teaching in appendix C.

Chapters 1, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 11 of Social Psychology are modules which

pertain to the Cross-Cultural Component. See appendix D for samples.



Community Awareness Experience: in the Cross - Cultural Component.

The Community awareness experience will begin the second week of

pre-service and will last four weeks. The experience will be conducted

in both the schools and communities to which the interns have been

assigned. During this time the interns will begin to seek housing with-

in their communities. The primary facilitators for this experience will

be the Community Coordinators and the Teacher Corps Staff.

The interns will focus his attention on:

A. Who am I (an understanding of himself)?

B. What is the Chicano Culture?

C. What is the Black Culture?

D. What is the White Culture?

E. A High-Intensive Language Training Program (HILT) in Spanish

The modules developed during the Southwest Cross-Cultural Workshop

held at Southern Colorado State College on August 3, 4, 5, 1971, will

be revised before pre-service. For examples, see Appendix D.



COiliiltlITY RE: RESETITZ_TIVZ HCP

november 8-12, 1971

This workshop consists of six (6) sessions. Three sessions will be held in
the elementary schools, one in the community and two in comunity centers.

Session I -
.

. 8 1971 Fountain School basement

Objective: Participants will be able to explain briefly the following torian;
mortal School, Cot Junity Representative, Teacher Corps.

9:00 - 9:30 Coffee and introductions - Sal Gallegos
9:30 - 9:45 What is the Portal School: - John Ocrnett
9:45 -10:45 What is a Community Rep? - Stella Chavez

10:45 -11:15 Coffee and discussion on rnIP of community reps

11:15 -11:30 What is Teacher Corps? Juan Trujillo

11:30 - 1:00 Lunch

Session II Fountain School basement

Objective: Participant will be able to explain briefly having the following
function in the Portal School; Liaison Cffice, Team Teaching,
Individually Guided ducation.

1:00 - 1:30 How will the Liaison Office function in the :iortel
School? - Leo Lucero

1:30 - 1:40 What is tear:: teaching: - Team leader

1:40 - 2:00 What is - Unit leader
2:00 - 2:45 Rep-up of the day's activities.

Assessment: Answer the questions on the post assessment over the above
terms.

Session III

Objective:

: 9, 1971 Fountain School, Irving School, Washington
School

Clarify role of the Community Rep. in the elementary school.

9:00 - 11:00 Clarify role of community rep in specific school.
conducted by principal and his staff.

Elease cover following points:

1. Role of other school personnel, by those in-
dividuals, nurse, teacher aides, teachers,

unit leaders, secretary, etc.
2. Coml.mnity Reps' role in school.
3. Community Reps' role in the community.
4. School building resourses, equipment, building

staff available to Community Rep.
5. Access to school information..
5. Schedule follow-up meetings to explain other

school programs, lunch prograr., teacher con-
ferences, obsences, etc.
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Community Workshop Agenda con't 2

Assessment:

Session IV.

Community Rep will be able to explain his role as it relates
to the elementary school.

1971 Guadalupe Center

Objective: Develop skills in communicating with parents in the community.

9:00 - 9:15 Introduction on how to make e home visit - Sal
Gallegos.

9:15 -10:30 Role ploy a home visit. Each Community Rep. will
role ploy a home visit. The other community reps
end the liaison counselors will the role
playing.

10:30 Coffee
10:45 -11:30 problems sol.Ving techniques - Ron Bigelow
11:30 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 PiLtke two home visits, one with the liaison counselor

in your area and one on your own, this will be set
Up by the liaison office, Wednesday afternoon and
all day Thursday to complete the two visits.

Assessinant:: Vrldny rinvning.

Session V,

Objective:

12, 1971 North West Community_ Center

Debrief home visits and begin your own community resourse list.

9:00 - 10:00 Debrief in teams - C.R. and liaison connrnior.
10:00 - 10:30 Debrief in large group
10:30 Coffee
10:45 - 11:30 Dale Drummond - Guidance Deportment - :resentation

of beginning total amble community resourse list.
11:30 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 Objective I

Develop community resourse list. Neighborhood
city agencies, community agencies, district 60,
college, people, etc.

Objective II

identify C.R.'s area of expertise.
Objective III
flan follow-up mooting in each school.



Portal School Council

Both of the present portal schools have agreed to establish a Portal School
Council. Fountain School has chose n the term Portal School Council; Irving
school has decided to continue to use the I.G.E. term Instructional Improve-
ment Council, however expanding it to include more community parents. The make
up of the council is explained below and its functions follow.

There are three main groups which compose the council, school district per-
sonnel, community residents and college personnel.

1. Make up of Portal School Council at Fountain school.

(A) 3 parents (1 community representative)

(B) 2 teachers
(C) 1 college professor
(D) 1 intern
00 1 principal

(F) 1 community aide
9 total members 4 community members

1PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEU

!PUEBLO EDUCATION ASSN.:
NEIGHBORHOOD COLLEGE

PRINCIPAL

1REVIEW & SCREENING j 1
1

1

COMUNITY 1TWALUATION .

1

II. Make up of Instructional Improyepent Comicil at Irving School.
(A) Six parents, which include; 1 community rep., 1 teacher aide,

2 parents from community, 1' P.T.A. officer, and 1 parent; who
is also on the school district's Title I council.

(B) 4 unit team leaders (1 from each team)
(C) 1 intern
(D) 1 college professor
(E) 1 principal
(F) 1 Teacher Corps team leader - teacher coordinator
(G) 1 L.E.A. Coordinator tioatiug member

L% Total members., 6 Community member

PORTAL SCHOOL COUNCIL



Portal School Council - Sub Committees. pcze 2

In the interest of having a tight administrative unit and to avoid duplica-
tion of effort, a number of standing committees whose members may serve one
or two year terms, but whose chairman will come from within the membership
of the Portal School Council should be established. Other sub committees
could be provided for on the basis of a stated need.

The following sub committees should be standing committees:

A. Screening and review committee-which will make recommendations to the
Portal School Council on the selection of the following:

1. Portal School staff members.
2. Portal School college interns,
3. Portal School coordinators.
4. Portal School Teacher Corps staff.

B. Community Committee-the present Community Committee of the Portal School
Planning Committee should evolve into this sub-committee of the Portal
School Council,

C. Evaluation Committee- would evaluate the work of the interns in school,
college courses and community activities, and would have to have person-
nel from the three group on it.

Fnuctioli of the Protal School Councils for Irving and Fountain Elementary
Schools

1. The Portal School Planning Committee will deVelop and agree upon stsacte-
ment of philosophy, purpose and function of the council that is in agree-
ment with the previously accepted "Sharing Responsibilities" document.
Please refer to enclosure #2 - "Sharing Responsibilities Paper".

"Plans for such a council will take into consideration the nature of the
respective school's 'neighborhood agencies - socio-economic, etc. in order
to develop adequate procedure for equitable representation for neighbor-
hood, college and public school system, Also, consideration should be
given to the present relationship of the particular school and neighbor-
hood persons along with those outside influences that tend to divide and/
or unite school and neighborhood people. Moreover, equitable represen-
tation on such a council will serve as an organizational scheme that will
allow democratic operative election and deselection. Self adjustment
and regeneration as resolute elements of any legitimate body, require a
feeling of importnnoe to be Aemonstrnted by All' participating on a Portal

School Colmeil.
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Hence, a Portal School Council is neither an advisory council nor a con-

trolling council, but rather, a tyre of facilitation council for all

planning and implementation activities necessary to help children learn

in an individualized program of instruction.

Another major function of this council is feedback in terms of an effi--

cient information system including all those people involved in the Por-

tal School (parents, other agencies, college and public school person-

nel). 7ith assistance, the council should develop its own public rela-

tions procedure which will then became the basis for a management scheme

in order to keep the program flexible and consistent with neighborhood

needs, problems and dreams.

Cantor Ladder

Seventh cycle intents to develop a Professional Growth Career Ladder. Discus-

sion as to the need for alternative patterns of instruction at the elementary

level suggest that colleges enter into a type of consortium in order to pre-

pare personnel in a multi-unit instructional system. Efforts should be made

to provide every role levels in team teaching configur:.-finnrtIzelt3y
for professional training and certification. 7e intend to explore the above

consortium in order to provide the following sample training levels for:

1. Community Representative and Teacher-Aide Certification-AA degree

2. Under graduate interns - BA degree.

3. Certified instruction staff - MA degree

4. Certified instruction staff - Specialist degree

5. Other qualified personnel - D. Ed. degree

The consortium of schools of higher education should include other support-
ing educational establishment agencies in the state and region as potential

resources. This we think is an ambitions endeavor, however, we feel it is
necessary to facilitate a Portal School.

Long -range objectives shared with the college by the school district are (1)

the use of the protal schools as training centers for other teachers and ad-
ministrators in the "career-ladder" scheme and (2) the use of the portal
schools and their satellites as new entry levels for community members who
wish to become involved in the teaching field, much as Teacher Corps has pro-
vidod A new eutey vchiolc. fur many Atnricito to eater the tenehing profession.
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The immediate coCterns of the communities center around two things: (1)
the mechanics of their functioning in the entire scope of the Portal
School Project and (2) their own training needs to allow them to funct-
tion effectively and responsibly in the program.

In the first area they are concerned about continued expansion of cony,
munity involvement in the committee meetings and are undertaking, particu-
larly in the Fountain area, a rather intensive education effort in the com-
munity about the Portal School Project,

They are contacting new families cowing into the community as residents as
well as those residents whose children had attended the (now closed)
parochial schools. They are also bringing new people to the community meet-
ings where they are dealing with the issue of selection criteria for the var-
ious positions in the committees as well as the teaching units.

In terms of training they have established the following needs:

1. Training as Portal School Council members

2. Training as community aides on the teaching teams

3. Training as community parents

4. Visiting other community-based elementary education programs.

5. Trdining in community involvement techniques

6. Training in curriculum needs assessment relative to the com-
munity outside of the school

7. Training in auditory and visual perception identification tech-
niques.

Summireg up the current level of interest and involvement, the community people
are "turned-on" and anxious to proceed!.



Sharing Responsibility For School Decisions

A continuing problem faces those responsible for public education:
hew best to involve people in decision making. Both common practice and
professional writing support the view that persons affected by a deci-
sion should help make it. 'Iithout this participation, those who imple-
ment a decision r who are otherwise affected by it often destroy its
effectiveness with their resistance or lack of enthusiasm.

On the other hand, involvement has often led to difficulties.
People have tried to go beyond the matters at hand and with which they
are involved. They meddle in other matters, and try to make decisions
for which they do not possess knowledge or experience. Sometimes, too
the participatory approach has created issues affecting system.wide con-
sistency or the legal responsibilities cf school authorities.

The most common way of obtaining participation has been through ad-
visory bodies. Groups of parsons hay e been charged with studying cer-
tain matters atd making recommendations to the individual or body for-
mally charged with responsibility for decision-making. Often constant
reminders have been given to the individuals involved that their role
is purely advisory. These reminders have implied to many people that
their ideas carry little weight and have slight chance of implementation.
In consequence, lowered morale, interest, and activity may result.

This paper seeks a resolution of the issue which has just been out-
lined, It attempts to propose a way of sharing responsibilities which
will both fulfill the requirements of the law and the concerns of school
authorities on the one hand, and stimulate effective involvement on the
part of interested parties on the other. Its ideas are based on the fol-
lowing assumptions:

1. In a democratic society no one ever possesses completa authority:
Congress is subject to the U. S. Constitution; public officials
answer to the electorate; a school superintendent receives his
authority from the school board.

2. The relevant issue is not so much that of who possesses author-
ity in a given matter, but rather is one of stating the condi:.
tions and procedures by which such authority is controlled and
made answerable to others.

3. The best efforts of people are enlisted when they feel the confi-
dence of others and believe their efforts will lead to action.

Therefore, it is recommended that school authorities from time to time
delegate to various persons and groups certain of their powers in a manner
analogous to the way that they delegate certain functions,to the school



superintendent and his staff. Further, similar delegation can be under-
taken by school personnel. It would be understood that all decisions v7
actions taken in accordance with such delegation would be subject to val-
idation on the part of those making the delegation. The work of subor-
dinate persons and groups would require confirmation in a manner similar
to that in which a board of education confirms the personnel appointments
and promotions made by a school superintendent, who has himself confirmed
the similar earlier actions taken by individuals in his personnel office.
Confirmation is not always forthcoming, nor is it ever automatic. How-
ever, it is usually forthcoming, and extensive debate and change are rare.
The emphasis is positive: there is the assumption that those to whom
cponsibilliVy has been delegated are trusted and that they will normally
exercise the responsiblity in a manner that justifies the trust.

Rarely is the superintendent reminded that his role is advisory to
the board of education. Rarely is a subordinate administrator reminded
that all his decisions are subject to review. The line of authority is
there, and all know it to be there, but the usual emphasis is upon con-
fidelwe nun agreement rather than suspicion and doubt.

There are many areas in a public school system where delegation of
authority is appropriate, subject, or course, to the implicit understand-
ing that this authority stems from higher sources, This is particularly
true where a neighborhood or other geographic subdivision has interests
which its members feel are unique, or at least sufficiently different
from district-wide concerns to warrant special concern, Fields in which
decisions might give special attention to local needs and conditions in-
clude courses and course content, use of community resources, school-
community relations, special needs of children and special help for them,
and cross-cultural relations. It is suggested that decisions can be made
locally in one or more of such areas in a manner analogous to that describ-
ed in the illustration used above dealing with personnel activities.

Many past difficulties in sharing responsiblity have grown out of a
failure to think through sufficiently in advance the details of such del-
egation. The principal reason why the advisory role of a group has been
so much stressed is that the delegating authority has feared decisions
will be made which they cannot accept. However, it is possible so to lim-
it the power of a body that one can virtually guarantee acceptance of its
decisions. For example, if one is not willing to allow a group to develop
a proposal on its own, it is still passible to permit the group to choose
among two or more proposals which are already satisfactory to the delegat-
ing authority. Or, the scope or budget of power if a body can be made

as narrow or as limited as the delegating authority may wish. Or, guide-
lines or other limitations can be specified, to which any decision made
by the subordinate body must adhere,



The following guidelines are suggested to safeguard the rights and
respousibilities cf sehoul 111%-.n1... 11.,1

value of local participation:

1. Members of any group to whom responsiblility would be delegated
should be chosen with great care. Both the delegating authority
and the constituency t :o be represented must Le satisfied with
the individual chosen.

2. The budget of power of the body involved should be precisely
described. That is to say, the areas within which they are
asked to make policies and decisions should be specified. Pre:.

Lnmably tho body would have no powers at all outside the speci-
fied avuan. eql.t.h.!.vult-ecvt, the specification should be very def-
inite, e.g., "to decide tlutL 0,iities would be
offered within a budget of X dollars" rather than "to mal,n what
curricular offering will be provided in the area of intercul-
tural curricular offering will be provided in the area of in-
tercultural relations to a limit of so many hours a week aud
such and such limitation on the use of facilities and size of
class," rather than "to make recommendations regarding inter-
celtual 1par:viug ...h.patiewc(16".

The procedures for approval, endorsement and implementation by
delegating authorities should to spelled out, with particul:x
reference to promptness of such response.

4. 3e?erts, records, and other relevant items expected from the
group and its members should *a spellei out in advance.

5. :nstructiens and limitations goveruing a delegation of author-
!_:y should be male available 'in written form to the persons or
groups charged with a responsibility. This document should be

extensive--at least equal in detail and specificity to
constitution or set of by-laws for an organizatiwn. This

written document can be thought of as analogous to the job de-
Iription of a regularlyem?loyed member of the district.
iinca day-to-day contact with specially charged bodies is not
-iossible as it is with a regular employee, the charge muot be
.4ovelp?ej in more iotail Lhuu whAtla a Joh dpsnriphion.

Tho essence of the proposal, then, is that careful formulation of
the charge given to a group can go a long way to insure that decisions
made will almost inevitably be acceptable. To insure both wide-spread
participation and high morale among participants it is vital that a frame-
work be provided within which positive action will normally occur. It is
hoped the foregoing suggestions indicate a way is obtain the benefits of
a participetei.y app1.44.:4 tilLtgia t.hc frarrwvovk of rempensihle control of

ednention.
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RATIONALE:

The goal of the Southern Colorado State College-- Pueblo School

District 60 Portal School Development Site, will be to develop a

strategy for meaningful community participation at two levels: 1) the

instructional level, and 2) the educational policy-making level. The

process for this meaningful participation will be explained below, under

the section entitled "Communications Systan". The purposes and exnected

outcomes of such a strategy will be explained first.

Presently all Teacher Corps Projects in the nation, as Lfell as

Bilingual Projects under Title VII, Head Start Projects, other O.F.O.

Projects, plus the majority of the programs in the 1T.S. Office of

Education, require, very vaguely, some type of community involvement.

This involvement may be spelled out as particination on a steering

committee, in the developmental stages of a project, in the decision-

mal:ing process, or in the selection of project personnel.

One of the major problems is that the community members interpret

this one way, while school administrators and teachers, many never

having had community participation at their levels, interpret it

differently. Community members who are informed of a project, stressing

community involvement coming into their school, wholeheartedly embrace

the concept. They feel that at last the school will respond to their

community needs, but find that they are slowly relegated to a position of

being present when decisions are being made, but not participating in those

decisions.



Administrators and school faculties on' itie other hand, also

embrace the idea that at last they will 'know what their community's needs

are,; however when community members are Present during decision .",_ing

and they don't speak up, many administrators and school faculties feel

that the community members either apnrove of what they are doing or are

uninterested in the education of their children.

The point is that many community members as well as school personnel

believe that if community members are present in a meeting, they are also

participating in the decisions being made at that meeting. Par too

frequently, community participation has been interpreted by everyone in-

volved as community presence.

Within the SCSC Pueblo School strategy three different types of

community participation have been identified: the first has been

described above as community presence, the second and third mentioned in the

first paragraph as goals of .this developmental site, are meaningful

Qi actay,.; pditiripatiOn in (1) the instructional decision and (2) the policy

decision making levels.

Instructional decisions are thoscs wh i.ch are made by teaching teams,

curriculum specaallSt, Principals and sometimes, some teachers. These

decisions directly affect what is going to be taught in .a classroom, how

it is going to be taught and who is going to teach it.

Policy decisions are those made by-a nrincipal's round table, an

advisory committee, a lone princinal or sometimes a director o' elementary

instruction. These decisions directly affect the total curriculum of

a school, selection of teachers, promotion, transfer of teachers,

budget, and other duties listed under administrative details, but
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which directly affect the nhilosonhy of a school building.

It is felt that most schools have experienced the first level of

community participation community presence. Examples of community nresence

are: parents present at P.T.A., steering councils, nroject development

committees, selection committees, teacher aides, community liaisons,

contact worker, members of principal round tables, and instructional

improvement councils. It is further felt that this level or presence of

community members is unaccentable. This is not the type 'of community

participation which the U.S. Office of Education is seeking when requiring

schools to commit themselves to community participation.

The SCSC Pueblo School Portal Schools development Site will serve

the following purposes:

- To develop training programs at each level (1) community pre5c,.ace,
(2) the instructional decision level and (3) the Policy decis:m
making level.

- To develop training programs for each role level involved ir. .c11

level, (1) community members (2) teachers (3) administrators . J

(4) college personnel.

All training programs will focus on making each role more receptive
to each others ideas and make each role more encouraging of the
others° viewnoint.

- All training programs for community members will he developed to
provide the community members the skills to assist them in adjusting
to their ever changing role in their communities.

All training nrograms for community members will assist them in com-
municating with iesision maker in other areas of his community,
e.g., nolice, poverty programs, city government, etc.

One Portal School within the SCSC Pueblo School Teacher Corns Project

has been selected as a development site. This school, rountain

Elementary School has had community narticination at the first level

throughout the history of the Portal School Tlevelnpment which 1-egan 19

months ago and is,,.ready to move to the next level of community participation.

One other non-Portal School which has had less first level involvement

will be selected to participate in this Tlevelopmental Site.
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The facilitating agent for achieving the objectives stated above

and the training programs described, is the Communications Component

of the 7th Cycle program. The effort of this component is to develop

.a more open communications system that has some far-reaching implications

in terms. of 1) free-flowing and accurate information among the participa-

ting communities and their schools; 2) the establishment of a socio-

emotional environment that allows for free exchange of constructive feed-

back; and 3) a high degree of redeitivity to learning from each con-

stituent in the program, from the problem child, to the conservative,

traditional. teach, to the community activist, to the authoritarian

administrator, etc.

The resources provided through this proposal would allow a cc.,:-mtra-

tion of effort in two schools, as mentioned above, without detractng

from the twgranswide effort involving the other participating sc

AcCeptance of this proposal would allow the development of these

schools as models for the entire school district as well as exempiry

programs for other Teacher Corps Projects.

In addition to participating in the.program;Wide communications

component, described briefly later in this document, special workshops

for community people and L.E.A. staff people of the two schools in the

development site proposal will be conducted by Teacher Corps Staff.



These workshops would be designed for each level of participation

mentioned above as readiness is indicated by the communities and the L.E.A.

staffs.

At the first level of involvement the objectives would 7,r. two -fold

1. To develop abilities on the part of both community

people and L.E.A. to identify and articulate specific

sources of fear, frustration and confusion towards

one another, as opposed to the generalized feelings that

now exist.

2. To develop a climate. that allows for free expression oc

'those feelings.

At the second level .of involvement the objectives would be two-fold

also:

1. To identify specific individual and community resources

of both an environmental and cultural nature that would

enhance the thild'seducational experience in the school.

2. To establish the confidence to assert those to

people and to.b'uild.receptivity on the part of L.E.A.

people to integrating these resources. in the school

curricular program.

At' the third, level-of involvement the objectives would be to provide

training in decision-making and problem solving for the community

people who, have emerged as genuinoly representative of their community.



Assessment instruments and case descriptions would he developed

at each stage of growth that could be used for other problems. Some of

those instruments have already been defined and are briefly described

later.

One of the more subtle dangers inherent in such as undertaking.is that

providing these training programs may.lead to establishing a new structure

inAhe community and that those participating in the training may lose

their base of support in the larger community as well as their identity,

with it. This caution would be attended to in each workshop. Baseline

data for this possibility will be collected. from those community people

who have participated in 5th Cycle programs for the past two years.

On a program-wide basis, and aside from the work on the individual

needs of specific school-community situations, the following model of

sequenced learning activities will take place over the next two years.
(See next rage)

Briefly, what is meant by the sequenced learning activities is

that in terms of the essential ingredients of an open communications

system a solid foundation of awareness needs to be developed among the

participants in the system of the following areas: 1) The nature of

the relationships that can be identified between Task and Process. By

process"we mean not only how things get done but perhaps more impor-

tantly the affective arousal and involvement of individuals engaged in

working towards mutually agreed upon goals. 2) The implications and

characteristics of a healthy descriptive feedback system that allows

for maximal self-correction and modification of behavior. 3) The



A MORE OPEN COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Tolerance of Ambiguity

(workshops on)

t

Nature E Neaning of Authority

Belief Systems

(workshops on)

Feedback Component

(workshops on)

Task vs. Process

(workshops on)

/1,

(workshops on)

PRESENT COMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

A process 'bdel



generation and dissemination of data about individual belief systems.

This may be the most critical awareness involved in the human communica-

tion process. 4 Fr 5) Subcomponents of the belief systems are those

aspects that reflect individual tolerance levels of ambiguity and un-

certainty and their values about the meanings of authority.

-

The workshop methodology will be the major vehicle for providing

intensive learning experiences in each of these areas over the next two

years. Each workshop will be open to all participants in the Portal

School effort. Initially, the notion is that the workshops will be con-

ducted for peer group constituencies until the climate-environment be-

comes open enough to mix the constituents'groups in the learning activities.

The hypothesis being tested is that as a result of exposure to the

above described kinds of learnings, teacher-trainees, professional staff

personnel, community people and children in and out of the classroom

will demonstrate more warmth towards one another, greater perceptiveness

of each others needs, more flexibility in meeting needs of others, more

encouraging of individual responsibility and free expression of feelings,

more creativity and ingenuity in the communication process (again both in

and out of classroom situations, and consequently less reliance on struc-

ture and rules for procedure and behavior.)

Pre- and Post-test data for measuring these dimensions of human be-

havior will be collected primarily through the Harvey, Hunt and Schroeder

This I Believe Instrument along with Teacher Rating Sales also developed

by Dr. 0. J. Harvey through his past several years of research on the



relationships between teachersbeliefs, classroom atmosphere and student

behavior.

These instruments will be used not only to provide the research data

needed but also as vehicles for initiating and generating feedback in the

total system. Consequently, participation in most of all features of

the communications activities must be on a voluntary, individual choice

basis, with a high degree of flexibility to allow respect of individual

needs for confidence of information.
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Statement of Willirmess

The Southern Colorado State College Pueblo School ')istrict 60

Teacher Corns Project would be willing to participate in the Portal

School Newsletter and Steering Committee Activities. The nrimary

responsibility for these functions would be assigned to the new

and badly needed staff nosition made nossible by this grant - the

Information 9issemination Officer.



National Workshops

The first of the two spring workshops would emphasize the community

involvement in cornunity based orlucatioa. The materials that have been

used and will have been used, from intern learning modules, to data-

collecting instruments, to informal methods, would be shared with work-

shop participants.

Problems encountered would be indentified as well as alternative

strategies for dealing with them.

The community-involvement"philosophy would hopefully be applied to

workshop participants.

The second workshop would deal with the facilitating agent, i.e.

the Communications Component. Areas that would be shared and explored

would be:

1. Philosophy and iiodel

2. Workshop designs

3. Development of communication
resources in the community
and in the L.E.A.

4. Instrumented techniques used

S. Group process methods used.



Projected Staff for Developmental Site

Cross-Cultural Pvogra- 5.ni,cialist. 25% of time.

- Process D,:velor.,..-1- 5'n

Community .r!,!11:t,-17. 25.; of time.

Informatioll Dis:rnimation (Vfir:ier. 100% of time.

Assistant Cross-Cultural PrclgTam Development Specialist. 10n%
of time.

Assistant Process Develenment Specialist. 100% of time.

- Assistant Community Cu.:rdinator. 1001 of time.
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PORTAL R".7100L (7117. DEIT9LOP.

1. Information lisseminathn OFFicr 10,000

2. Three (3) Staff Assistas at $5,C:.:0 cach.

a. Staff assistant Co:.imunic7,tion Spocial5st 5,010

b. St:) .f. f Assistant for Cross-Cultural SpeciaJist 5,000

c. Staff Assistant for Community Coordinator 5,090

3. Clerical Staff 4,600

4. Out of State Travel

8 trips at $400 each 1,200

5. Office ani Instructional Supplies

10 months at 22n Per month

6. Consultation 4,0

Neighborhood Consultation

Teacher Consultation

'External Consultation

7. !,forl:shop Implementation

a. Internal Program T)evolopment 5,900

b. External Program *%issemination 6,rrl

8. Total Site Development 5i,000
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Sharing Responsibility For School Decisions

A continuing problem faces those responsible for public
education: how best to involve people in Ocision making.
Both common practice and professional writing support the view
that persons affected by a decision shouT07help make it. With-
out this participation, those who implement a decision or who
are otherwise affected by it often destroy its effectiveness
with their resistance or lack of enthusiasm.

On the other hand, involvement has often led to difficulties.
People have tried to go beyond the matters at hand and with which
they are involved. They meddle in other matters, and try to
make decisions for which they do not possess knowledge or
experience. Sometimes, too the participatory approach has
created issues affecting system-wide consistency or the legal
responsibilities of school authorities.

The most common way of obtaining participation has been
through advisory bodies. Groups of persons have been charged with
studying certain matters and making recommendations to the individua:
or body formally charged with responsibility for decision-making.
Often constant reminders have been given to the individuals in-
volved that their role is purely advisory. These reminders have
implied to many people that their ideas carry little weight and
have slight chance of implementation. In consequence, lowered
morale, interest, and activity may result.

This paper seeks a resolution of the issue which has just
been outlined. It attempts to propose a way of sharing respon-
sibilities which will both fulfill the requirements of the law
and the concerns of school authorities on the one hand, and
stimulate effective involvement on the part of interested parties
on the other. Its ideas are based on the following assumptions:

1. In a democratic society no one ever possesses complete
authority: Congress is subject to the U. S. Constitution:-
public officials answer to the electorate; a school
superintendent receives his authority from the school
board.

2. The relevant issue is not so much that of who possesses
authority in a given matter, but rather is one of stating
the conditions and procedures by which such authority
is controlled and made answerable to others.

3. The best efforts of people are enlisted when they feel
the confidence of others and believe their efforts will
lead to action.

Therefore it is recommended that school authorities from
time to time delegate to various persons and groups certain of
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their powers in a manner analogous to the way that they delegate
certain functions to the school superintendent and his staff.
Further, similar delegation can be undertaken by school. personnel.
It would be understood'that all decisions or actions taken in-
accordance with such delegation would be subject to validation
on the part of those making the delegation. The work of sub-
ordinate persons and groups would require onfirmation in a manner
similar to that in which a board of education cAfirms the
personnel appointments and promotions made by a school superin-
tendent, who has himself confirmed the similar earlier actions
taken by individuals in his personnel office. Confirmation. is
not always forthcoming, nor is it ever automatic. However, it
is usually forthcoming, and extensive debate and change are
rare. The emphasis is positive: there is the assumption that
those to whom responsibility has been delegated are trusted and
that they will normally exercise the responsibility in a manner
that justifies the trust.

Rarely is the superintendent reminded that his role is
advisory to the board of education. Rarely is a subordinate
administrator reminded that all his decisions are subject to
review. The line of authority is there, and all know it to be
there, but the usual emphasis is upon confidence and agreement
rather than suspicion and doubt.

There are many areas in a public school system where
delegation of authority is appropriate, subject, or course, to
the implicit understanding that this authority stems from higher
sources. This is particularly true where a neighb:Nrhood or other
geographic subdivision has interests which its members feel are
unique, or at least sufficiently different from district-wide
concerns to warrant special concern. Fields in which decisions
might give special attention to local needs and conditions
include courses and course content, use of community resources,
school-community relations, special needs of children and special
help for them, and cross-cultural relations. It is suggested
that decisions can be made locally in one or more of such areas
in a manner analogous to that described in the illustration
used above dealing with personnel activities.

Many past difficulties in sharing responsibility have grown
out of a failure to think through sufficiently in advance the
details of such delegation. The principal reason why the advisory
role of a group has been so much stressed is that the delegating
authority has feared decisions will be made which they cannot
accept. However, it is possible so to limit the power of a body
that one can virtually guarantee acceptance of its decisions.
For example, if one is not willing to allow a group to develop
a proposal on its own, it is still possible to permit the group
to choose among two or more proposals which are already satisfact-
ory to the delegating authority. Or, the scope or budget of
power of a body can be made as narrow or as limited as the
delegating authority may wish. Or, guidelines or other limit-
ations can be specified, to which any decision made by the
subordinate body must adhere.
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The following guidelines are suggested to safeguard the
rights and responsibilities of school authorities while simult-
aneously maximizing the value of local participation:

1. Members of any group to whom responsibility would be
delegated should be chosen with great care. Both the
delegating authority and the constituency to be
represented must be satisfied with the individual
chosen.

2. The budget of power of the body involved should be
precisely described. That is to say, the areas within.
which they are asked to make policies and decisions
Should be specified. Presumably the body would have no
powers at all outside the specified areas. Further-
more, the specification should be very definite, e.g.,
"to decide that extracurricular activities would be
offered within a budget of X dollars" rather than "to
make what curricular offerings will be provided in the
area of intercultural curricular offerings will be
provided in the area of intercultural relations to
a limit of so many hours a week and such and such
limitation on the use of facilities and size of class,"
rather than "to make recommendations regarding inter-
cultural learning experiences".

3. The procedures for approval, endorsement and imple-
mentation by delegating authorities should be spelled
out, with particular reference to promptness of such
response.

4. Reports, records, and other relevant items expected
from the group and its members should be spelled out
in advance.

5. Instructions and limitations governing a delegation
of authority should be made available in written form
to the persons or groups charged with a responsibility.
This document should be fairly extensive--at least equal
in detail and specificity to a constitution or set of
by-laws for an organization. This written document can
be thought of as analogous to the job description of
a regularly-employed member of the district. Since
day-to-day contact with specially charged bodies is not
possible as it is with a regular employee, the charge
must be developed in more detail than would a job
description.

The essence of the proposal, then, is that careful formu-
lation of the charge given to a group can go a long way to insure
that decisions made will almost inevitably be acceptable. To
insure both wide-spread participation and high morale among
participants it is vital that a framework'be provided within
which positive action will normally occur. It is hoped the
foregoing.suggestions indicate a way to obtain the benefits of a

' participatory approach within the framework of responsible control
of education.
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GOALS FOR INTERNS

The intern will be provided an opportunity to learn the language of
his barrio.

The intern will be provided an opportunity to learn the life style
of his barrio.

The intern will develop an understanding of Community Based Education
as written in the 7th Cycle Porposal.

The intern will receive a general orientation of Pueblo and Southern
Colorado.

- The intern will receive an orientation to his specific school and
community.

- Assist in identifying the present level Of community school com-
munication.

The intern will identify his role in the community as a Teacher
Corps intern.

- The intern will develop skills in hi-lingual teaching e.g. teaching
English as a second language and teaching Spanish.

CROSS CULTURAL - CacHUNITY MODULES

The preceding goals will be achieved through the completion of the
following cross-cultural modules. Each module has it's own objectives.

7'."odule

High Intensive Language
Training (HILT)

ESL Modules

Chicano Barrio Track I

Chicano Barrio Track II

Chicano Barrio Track III

College Course

Spanish Conversation 221 or other

Methods and Techniques of. Teach-
ing ESL CS-301

Introduction to Chicano Studies
101 or Psychology 103

Introduction to Chicano Studies
101 or Psychology 103

Introduction to Chicano Studies
101 or Psychology 103



A. Title: The Chicano Barrio: Track I Code: Intro. to Chicano Studies
101 - 1 or Psych. 103 - 1

B. Rationale::

Tale all barrios share common characteristics, each has unique

physical, social, and cultural characteristics. The intern should be

aware of all types of characteristics in order to understand the com-

munity and the people that he serves. The purpose of this module is

to privide cognitive knowledge about the Chicano community both speci-

fically and generally.

C. Setting: Independent Study and Small Group

D. Objective:

Upon completion of this module you should be able to define the term

Barrio and describe, in general geopraphic and cultural terms, the Mexican

American community in which you work to the satisfaction of the community

co-ordinator, or the cross-cultural specialist.

E. Prerequisites:

Completion of or current enrollment in a basic Spanish course and

completion of or current enrollment in a course in the language of the

local barrio.

F. Pre-assessment:

The module includes sources and activities that will help ywu meet

the objective. Complete all of the activities or select those that are

most feasible in helping you meet the objective. Consult with Cross-

Cultural Specialist.



G. Required Learning Activities:

Group 1

1. Read a barrio or community study from another Teacher Corps
Project: (Obtain from Adams State, USC,- or other)

2. Look up the terms barrio, community, and ghetto in both English and
Spanish dictionaries.

3. Read, North From Mexico by Carey Williams and La Raza by Stan
Steiner.

4. Listen to Chicano oriented radio and T.V. programs.

5. Select newspaper articles dealing with Chicano affairs.

Group 2

See current Spanish film in your local Spanish language theater and two

of the following:

1. The Mexican American Invisible Minority

2. The Mexican American

3. Westside Blowup - Crusade for Justice, Denver, Colorado or Commission
on Community Relations, Denver, Colorado

4. Describe general characteristics of Mexican-American cemmunities and
discuss with your TSA or TC.

5. Listen to Spanish speaking radio station.

Group 3

Identify your barrio's geographical boundaries such as streets, names,

section of town, church, rivers, railroad tracks, institutions, highways,

recreation facilities, etc. Make a map or survey of your community and

compare it with one developed by another intern from another barrio.

Group 4

Rap sessions: Make arrangements for and hold a rap session composed of

community coordinator or cross-cultural specialist and interns from



your program to arrive at a definition for the term barrio.

Group 5

Take the Chicano Perri() Teacher Expectations Inventory. Participate

in a discussion with the community coordinator or cross-cultural specialist

and interns. Provide the community coordinator or cross-cultural

specialist with a "Do's and Don'ts" list for a teacher in your own barrio.

H. Additional Learning Activities: None

I. Criteria for Assessment:

1. The definition will include the geographic location within the city
and the boundaries of the barrio.

2. The definition will include any unique characteristics (cultural,
geographic, economic, political, historical) peculiar to the barrio.

3. The intern should keep in friquent communication with the Community
Co-ordinator or Cross-Cultural Specialist during the selection and
implementation of the learning activities. During this time, any
additional criteria for assessment will be discussed and agreed upon
by the intern and community co-ordinator and or Cross-Cultural
Specialist.

J. Assessor and Assessment Procedures:

Community Coordinator or Cross-Cultural Specialist.

K. Estimated Time:

One week



As Title: The Chicano Barrio: Track II Ccde: Chicano Studies 101 or
Psychology 103 - 2

B. Rationale:

Because education is a cultural process, to divorce education from

the culture of the learner is to create an artificial educational en-

vironment that defeats the purposes of education.

The Chicano has often found himself in such a situation. Sound

educational practices demand Lhat we consider the learner in the

setting of his own culture; that we provide learning experiences that

are compatible with his culture; and that we use his culture to fer!ili-

tate learning.

For this reason, tvichers must remove their own "cultural blinders"

se that they can identify learner needs that are culturally-based.

C. Setting: Independent and Large group

D. Objectives:

1. Through experiences provided in this module, interns should
be able to identify the culturally-based educational needs of
a learner from the barrio in which he works, by producing a
case study which will be evaluated by the Cross-cultural
Specialist or community coordinator.

2. The intern will be able to identify educational needs of the
Mexican-American or Chicano in the United States.

3. The intern will be able to identify specific educational needs
of the community he serves.

4. The intern will be able to do a case study.

E. Prerequisites:

1. Satisfactory completion of Track I.

2. Completion of, or current enrollemnt in a basic Spanish
course and completion of, or current enrollemnt in, a course
in the language of the local barrio.
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F. Pre-assessment:

1. Be able to develop a list of educational needs of the Mexican-
American or Chicano in the Unita States.

2. Be able to develop a list of educational needs of your
schoOl community.

3. Be able to develop a list of educational needs for an in-
dividual Mexican-American or Chicano child in your school.

The list is to be assessed by and discussed with the Cross-Cultural

Specialist or community coordinator for assignment of appropriate activities.

G. Required Learning Activities:

1. Read 2 of the following books, as assigned by the Cross-Cultural
Specialist.

Education Across Cultures by Miles Zintz (case studies)

b. Basta: La Historia De Nuestra Lucha, Farm-workers Press

c. North From Mexico, Carey McWilliams

d. La Raza by Stan Steiner

e. The Awakening Minority by Manuel Servin

f. The Forgotten People by George Sanchez

g. Documentary Study of the Mexican American

h. El Grito,Quinto Sol Publications

i. A Forgotten American by Hernandez

j. I Am Joaquin, Redolfo Gonzalez

'lc. Mexican Americans of the Southwest, Galarz et al.

1. Directory for Reaching Minority Groups, U.S. Office of Labor

2. See the following films:

a. I Am Joaquin

. b. Part I, II, III, and IV of La Raza Filmstrips

c. Decision at Delano
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d. Salt of the Earth

e. Plus films in Track I.

3. Suscribe to and/or read:

a. El Espejo,Quinto Sol Publications

b. El Malcriado,Farm Workers Press, Delano, California

c. Con Safos, Los Angeles

d. Local Chicano Movement paper (contact the Chicano Press
Association, C.P.A.)

4. Listen to the following records:

a. Huelga - Thunderbird Records, Dalano, California

b. El Esquibel - Thunderbird Records, Delano, Califania

c. I Am Joaquin - Thunderbird Records

d. El Corrido De Rio Arriba - Hurricane Records, Albuquerque, N.M.

e. Marcha De Delano - Bronze Records Artists Inc.

f. Continue to listen to Spanish-speaking station.

5. Join at least two (2) local Barrio organizations - Chicano
education committees, communIETTEtion groups, youth organizations,
institutional organizations, etc.

6. Attend local Chicano productions, examples:

Ballet Chicano
Teatros Compesino de Aztlan

Listen to speeches by Cesar Chavez, Corky Gonzalez or other
Chicano heavies,

7. Read a Chicano Who's Show, for example:

Mexican Americans Past, Present, and Future, by Julian Nava

Also contact Asuna Carr Library in Albuquerque, New Mexico
for others.

8. Read section on how to do a case study in Research in Educatin
by Best.
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9. Do a case study of yourself.

10. Select a learner from the Chicano community and begin
gathering information. Interview four of the following as to
the educational needs of a child in your school.

a. School teachers

b. Minister

c. Other students, friends, and enemies

d. School nurse

e. Counselor

f. Special Education teachers, P.E. specialists, etc.

g. Principal

h. All agencies that have contact with learner

:T. Parents

j. Relati7::

11. Review cumulative and health recordo at school. Make this
your last :zi.iity 30 that you will not be influenced by
previous CO-r,7.15 made by teachers.

H. Additional Learning Activities: none

J. Assessor and Assessment Procedure:

Submit to TSA and Cross-Cultural Specialist or Community Coordilvtor

and one community member for evaluation the educational needs of

the general Chicano comunity, the scz.-ific needs in your commun-

ity, and the cncq s1:c.:4 oc a Learner '.ist and describe the

educational needs of the learner you studied in your case study.

K. Estimated Time: four weeks



A. Title: The Chicano Barrio, Track III Code: Chicano Studies 101 or
Psychology 103 - 3

B. Rationale:

It is fel': that many aspects of the Chicano culture have been

destroyed or distorted by individuals, who wanted to learn about the

Chicano culture, but who were not sensitive to the Chicano culture.

This module wi)uld be open for all interns; however, it is especially

designed for Chicano interns. It is designed to provide cognitive

knowledge about Chicano culture and a particualr Chicano community

with its main focus being on the Chicano culture from the Chicano's

viewpoint.

The purpose of this module is to provide the skills and knowledge

necessary for interns to experience the true feeling of La Raza in

depth. The intern entering this track should be truly committed to

helping preserve and spread the Chicano culture.

C. Setting: Independent Study and small group

D. Objectives:

1. The intern will be able to rank select readings in Chicano
culture according to those that are most descriptive of the
culture and conditions in the community he is serving.

2. The intern will be able to identify the philosphies that most
clearly parallel those of movements in your local community.

3. The intern will be able to compare the life-styles of a big
city barrio and a small town or valle.

4. The intern will be able to describe the local Chicano community.

5. From information obtained during the community study, the
intern will be able to identify a particular need in the
community and develop a project that will fill that need.

Upon completion of this module, the intern will be able to develop

and present a unit on the local community which demonstrates his
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E. Pre-requisites: Successful Completion of the Chicano Barrio,

Track I, iI.

F. Pre-Assessment: This module will require the students to complete a

community study of the local Chicano community and to compare and

supplement information about the Chicano culture with other types of

resource information; to identify materials and resources that can

be used to help Chicano students to learn more about their culture and

their communities; and to present the materials in a manner that adds

to and reinforces a positive self-image. Several experiences are

provided for students to gain. information and empathy. Most of the

experiences are such that interns can be engaged in them simultaneous

with the community study.

Related
Activity

5 1. Who are the key figures and key organizations in your barrio?

5 2. What are the community education resources in your barrio?

5 3. Describe the demographic character of your barrio.

5-4 4. Describe the strategies of political action in your barrio.

3-6 5. List your learning experiences outside the school.

1-5 6. Identify and describe the characteristics of sub-cultural
groups such as:

a. Pachucos

b. Chicanty hippies

c. Penitentes

d. Other groups

3-5 7. Demonstrate a working knowledge of the local dialect.

3 S. Describe the relationship of the Chicano community to that
of the whole community.
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3-5 9. Give examples of civic justice/injustice

1-3-5 10. Describe characteristics of the Chicano family.

4-2-5 11. Describe characteristics of the following groups:

a. the aged

b. women

c. youth

d. immigrants

e. immigrant farm laborers

3 12. Contrast and compare the philosophy of rural and urban
Chicanos.

3-5-1 13. Describe the effects of the following institutions on the
the Chicano;

a. education

b. religion

c. penal institutions

G. Required Learning Activities: From each of the lists given below, select

two readings. Analyze the readings and compare them to the information

you have about your local barrio. Rank the readings according to those

that are most descriptive and least descriptive of the community you

you are serving.

a. Read the following books:

1. Laberinto De L.Soledad (Labyrinth of Solitude) by Octavo Paz.

2. La Raza Cosmica (The Cosmic Race) by Jose Vasconcelos

3. I Am Joaquin by Rodolfo Gonzalez

4. Chicano by Lalp

5. History of Spanish Land Grants by Clark Knowitt.n

6. The Macarran Act
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7. Tijerina and the Courthouse Raid by Peter Nakov.

8. Article IV Section 2 of the United States Constitution

9. Article e. the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo

10. The GrounC. Is Our Table by Steve Allen

11. Basta: La Historia De Nuestra Lucha, Farmworker Press.

12. With the Ears of Strangers by Robinson

13. Reyes Bock and other resources

b. Analyze the following books as to what the author is trying to
say, what is his point, and what in fact he does say.

1. Five Families by Oscar Lewis

2. American opinion Issue on Tijerina, Chavez and Gonzalez

3. Mexican Americans of South Texas. By William Madison.

4. Across the Tracks by Rabel

5. Forgotten Youth at the Crossroads by Celia Heller

6. Spanish Americans of New Mexico by Nancie Gonzalez

2. Read the philosophy of the following Chicano groups:

1. Brown Berets

2. La Raza Unida Party

3. Alianza De Mercedes

4. United Farm Worker Organizing Committee UFWOC

5. Student Groups MECHA, MAYO, LIMAS, etc.

6. Crusade 'for Justice, Denver, Colorado

7. Other local Chicano groups in your area

3. Develop, and participate in an intern exchange between interns
in a big city barrio and those in a small town or valle situation.
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4. See the following films:

1. Teatro Compesino N.E.A.

b. I Am Joaquin

e. Salt of the Earth

page 5

d. Westside Blowup - Crusade for Justice, Denver, Colorado

e. Reyes Tijerina

f. Parts I, II, III, and IV of La Reza filmstrips

g. Los Compadres

h. Chicano

Listen to lecture on the development :7t the Aztec Calendar; contact
Joe Cordova at Southern Colorado State College for tapes.

5. Do a community survey and describe the community according to
the following points:

a. Key figures and organizations

b. Community education resources

c. Demographic characteristics

d. Strategies of political action

e. Learning experiences outside the school

f. Characteristics of each of the sub-cultural groups such as:

Chicano hippies
Penitentes
Other groups

g. The local dialect
h. The relationship of the Chicane community tm the whole

community.

i. Give examples of civic justice/injustice

j. Descriptions of each of the following groups:

the aged
women
youth
immigrants
migrant farm laborers
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k. A contrast of philosophies of urban and rural Chicanos

1. A description of the following institutions and their
effects on the Chicano:

education---
religion
penal institutions

6. Develop a barrio project. One based on life in the barrio
or one which will fill a need in your barrio. Soma examples are:
a comparison of daily life of a student in the barrio and of
a middle class Anglo student on film, sliJes, pictures or
written; the history and developm3nt of your barrio (recreation
project, instructional, edupati.rnal, organizational, volunteer
component, conprehesive Heai;h care, etc.)

H. Additional Learning Activities: none

I. Crito%i_a for Assesemnnt: The intern is to develop, teach and record a

unit on the local community which demonstrates his sensitivity to and

knowledge of the culture. Please refer to Pre-assessment criteria.

J. Assessor and Assessment Procedure: community coordinator or Cross-Cultural

specialist.

K. Estimated tinted 10 weeks
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Appendix F

Meeting of the Fountain Portal School Council
October 12, 1972

Present:
Hattie Watson
Carelee Saccomanno
Jean Kessler
Bill Roberts
Chet Flickinger

Bob Hanley
Jennine Hamel
Clover Stayskal
ihdeline Wong
7Iyron Roberts

Bob Cason
Ielita Lobato
Linda Ballas
Kathy Wiederstien

Myron acted as temnorary chairman and opened the meeting with a discussion
of a name for this group. Icyron passed on the IIC's recommednation that this
group be called tho Portal School Council to avoid confusion with such terms
as expanded IIC. The group agreed to accept this suggestion.

The role levels and persons who will represent each were clarified:

School
1 principal (:yron Roberts)
4 team leaders tLinda Ballas - Orange

Linda Stroup - Blue
Bill Roberts - Green
doline Wong Gold)

1 teacher coordinator (Bob Cason)
1 teacher on special assignment (Kathy Wiederstein)

Community
1 community representative (Hattie Watson)
2 parents, 1 of which is the P.T.A. president (Clover Stayskal, Pat Trujillo)
3 teacher aides (1Ielita Lobate, Jennine Hamel, Carole() Saccamanno)
1 community aide

College
1 college staff member (Chet Flickinger)
1 intern (Jimmy Ruybal)

The nerson designated as community aide was intended to be a representative
from the Volunteer Comp_ onent which has not yet been funded. The group agreed
to discuss its function further before deciding how this position will he
handled in the meantime.

The function of this group as described in the 7th Cycle proposal is to
facilitate programs in the community, the school, and the college and to act
as liaison for these three groups. The specific fanctions of the group to
achieve these goals can, be determined by the Council.

Clover asked about the decision-making power and the limitations of the
Council. Hiyron said that the Council would have final work, except that if



decisions are contrary to district policies that he would have to consult with
people in the administration. one of our functions may be to explore and test
the limits. wondered what recourse we might hav'e if the district did not
agree with some of our decisions. come people believed that this would be
unlikely and if it did happen that we would be given a good rationale.

A question was asked about the relationship of this group to the IIC.
lyron stated that the PSC was broader in the scone of its function than the
IIC and that the IIC was responsible tc the PSC rather than the other way
around. Some of the decisions of the PSC may be implemented through the IIC.

The Portal School Council lay create sub-committees for specific purnoses.
The selection panel for Teacher Corpsmenbers is one that has operated in the
-inst. Our Community Involvement Committee would be another sub-committee.

Some areas in which we might function are: gathering ani distributing
information about programs and services, initiating programs, d'weloning
instruction, and developing school philosophy.

The group agreed to 'tyron's suggestion that we elect a chairman and a
secretary. Nominations and elections were held. Kathy was elected secretary
and Jennine volunteered to help in running off conies of the minutes. Chet
was elected chairman. I'vt the suggestion of several members and with the full
support of the chairman we decided to select a co-chaj.7.1an. Ielita Lobato
was elected. Chet asked .!yron to continue as chairmar for the remainder of
the meeting.

The next meeting was set for Tuesday, October 24, at 3:10.

i Iyron suggested that we have a monthly report of the interns' progress.
Bob, Kathy, Chet, and aalph Salaz were appointed as a sub-committee to
gather such information and bring it to the Council.

Kathy and Chet reported on the proposals that the interns and community
were writing for the Volunteer Component and the status of the funding.
These proposals call for community boards to sunervise the programs and the
relationship of these boards to the PSC will need to be determined.

We agreed to identify groups from Nhichw will need information. Some
suggestions were: the Community Involvement Committee, the P.T.A., senior
citizens, city recreation, and the outdoor education committee.

Meeting adjourned.



sleeting of the Fountain Portal School Council
October 26, 1972

Present:
Jimmy Ruybal
Clover Stayskal
'fl,clita Lobato

Jennine Harpel
Kathy Wiederstcin

Bill Rol-erts

"Iadeline Wong

'Wren Roberts
Chet Flic"-ingor

Linda Ballas
Carolee Saccomanno
Linda Stroun
Boll Cason

By a vote of 4 to 0 the.Council decided to change Part of the minutes of
the last meeting. "That the TIC was responsible to the PSC rather than the
other way around." was Changed to "that the IF was resnonsible for reporting
to the PSC." (first line, page two) It seemed to me that there was some
interest in designating the group's function as advisory, but also some
awareness that our function will evolve as we work together.

lelita Lobato reported that Pat Trujillo will not be able to participate
as a member of the Council because of other commitments and that Pat suggested
that her replacement be someone who doesn't work at school. I felt that the
group agreed not to replace her until after Parent- Teacher conferences to allow
time to talk to people who might be interested in serving on the Council.

I heard the Halloween party, TIB tests, and a slide nrosentation that is
being prepared mentioned as topics that were discussed at TIC. Someone asked
what the TIB test was and. Chet soo:ze about it. It seemed to me that there
was some interest in possibly using a P.T.A. meeting to Offer corm nity the
opportunity to hear about and take the test if they choose.

I felt that there was a 7eneral concern expressed about discipling in
the school, and that some poople felt that it was interfering with the in-
structional program to a treat extent. It seemed that there wore a number
of differing opinions about how to deal with the situation, although I
felt that the Council shaied an awareness that something needs to be done.
Some of the suggestions I heard were; more swatting, and nossibly swatting
by teachers; calling narents to ceme to school when their children misbehave;
being more strict; being more consistent; giving less of out time to children
who misbehave; temporarily expelling children who misbehave; and having
teachers walk the children to the edge of the Playground at the end. of the day.
I didn't feel that any of these suggestions mot with total accontmce. I

think that the Council members will be doing a lot more serious thinking abov.t
ways of improving the situation.

The next meeting was set for Tuesday, November 21 at 3:10 in the
conference room.
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SOUTHERN COLORADO STATE COLLEGE

TEACHER CCIPS

TO: Corpsmembers, Staff, Cooperating Teachers and Principals,
Education Seminar Committee, and Consultants

FROM: Dr. Roy McCann

SUBJECT: Competency List for Intern student Teaching

Purpose

This is a list of the competencies
S.C.S.C. Teacher Corps staff feels
during their internship. The list
gress Indicator" as the instrument
ing the requirements ef the course
15 hours credit) for Teacher Corps

of en elementary teacher which the
each :ntern shon.d strive to achieve
replaces the "Student Teaching Pro-
and set of procedures for accomplish-
in "Student Teaching" (Education 400,
interns.

This list is comprehensive and idealistic. It is not expected that any
intern (or any cooperating teacher or education professor) could achieve
the highest rating on every item. It is not expected that every item
would fit the needs of every classroom or every pupil. Rather it is a
list of behaviors (and some more subjective points of sfiew) which an
elementary teacher may need at so-^ time in his or her work, and should
consider developing.

History

This list was prepered from four main inputs, with a numler of sub-inputs:

(1) A list of the competencies of a teacaer prepared by the faculty
of the S.C.S.C. Education Division for the Master of Arts in
Teaching prerem. A stab - input to this list was considerable
study of the nine elementary teacher-education models spon-
sored by the U.S. OfZica of Education.

(2) Four lists of teacher competencies prepared by the faculty
and corpsmembers of our four Teacher Corps schools: Ignacio,
Irving, Liberty, and Washington elementary schools.

(3) A list of competencies of a teacher prepared by the Teacher
Corps CrossCultural Co^rdiaator from significant input in
the four elementary school communities.

(4) The "Student Teaching Progress Indicator" used in the regular
student teaching program.

The above inputs provided the concepts and ideas. The wording of be-
havioral (and often something less than behavioral) statements was the
responsibility of Dr. McCanne.



7nmat

The list has eight main sections, the first of which has eight sub-sections,
as shown by the outline follrwing this introduction.

Each section contains a list et the courses which provide a background of
information and understanding ter the eempatencies in the section. Some of
the courses listed are not reeuired, an might net have 1:...1,:len

Some sections contain projects which are designed to strenghten the intern's
ability to apply the skills o undeestandiegs gained in ceurse work:.

All sections contain rating sales which are designed to focus and promote
communication between the intern and his cooperating teacher. These scales
do not enter into the student teaching grade in any objective, mathematical
way. They are only for the guidanee of the intern in his work.

It should be noted that, fee: simpli:ity, the intern is referred to as male
("he" ar "his") throeghout the list. This is only for convenience in writing
and typing, and is not meant to sli.ght any of our lovely and promising female
interns(!).

Procedures

The internship period for the purposes of the projects and ratings contained
herein is considered to be tae twc-year period in which the intern is in the
school. Items accomplished during the first year may be counted toward the
requirements stated herein, even though the formal period of student teaching
is considered to be the second yeer oE internsh:1P.

Where a section of this list contains projects, it is expected that all pro-
jects wi.'.1 be completed tc the satisfaction of the assessor stated herein.
The assessor should note satisiactoey completion on the assessment summary
sheet which follows.

The procedure for the ratings is as follows:

(1) The intern should zead the eating items from time to time and
consider how he cap work tcwacd achieving them. A separate copy
should be given to the cooperating teacher,

(2) The cooperating teacher, oe other rater, should review the rating
scales and indicate to the intern any which he or she feels are
not appropriate to the situation in which they are working. These
items will then he left out of the ratings. The cooperating teacher
(or other rater) may change or add items as needed.

(3) As soon as the intern feels ready to work on a particular section with
his cooperating teacher (or other appropriate person such as the team
leader or community representative, depending upon the section), the
intern should rate himself.

(4) The intern should ask the cooperating teacher (or other appropriate
person depending upon the section) te rate him on a blank copy, with-
out seeing the intern's ratings.



(5) The intern and other rater (or raters) should exchange ratings,

so that both know both ratings. After appropriate consideration,

the intern should ask for clarification or explanation where the

ratings do not agree. It may be helpful to discuss all the items.

(6) The intern should formulate a procedure or plan for improving his

performance on items where either or both feel he is weak.

(7) At the monthly conferences with the team leader and seminar pro-
fessors, the intern and cooperating teacher should discuss, in

general, the progress of the intern. Notations of progress or

agreements on solving special problems should be made on the

"Intern Progress Profile".

Grades for Education 400

The intern's grade of S or U will be assigned jointly by the team leader and

Dr. McCanne, based upon information obtained from the cooperating teacher (or

other rater, as for section G). The team leader will make any formal reports

or recommendations required by the college nr placement office.on interns.

The cooperating teacher is invited to submit a statement or recommendation,

which will become a part of the intern's record. However, the cooperating

teacher will not be required to do so.

The team leader will keep up-to-date the assessment summary record (contained

in this packet) and the "Intern Progress Profile." all the projects in

a section have been ccnpleted, and the rating scales in a section have been

used and discussed (as indicated by the intern and cooperating teacher or

other rater) and any follow-up procedures decided upon at a conference have

been checked out, the section may be checked off by the team leader as com-
pleted.

As long as satisfactory progress is made toward improvement in the rating

scale items, the intern may assume that his grade will be "S" in student
teaching. In other words, no set mathematical average must be reached

in the ratings. If any of the people involved (cooperating teacher, team
leader, principal, or seminar professors) have reason to feel doubt that
the intern should pass or doubt that the intern should receive good rec-
ommendations'for employment, such person should make this known to the
intern and the team leader at the earliest possible moment. In such cases,

a conference will be set up to recommend what should be done to clear up

the problem. The team leader should keep records on such a conference, and
progress reports on any follow-up to it.
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TIT. A. Competencies in Planning

1. Understanding Learning Theory

A background for this section is provided in the courses "Psychology of
Learning" (Psych,361) and "Educational Psychology" (Psych. 362). The

intern should use his notes on these courses, and further contact with
the professors, if needed, for learning experiences in this general area.
The two projects and the rating scales below are designed to assist the
intern in applying to his classroom work the principles learned in the
above mentioned courses.

Project a. To sharpen and demonstrate his application of learning theory
to the classroom; the intern should analyze a critical incident from his
own teaching experience. The incident should be a happening in which the
intern feels that constructive learning took place. The following outline
may be used (or may be modified):

- -That were the intern's objectives?
- What were some examples of the pupils' objectives for this time
period?

- In what ways did the setting (classroom or environment, materials,
discipline, etc.) contribute to or detract from the lesson objectives?

- What learning took place? How do we know this?
- How did the learning take place - what brought it about?
- 1-qhat pupil behaviors may be expected to have changed as a

result of the learning?
- '4hat evidence of this change (or potential change) do we have?
- How permanent or reliable may we expect the change to be ?.
- What could be done to make the change more permanent or reliable?

The intern's analysis may be reported orally or in writing to either seminar
professor. Allow 14. hour or more for an oral report. Alen the analysis is
completed to the satisfaction of the seminar professor, he will note this
on this page.

Project b. To sharpen and demonstrate his understanding of problem solving
by pupils, the intern will teach a lesson involving problem solving in any
subject. .Using a videotape or audiotape of the lesson (showing pupil behav-
ior as well as the intern's behavior), or if appropriate, using a collection
of papers produced by the pupils in the lesson, the intern will analyie
the progress of two or more pupils in applying the steps of a problem
solving model during the lesson. The analysis by the intern should show
insight into the' thinking processes followed by the pupils, the types of
difficulties they qxitinterd, and the strengths and lvtnliticlasce; of the
lesson.



A. 1. Understanding Learning Theory (Continued)

Project.b. is considered important because many boys and girls come from
a home environment in which many problems are not adequately solved. In

such cases the pupil may habitually follow a problem solving procedure which
is inadequate (such as asking someone for the solution, instead of thinking
it through). Probably this project may be most beneficial if the intern
chooses one student who is a good problem solver and one who is .-_,.poorTrob.-
lem solver for his analysis.

The analysis may be reported orally or in writing to either seminar professor.
Allow 1:i hour or more for an oral report. When the analysis is completed
to the satisfaction of the seminar professor, he will note this on this
page.

Ratings

5 4 3 2 1 (1)

5 4 3 2 1 (2)

5 4 3 2 1 (3)

5 4 3 2 1 (4)

5 4 3 2 1 (5)

5 4 3 2 1 (6)

The intern unders,:ands the level of child development of
the children with whom he works. He sets appropriate
standards of learning for them, or recognizes quickly
when his standards need to be modified.

In his lesson planing, the intern understands the variety
of ways in which children learn, and make allowances for
them in his plans.

In working with individual children, the intern recognizes
when a child is frustrated in learning or solving a problem.
The intern avoids anger, impatience, or repetition of ex-
planations that didn't work; and listens intently until he
finds the child's problem.

The intern is aware of emotional problems which often
accompany learning difficulties. He adjusts his behavior
to bring about an appropriate rappert with each child as
an individual.

The intern is not fooled when a child has the right answer
obtained in a wrong way. lie seeks understanding and per-
spective in his pupils, and is not satisfied with le.

Other:



A. 2. Defining Objectives

A background for this section is provided in three courses: "Psychology of
Learning" (Psych. 361), "Educational Psychology" (Psych. 362), and "Laboratory
in Education" (Ed. 340), as well as in the unit planning and lesson planning
modules of the social studies methods course Ed.(313) and math and science
methods course (Ed. 314). The projects involving objectives in these courses
should fulfull most of the learning needs of the intern in this area of com-
petencies.

5 4

(high

3 2 1

low)

5 4 3 2 1

3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

(1) The intern demonstrates a need for long, medium, and
short range objectives that tie together. Ile avoids

tangents based upon his own or pupil interests alone,
unless they fit the adopted scope and sequence of the
school and grade level program.

(2) The intern has developed and utilized long (yearly),
medium (weekly or monthly), and short range (daily)
objectives; and he recognizes that longer range
objectives may be more general or conceptual in
nature, while the shorter range objectives should be
more specific.

(3) The short range objectives developed by the intern in
his lessons have been descriptive of student behaViors
that would indicate or infer that desired learnings
have taken place.

(4). The intern bases his educational objectives on diagnosed
needs, interests, and abilities of the pupils with
whom he is working.

(5) The intern consistently uses .objectives which include
bota cognitive and affective learning outcomes, and
both product and process learnings.

(6) The intern modifies his objectives appropriately
whenever on-going assessment indicates the need.

(7) The intern consistently makes sure that his pupils
know, understand, and accept the objectives of each
lesson.

(8) Other



A. 3. Diagnosing Student Needs

A background for this section is provided in the courses: "Individual
Differences" (Psych, 311) and "Tests and Measurements" (Psych. 363). The
intern should use his notes on these courses, further contact with the pro-
fessors (if needed), and consultation with his cooperating teacher, team
leader, and principal for 3.earning experiences in this area of competencies.

5 4 3 2 1 (1) The intern conducts interviews to obtain data in a

(high----low) professional manner.

5 4 3 2 1 (2) The intern administers, scores, and interprets scores
of appropriate standardized tests in a professional
manner, with insight into the limitations of the tests
as well as their uses.

5 4 3 2 1 (3) The intern uses observation checklists of pupil behavior
or of specific areas of skill development (examples: oral
reading, oral expression, courtesy,-neatness, responsi-
bility, etc.), and uses them effectively.

5 4 3 2 (4) The intern shows an awareness of pupil social interactions
from his observation and/or from instruments such as socio-
grams, and he uses this data to advantage in grouping,
seating locations, assigning classroom responsibilities, etc.

5 '4 3 2 1 (5) The intern keeps records of data on pupils in a systematic,
useful fashion.

5 4 3 2 1 (6) The intern aalculates and interprets his data carefully
and objectively.

5 4 3 2 1 (7) The intern makes use of data from cumulative records, his
own records, interviews with parents, interviews with other
teachers, etc, to diagnose the educational needs. of pupils
effectively.

5 4 3 2 1 (S) The intern plans and carries out learning experiences de-
signed to follow through on needs diagnosed.

5 4 3 2 1 (9) Othez.,



A. 4. Selecting Strategy

A background for this section is ;rovided the education methods courses
(Ed. 312, 313, 314, 315, and 340). The in.ern should use his notes on module
work, further contact with the pr(f:ssors lif needed), and consultation with his
cooperating teachers and team leace,. for leazning experiences in this area of
competencies.

(1) The intern has planned and carried out an adequate lesson
involving strategy frl at least eight of the eleven levels
of Dale's "Cone of Exporience" (as listed below from Dale,
Audiovisual Methods iA Teaching, 3rd edition, page 107):

5 4 3 2 1 (a) verbal symbols
(high--low)

5 4 3 2 1 (b) visual symbols

5 4 3 2 1 (c) recordings, radio, still pictures

5 4 3 2 1 (d) motion pictures

5 4 3 2 1 (e) educational televleion

5 4 3 2 1 (f) exhibits

5 4 3 2 1 (g) study trips

5 4 3 2. 1 (h) demonstrations

5 4 3 2 1 (i) dramatized experiences

5 4 3 2 1 (j) contrived experialces

5 4 3 2 1 (k) direct purposeful experiences

5 4 3 2 1 (2) The intern involves pupils in planning strategy for lessons,
using appropriate group processes.

5 4 3 2 1 (3) The intern selects stra;:egies for lessons based upon the
characteristics and needs of the learners as well as the
characteristics of till': subject matter, and not solely be-
cause of the availabV.ity of teaching materials such as t
textbooks.

-5-



A. 4. Selecting Strategy (Continued)

5 4 3 2 1 (4) When asked at random why he selected a particular
strategy for a lesson, the intern indicates that he con.:-.
sidilred various strategies and chose one according to
rational and professional criteria.

5 4 3 (5) The intern shows awareness of the wide range of options at
his command, including the use of interest centers, discovery
approaches, projects or research by pupils, cross-age tu-
toring, etc. in addition to the textbook.

5 4 3 2 1 (6) When choosing a strategy for interest and excitement as well
as objective accomplishment, the intern shows awareness of
the planning needs (gathering materials, timing of films,
time required to process field trip applications, budget
limitations, etc.) which accompany his choice. Once a
strategy is chosen, he follows through with the detailed
work, necessary to make it work.

5 4 3 2 1 (7) The intern is familiar with and makes effective use of re-
sources within the school arld community in planning his
lessons, including such resources as the school audio-
visual catalog, the school library, the public library,
community service agencies, community resource people, .

school personnel with special interests or special cap-
abilities, etc.

5 4 3 2 1 (8) The intern effectively uses labor-saving devices for both
his own and pupil benefit, including the chalkboard, ditto
machine, Thermo-fax (especially for making ditto masters),
etc.

5 4 3 2 1 (9) Other



4

A. 5. Selettting and preparing materials

This section will be considered accomplished upon
elementary methods courses on reading (Education
(Education 313), math and science (Education 314)
in Education (Education 340)

A. 6. Utilizing of Educational Media

completion cf the
312), social studies
and the Laboratory

This section will be considered accomplished upon completion of Ed-
ucation 340, "Laboratory in Education".

-7-



A. 7. Organizing the Classroom Environment

A background for this section is provided in the courses: "Psychology of Learn-
ing" (Psych. 361) anA "Educational Psychology" (Psych. 362). The intern should
use his notes from these courses, further contact with the professors (if needed),
and consultation with the cooperating teachers, team leader, principal, and sem-
inar professors for additional learning experiences as needed.

5 4 3 2

(high - -low)

1

(1)

(a)

5 4 3 2 1 (b)

5 4 3 2 1 (c)

5 4 3 2 1 (d)

5 4 3 2 1 (e)

5 4 3 2 1 (.f)

5 4 3 2 1 (g)

5 4 3 2 1 (h)

5 4 3 2 1 (i)

The intern demonstrates concern for the pupils' physical
comfort and learning environment by:

controlling room temperature

enntrolling ventilation

providing adequate lighting

providing comfortable seating

providing opportunity for movement

providing natural restroom breaks

maintaining noise levels appropriate to the learning activ-
ity

maintaining, or providing the opportunity for pupils to de-
velop a visually attractive physical setting through bulle-
tin boards, displays, room decoration, interest centers, etc.

providing appropriate spaces for differing types of learn-
ing activity (individual, small group, large group) through
grouping, use of tables, use of dividers, rugs, interest
centers, etc.

-8-



A. 7. Organizing the Classroom Environment (Continued)

(2)

5 4 3 2 1 (a)

(high--low)

5 4 3 2 1 (b)

5 4 3 2 1 (c)

5 4 3 2 1 (d)

5 4 3 2 1 (e)

5 4 3 2 1 (f)

5 4 3 2 1 (g)

5 4 3 2 1 (h)

5 4 3 2 1 (i)

5 4 3 2 1 (j)

5 4 3 2 1 (3 )

The intern plans the affective environment of the class-
room (discipline, morale, self-concept, attitudes towards..
others, etc.) in such a way as to contribute to the accom-
plishment of school and individual objectives by:

planning more than the main lesson, including provisions
for what pupils should do when they finish, what alternatives
should be provided for pupils who don't need or can't manage
the main lesson, etc.

planning and discussing class procedures (sharpening pencils,
passing out books and papers, etc.) jointly with the pupils,
while reserving the final decision for the teacher

using seating arrangements to advantage (in respect to both
the type of seating format appropriate to lesson strategies
and the location of individual pupils who have difficulty
getting along)

training and supervising monitors to free the teacher for
lesson preparation and supervision of the class as a whole

delegating responsibility for "room helper" tasks, and
working consistently through the organization set up so
that it functions well

using a regular routine so that pupils know what .to,

setting appropriate standards for efficiency in finding
papers, going to groups or centers, changing classes, etc.
by pupils

setting appropriate standards for himself.( the intern) in
meeting the class at the outside door on time, holding to
the schedule courtesy, etc. so as to prevent discipline
problems.

molding the class into a cohesive group with good morale, -

using sports teams, plays, class projects, etc.

making in-depth analyses (home visits, talking tr.
teachers, etc.) to find clues for success in
consistent discipline problem pupils

Other

-9-



A. 8. Grouping

A background for Vhis aNection is provided in the courses: "Individual Dif-
ferences" (Psych. 311), "Psychology of learning" (Psych. 361), "Educational
Psychology" (Psych. 362), and "Guidance in the Elementary School" (Ed. 399).
The intern may review his notes, make further contact with the professors,
or consult with the school or teacher Corps staff for additional learning
experiences in this area of competence.

Project a. The intern should state orally the rationale for the inter-
class grouping arrangements used in his school, including part-time arrange-
ments (such as for reading period), homer000m arrangements, special educa-
tion or remedial groupings, and exceptions to the general patterns. The in-
turn should be able to explain to a visitor or parent why these arrangements
are as they are. During assessment, the intern should state the main pros
and cons of the grouping arrangements used from the standpoint of educational
theory and practical considerations. This project should be assessed by the
school principal. When completed satisfactorily, the principal may note this
on this page.

Project b. The intern should state orally (such as for a visitor or parent)
the rationale for the grouping arrangements used in his class or team-teach-
ing unit, including temporary or flexible grouping patterns and exceptions
to the general patterns. Assessment of this project may be done by the co-
operating teacher, team-teaching unit leader, or Teacher Corps team leader,
who will note completion on this page.

5 4 3 2 1

(high----low)

(1)

5 4 3 2 1 (2)

5 4 3 2 1 (3)

5 4 3 2 1 (4)

The intern has an effective way of working with indi-
vidual children in an individualized program, includ-
ing keeping track of their progress through individual
records..

The intern has developed an effective way of working
with small groups that are not individualized; he in-
teracts with the group as a whole, sees that each child
participates, and that no child is doing nothing wait-
ing for his turn.

The intern has developed an effective way of working with
a full class as a total group; he sees that each child
participates and uses appropriate large group tech-
niques.

The intern uses social as well qc c.cademic .)r

placing pupils in groups; he r: .,Anizes the opn;.;.
his command, including individt,ilized programs Ans.1
terest centers for appropriate pupils who do not v/..)rk
well in groups.

10
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5 4 3 2 1 (5)

5 4 3 2 1 (6)

5 4 3 2 1 (7)

The intern creates effective temporary or flexible groups
(project groups in social studies, spelling bee teams, etc.)
where they serve a useful purpose. When he does this he
organizes an effective group structure (leader, recorder,
team captain, etc.) and supervises the procedure so that
the groupings work.

The intern does not expect the same standards from all
pupils, even within the same academic group; he values
diversity and helps create an appreciation of individual
talents within each group.

The intern has developed techniques for handling the plan-
ning load imposed by grouping or individualized instruction;
including the staggering of group projects so they don't
all have to be planned at once, the use of group- teacher
planning or pupil-teacher planning, an efficient organiza-
tion of classroom resources (seatwork files, picture files,
etc.) and other techniques.

5 4 3 2 1 (8) Other



III. B. Interacting with Students

Some background for this section is provided in the courses "Psychology of
Learning" (Psych. 361), "Educational Psychology" (Psych. 362), and "Guidance in
the Elementary School" (Ed. 399). However, this section, like section A., may
be considered of prime importance in student teaching (Ed. 400). The coopera-
ting teacher and team leader will probably be the prime resources for the in-
tern in perfecting his skills in this area of competence. Interns should ask
for demonstrations, directed observation of master teachers, etc. whenever he
feels he is ready to sharpen his skills in this area.

Many of the skills of interacting with students have been covered in section A.
Only those not covered there are listed below.

5 4 3 2

(high--low)
1 (1)

5 4 3 2 1 (2)

5 4 3 2 1 (3)

5 4 3 2 1 (4)

5 4 3 2 1 (5)

5 4 3 2 1 (6)

5 4 3 2 1 (7)

5 4 3 2 1 (8)

5 4 3 2 1 (9)

The intern motivates pupils to want to achieve, before,
during, and after each lesson.

The intern makes sure the pupils understand and accept the
objectives of his work, just as he does.

The intern shows awareness of problems with concepts, vo-
cabulary, or language structures which may frustrate some
students; he deals with such problems effectively.

The intern uses a vocabulary, spelling, grammar, etc. ap-
propriate to his work.

The intern uses appropriate questioning techniques; he phrases
questions at the highest appropriate level of thinking (di-
vergent, convergent, inductive, etc.), but not at a level
of difficulty too high for most of the pupils.

The intern develops an effective rapport with all the pupils
with whom he is working; he gets them all involved; he walks
among them rather than staying behind the teacher's desk;
he looks to the last row and both sides when speaking, etc.

The intern uses effective techniques of positive reinforce-
ment with pupils.; he avoids sarcasm or ridicule; his state-
ments seem calculated to build or preserve the purll's self
concept while teaching him something new.

The intern has a sense of timinF: -Atich is in turn if7.e

pupils; he knows when to change 11-.,2 activity, when to bear
down until a concept is well learned, etc.

The intern keeps one eye on the total group while working
with an individual or small group; he keeps tabs on what is
happening and supervises all the time.

-12-



5 4 3 2 1 (10)

5 4 3 2 1 (11)

5 4 3 2 1 (12)

5 4 3 2 1 (13)

5 4 3 2 1 (14)

5 4 3 2 1 (15)

5 4 3 2 1 (16)

The intern shows awareness of non-verbal cues to pupil at-
titudes and pupil progress (posture, sighs, whispering,
notes, neatness, etc.); he deals with this communication as
well as with verbal communication about how things are going.

The intern recognizes and assumes various roles in ap-
propriate situations (facilitator, stimulator, peace maker,
arbitrator, listener, diplomat, disciplinarian, etc.)

The intern has and uses a sense of humor; he laughs with
the pupils and lets them laugh with him on appropriate
occasions; when he makes a funny mistake he uses it to
ease tensions, etc.

The intern follows through with promises he makes to the
pupils.

The intern continually assesses the progress of a lesson;
when things don't go well he deals with it; on "those days"
when the pupils are on edge he changes the pace, reads a
story, has the pupils rest, discusses the problem, etc.

The intern is accepted by the pupils as being helpful,
friendly, fair, skillful, and interested in them.

Other



I-

1'

III. C. E-Aaluating Student Progress

A background for this section is provided in some modules of the methods
courses (Ed. 312, 313, and 314) and in the course "Tests and Measurements"
(Psych. 363). The intern may use his notes and further contact with these
professors, if needed, plus consultation with his cooperating teachers, team
leader, and seminar professors.

Project. In order to experiehce the depth of understanding which can be ob-
tained on a given child when necessary, the intern should carry out or partici-
pate in one case study during his internship. The format and procedures for the
case study should be those used in his school or as specified by the principal.
Criteria for the successful completion of this project may be set by the prin-
cipal. Assessment will be by the team leader.

Ratings.

5 4 3 2 1 (1) The intern evaluates student progress in relation to
(high--low) clearly defined objectives.

5 4 3 2 1 (2) The intern evaluates student progress in relation to social
and emotional as well as academic objectives.

5 4 3 2 1 (3) The intern uses a variety of means to obtain information on
pupil progress (examples: observation, teacher-made tests,
published tests, classwork, checklists, rating scales, an-
ecdotal records, interviews with the pupil, interviews with
the parents, etc.).

5 4 3 2 1 (4) The intern makes item analyses of responses his pupils make
on classwork and tests, and uses such data to guide his
teaching; he avoids returning papers with a total score
but no idea (for himself or the pupil) of what the problems
might be in the case of low scores.

5 4 3 2 1 (5) In calculating and reporting grades, the intern is consis-
tent and makes clear the bases on which grades are deter-
mined.

5 4 3 2 1 (6) The intern follows the principle that grades should be
used to enhance learning, not impede it; he avoids giving
grades which would discourage pupils from trying; he refrains

from using his grade-giving power capriciously or punitively.

5 4 3 2 1 (7) Theilitern'sa;auonatrct6Euth6t hb-rea11z0

schenc-io porEectly ::ccur--Ite; he 33373 thi3 to pupils; 'he

when ptitoils feel they have been unfairly treated and
makes adjustments where needed.

5 4 3 2 1 (8) Other

-14-



III. D. Analyzing and Evaluating Teaching and the Classroom Environment

Background information for this section is presented in an optional module on
inter-action analysis in the course "Laboratory in Education" (Ed. 340). It is

not intended that the intern must become proficient in inter-action analysis at
the undergraduate level. However, it is important that the intern be aware of
the effectiveness of his teaching, and take steps to improve it from the feedback
available to him. During internship this feedback may come from the cooperating
teacher, team leader, and seminar professors. But the intern must begin to an-
alyze feedback from the pupils, parents, and principal in ways he can use on his
first teaching job. Thus, especially toward the end of the internship, the in-
ternship supervisors should encourage the intern to obtain his own feedback, an-
alyze it himself, and draw his. own conclusions for changes in his teaching be-
havior.

Ratings.

5 4 3 2 1 (1)

(high--low)

4 3 2

The intern collects data on his verbal behaviors in the
classroom by such means as videotape, audiotape, recogni-
zing and rephrasing poor questions or statements, inter-..
action analysis, etc, he analyzes the data and uses his
analysis to improve.

(2) The intern collects data on his non-verbal behaviors in
the classroom (dress, posture, avoiding halitosis, facial
expressions, getting down to the pupil's level when appro-
priate, location in the classroom, etc.) by such means as
videotape, noticing the example he sets for pupils, noticing
pupil reactions, etc.; he analyzes the data and uses his
analysis to improve.

5 4 3 2 1 (3)

5 4 3 2 1 (4)

The intern collects data on his interpersonal relationships
with colleagues by being open to feedback, seeking feedback,
recognizing feedback, etc.; he analyzes the data and uses
his analysis to improve.

The intern collects data on his interpersonal and socio-
cultural relationships with parents by means such as (3)
above; he discusses frankly with parents those aspects of .

his relationship with them which are important to the child's
education; he analyzes the data he obtains and uses his
analysis to improve his relationships (not only by changing
his behavior where appropriate, but also by asking parents
to change their behavior where he feels this vould be im-
portant and helpful to the child).

5 4 3 2 1 (5) Other

-15-



III. E. Curriculum Development

(Note) Curriculum is defined here as "What the child learns in school." This
is not just subject names (reading, math, etc.) but also includes at-
titudes, values, some aspects of his self concept, etc. Thus "curriculum"
is probably inseparable from "instruction," or the process by which the
child learns in school.

Background information for this section is provided in the education methods
courses -(Ed. 312, 313, 314, and 340) and the courses in "Child Psychology" (Psych.
281) and "Adolescent Psychology" (Psych. 282). Required modules or learning ex-
periences, in these courses probably provide an adequate background in the scope
and sequence of reading, language art, social studies, math and science, and in
child and adolescent growth and development; although reinforcement of the basic
concepts in these areas may be needed.

Most interns probably will not have taken any course work in curriculum develop-
ment (the improvement of What we teach and how we teach it). Participation in
workshops on team teaching, individualized instruction, new methods or materials,
etc., would be very valuable on the part of each intern. In addition, the in-
clusion of interns on committees to select new materials, write behavioral objec-
tives or modules, reorganize curricula, prepare curriculum guides, etc. should
be encouraged.

Project a. At some time during the internship, the intern should meet with the
principal and team leader to discuss the curriculum development efforts or pro-
jects under way in the school. This may be done with all interns as a group, as
long as the principal feels that each intern participates and comes away with
a clear understanding of the process by which the. curriculum is changing and
improving in his school.

Project b. At some time during the internship, the intern should participate in
some curriculum development activitk (see above). The team leader may set
criteria for this participation and assess when the intern has completed this
project satisfactorily.

Ratings.

5 4 3

(high--low)

(1) The intern takes opportunities to develop relations sips be-
tween different subject areas (reading, P,E., math, social
studies art, etc.) with the pupils; he discusses these re-
lationships with pupils; he teaches or arranges correlated
lessons where appropriate; he sets appropriate standards
for application of learning (words learned in spelling are
spelled correctly in English or social studies, etc.).

-16-



5 4 3 2 1 (2) The intern shows evidence that he refers to professional
journals (The Reading Teacher, The Grade Teacher, The
Instructor, Elementary English, etc.) for ideas to improve
his teaching.

5 4 3 2 1. (3) Other



III. F. Interpersonal Competencies

A background for this section may be provided in the courses "Psychology of
Interpersonal Relationships" (Psych. 365) and "Abnormal Psychology" (Psych. 412),
as well as general and school experience.

Ratings.

5 4 3 2

(high--low)

1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5. 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

(1) The intern shows that he is aware of his own strengths and
weaknesses; that he cares about how his behavior affects
others, and strives to promote desirable change within
himself.

(2) The intern empathizes with others; he tolerates and appre-
ciates differences in values, cultures, behaviors, etc.
when such differences are appropriate in the context of the
other person's life style.

(3) The intern helps others to develop by being a good listener,
giving positive reinforcement to the ; contributions of others,
incorporating the ideas of others into his projects and
giving credit where it is due, etc.

(4) The intern communicates effectively at all age and profes-
sional levels (teacher-pupil, teacher- teacher, teacher-ad-
ministrator, teacher-parent, etc.)

(5) The intern presents himself as a mature, confident, secure
person.

(6) The intern gives and takes constructive criticism while re-
taining the respect and cooperation of all those concerned.

(7) The intern is dependable in carrying out that he says he
will do.

(8) The intern shows initiative, assumes responsibilities when
appropriate, carries his share of the load.

(9) The intern avoids gossip; he keeps confidential information
he has about others which need not be shared.

(10) The intern is on time; when unavoidably late or absent he
contacts the appropriate people so that his responsibili-
ties are covered.

-13-



5 4 3 2 1 (11) The intern's dress and grooming are appropriate to the
situation.

5 4 3 2 1 (12) The intern is fun to be with; he has a sense of
he enjoys life and enjoys working with people.

humor;

5 4 3 2 1 (13) Other
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III. '3. Sociocultural Competencies

Background information and experiences for this section are provided in the
courses "Social r:'ychology" (Psych. 355) and "Education of the Disadvantaged"
(Ed. 441). In addition, the main thrust of the neighborhood and community com-
ponents of Teacher Corps is designed to help the interns and the schools urider-
sta..,A anJ elevelop eociocultural competencies. The team leader, community re!..
presentatives, and the Teacher Corps Cross-Cultural_' Coordinator will probably
be the main resources for this section.

Project a. The intern should demonstrate an ability to pronounce correctly at
least thirty of the following Spanish surnames. The team leader, community re-
presentative, Cross-Cultural Coordinator, or native Spanish speakers among the
faculty or interns mayassess the performance on this project.

Aguilar Ferr4ndez Marquez Peralta Sandoval
Alvarado Gir6n Martinez Perea Santisteban
Alvarez Gonze'lez Medina Peiez Segura
Arag'on Guerrero Morales Posada(s) Solano
Arellano Guti(rrez Ma-az Quintana Su'rez
Arr ieta Galindo Navarro Ramirez Torre(s)
Bustamante Hernandez NuEiz Rivera Trujillo
C6rdenas Herrera Olivera Rodriquez Valdes
ChacOn Holguin Padilla Ruiz Vasquez
ChSvez Jaramillo Paz Sales Vigil
Espinosa Jimenez Peila Salazar Zamora

Project b. The intern should demonstrate the ability to carry on a short con-
versation of at least five different sentences in the playground or community
language of the children with whom he works (native Spanish or Indian). The

conversation should include greetings and basic school or home information and
situations. It should be spoken accurately in vocabulary, word. pronunciation,
sentence intonation, and word order. The team leader, community representative,
Cross-Cultural Coordinator, or native speakers among the faculty or intern team
may assess. the performance on this project.

Project c. The intern should demonstrate an understanding of community invol-
vement and recognition of its benefits for the education of the children with
whom he works. Interns actively involved in community affairs may be checked off
automatically on this project. Interns with relatively few involvements in com-
munity affairs should develop a plan with the team leader, community representa-
tive(s), and Cross-Cultural Coordinator according to criteria set by them. The

home visits in Project d below should not becounted toward Project c.

Project d. The intern should make at least ten home visits during the two years
of his internship, following guidelines set by the team leader, community repre-
sentative(s), and Cross-Cultural Coordinator. If possible, the home visits
should represent a variety of cultural situations, and should not all be made
because of discipline situations regarding the pupil. Many of the items in the
rating scales for section G (next page) refer to these home visits.

- 20 -



III. G. Sociocultural Competencies (Continued)

Project e. The intern should bring about significant involvement in school
affairs (classroom, PTA, projects, etc.) by at least three community members
who have been involved in school affairs before and at least one who has not been
involved before. This project may be assessed by the team leader, community re-
presentative or principal. The intern should discuss his plans for involving
people with the assessor before carrying out the project, if it has not already
been completed.

Ratings (by the intern and the supervisor most closely associated with his com-
munity activities).

5 4 3 2 1 (1) The intern accepts cultural differences as being valid for
(high - -low) American society.

5 4 3 2 1 (2) The intern recognizes life values, cultural beliefs and ex-
periential backgrounds other than his own; he realizes when
a child or another person is speaking or acting from a dif-
ferent frame of reference than his own.

5 4 3 2 1 (3) The intern has an objective appreciation of his own culture.

5 4 3 2 1 (4) The intern recognizes cultural and sub-cultural influences
upon children, and he modifies his own behavior or the
school program in appropriate ways in order to take such
influences, into account.

5 4 3 2 1 (5) In working with children of different cultures, the intern
avoids giving the feeling that one cultural pattern is
better than another for all situations; he promotes a multi-
cultural outlook; he helps children feel that the ability
to operate in more than one culture is an asset which they
should preserve and buildup.

5 4 3 2 1 (6) In his community work, the intern works through the existing
social organization of the sub-culture.

5 4 3 2 1 (7) The intern has empathy with sub-culture members as a pre-
requisite to communication with them.

5 4 3 2 1. (a) The intern seems at ease when making home visits or work-
ing with community members.

4 3 2 1 (9) The intern has an effective way of communicating with par-
ents or community members.

5 4 3 '2 (10) The intern gains rapport and at least a partial' mutual
feeling of trust when he makes home visits, has parent
conferences, or works with community members.



Socioculturcl ....3o:Apatencies (Continued;

5 4 3 1 C11)

5 4 3 2 1 (12)

5 4 3 2 1 (13)

5 4 3 2 1 (14)

4 3 2 1 (15)

5 4 3 2 1 (16)

Cn inter:: seeks nnd :obt7..ins infortion

useful to the school prosra.

On home visits, the intern gains an awareness of the

types of support the home can provide for the child's

education (appreciation of education, reading or reference

material, good study conditions, etc.), and of limitations

in this support which may call for augmenting the school

program for the child.

On home visits and in community work, the intern is on the

lookout for community resource people or agencies which

could assist the school program.

From his home visits and community work, the intern sug-

gests and, where appropriate, pursues programs which are

designed to meet community educational needs (examples

might include adult education courses, tutoring programs,
evening study halls, etc.)

In general, the intern seems to view the school as an

agency of the community.

Other



III. H. Professional Competencies

Background information on this section is provided in the course "School and
Society" (Ed. 202). The intern should contact the professors, cooperating
teacher, team leader, or principal for further learning experiences, if needed.

Rating. (These are mostly subjective, non-behavioral).

5 4 3 2 1 (1)

4 3 2 1 (2)

5 4 3 2 1 (3)

5 4 3 2 1 (4)

5 4 3 2 1 (5)

5 4 3 2 1 (6)

5 4 3 2 1 (7)

5 4 3 2 1 (8)

5 4 3 2 (9)

5 4 3 2 1 (10)

5 4 3 2 1 (11)

5 4 3 2 1 (12)

The intern recognizes and is interested in basic questions
of policy with respect to which professional teachers must
make decisions and take action.

The intern clearly sees alternatives and the need for
choosing among them.

The intern understands why he decides as he does and why
others may decide differently.

The intern understands and accepts philosophical differences
wnenworking with individuals and groups.

The intern critically examines his own methods, objectives,
and value assumptions and makes changes in these areas when
the evidence indicates a need for change; he knows why he
changes when he does.

The intern demonstrates a beginning knowledge of school
law related to teacher liability and child welfare and its
implications for teaching.

The intem-. 1:ecogazes the goals of professional organiza-;*:
tions affecting teacher welfare and curriculum.

F.

The intern abides by an ethical code of conduct.

The intern meets contractual obligations.

The intern establishes effective relationships with the
principal and teachers, based upon mutual professional res-
pect.

The intern continues to grow professionally, as demonstrated
by self-motivated activities, in-service participation, etc.

Other



APPENDIX H

SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE MODULES



:,m11. 25, 1q72

Fe: Education Division

From: 3ob Strider and Roy F,cCanne

Subject: Suegosted Format for Undergraduate and Graduate nodules

r.

Ratienale

Setting

D. Objective

Prerequi-
sites or
Assumptions

F. Pre-assess-
ment

G. Required
-Learning

Activities

The title and code number for the module.

A statem,->nt (as lone as needed) indicat;r,: why the 7Z3C11.110 7J3

important, how it fits with others, or en ultimate cbjective.
The ultimate objective mieht be stated as the way we hepe the
teacher will act all during her teaching career in reference
to the objective stated below.

Independent study, small group sessions, large group sessions.

One or two sentences stating the specific behavior to be demon-
strated by the student in order to complete this module. There
might be more than one objective, numbered in outline form.
Cbjectives should always indicate whether an oral or written
performance, or either, is expected.

Indicate what prerequisites (other nodules, teaching enper-
lance, etc.) thou' be completed before attempting this
module. Assumptions not covered in the rationale above
may be stated here.

It may happen that the student thinks he does not need to
perform the learning activities to complete the modules. This is a

statement indicating how the student can test-out his know-
ledge in order to complete the module without performing the learn in
activities. This is probably not the same as the pre-assess-
ment to be used in advisement procedures to determine
whether or not the student should do this module, although
it might be the same. The module pre-assessment may be in
parts, keyed with outline form to numbered objectives or numbered
learning, activities.

Indicate the minimum assignments (readings, audio.tapes, video-
tapes or films to be viewed, lectures or discussions, micro-
teaching, simulations programmed instruction, self-instruc-
tional packages, human relations, training sessions, field ex-
periences, etc.). Always include the library call numbers of
books, whether or not the book is on reserve, code numbers of
videotapes or films, and code numbers of handouts prepared
for this module. All handouts should have code numbers.
Handouts used for more than one module may have a code num-
ber for each module. If the book is not yet purchased or
handout not yet prepared, insert a blank for the code number
to be filled in later. Lectures or discussions should show
the professor to be contacted and the approximate amount of
time needed. Phone numbers should be listed for any person
to be contacted.



a:l.tern:te or optional learning activities are,-pyropriate,

Learning the in:ornation on location code nunber 2 6 Ileeied for each

iten. 1.1so needed for each item is enough infon:..ation to enable
the student to decide uhether-he needs it without obtaining it
first. kthere learning activities call for field ex7e:7ience in a
school, the phone nunber of a --:,erson who can arrange this is needed.

I. Criteria Mother assossmoni; of the student1s work is to be one from ITitten
for or oral erform,-nce, the student anc' the assessor need to :mow the

..ssessment exact criteria to be apflied. This section and the objective itself
need carefully thought-out staLments. It nay be helpful to say
something about each of the follo:!ing:

- c:uantity of nreparation for as3essnent
- st:ndards of grzurL:ar, s7ellinL;, typing, etc.
- conditions which alply to any performance (size of

audience, age range of audience, if a school, length of
1::erfoa.-mznce, etd.)

- exact criteria on Mich success of rerformance (oral or written,

is to be judged, snd who will laftaa then (student, audience,
aasessor)

J. Assessor and List each por:,on_ or category o.:7 pecylle qualified to assess the

Asnessnent student is peri7ormance, with )hone numbers for people mentioned by
Procedure -name. 1:here an oral report to the assessor is needed, indicate the

length of-the ap2ointment which should be requested. 1There a

written re:ort is to be submitteliOndica'e to Mailing address or
nail box to which it may be sent 4-24;JV - the student should
allow before making inc:uiry,_aboUt the report._ pherp a performance is
to be assessed b; a 'field.supervisor, indicate how the assessor should.
report on the performance (phone call, uritten.note,..-filling out a
prepared and coded assessmentform, etc.).

. .

Zstimated indicate the range of tines in which it Is estimated that the nodule.
Time and Hcould be completed, and the number of credit hours (Or-fraCtiane-of-
Credit hours) ;:hich the student can earn for the module (applies only to

cempetenCy block modules).

PARTS

- Flow chart
2nroute objectives

- 2,nroute assessments
- Remediation procedLres
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Organization:

Informal Communications System

Reliability Inventory

1. Does the informal system discriminate well between information that should
not be shared wich others and information that is needed blvothers?

Discriminates Well 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Does not discriminat

Doe,s the system check out or verify information before passing it along, or
does it operate as a rumor mill or gossi? line?

Checks Out 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Gossips

3. To what extent do I get information at the same time others receive the
acme information?

Simultaneously 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Belatedly

4. To what extent do I get the same message from different people about a
common event?

Same 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Different

5. Which is my primary source of information and assistance--my team members
or other sources the building?

Team Members 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Other Sources

6. How reliable am I as a source of inforMation?

Reliable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Unreliable

7. How reliable am I as a source of assistance in meeting other's personal
needs?

Reliable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Unreliable



APPENDIX J

CONCEPT PAPER FOR A PROPOSED

COMMUNITY-BASED, CROSS- CULTURAL INSTITUTE



TO: Interested lembers of the S.C.S.C. Administration, Faculty, and
Staff; and Pueblo Personnel

FRCH: 'S.C.S.C. Teacher Corps Staff

SUBJECT: Concept Paper for a Proposed Community-Based, Cross-cultural
Institute

PATE: November 9 1972

Purpose of This Paper

This is a proposal to interested people at S.C.S.C. and the Pueblo conmunity.
The paper proposes a-concept, ul;onwhich.we can -build. a proposal to ap-
propriate agencies is we so desire. The Teacher Corps stafi Aad brainstormed
ideas and came with the concept. We would like your reactions before
proceeding further.

Purpose of the Proposed Institute

We propose to create at S.C.S.C., an Institute uniquely designed and equip-
ped to provide community-based, cross-cultural/communications training in
several fields of social interaction. let us define our terms:

Community-based the training would make use oe rosoulec »f aces,

and programs in real situations in Southern Colorado; it would be field.
based, but would use the S.C.S.C. camnus as a headquarters for coordin-
ation, expertise and college credit.

Cross-cultural the training would enable participants to gain skills
and understandings needed to work successfully with persons of cultures
other than their own, limited to the cultures existing in Southeast Co-
lorado (Anglo, Chicano, migrant, rural urban, youth, elderly, etc.): it
would be based upon a concept of the dignity and respect of the individual
culture as having unique and desirable contributions to make to American
society.

Communications - the training would concentrate heavily on how to make
use of all available forms of communcation (listening, sneaking, reading,
writing, TV, newspapers, sensitivity, research, libraries, comnuters, etc.)

Training the Institute. would do very little training with its own staff;
rather it would seek out, and make arrangements for the use of approoriate
resources so that existing educational programs could become draMatically
more effective in the characteristics mentioned above; it would include
programs in adult education, A.A.,B.A.,'11.A. and- advanced degree programs
through consortiums with other institutions where necessary.

Fields of socials interaction might include the following:

early childhood education
training for educational assistants
teacher education

- health
recreation

- welfare
college teaching
mass-communications

government
regional planning
economics
business administration
law
sales training

- hotel and restaurant management
. many others
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Needs for the Proposed Institute

1. To Influence the Character of Pueblo's Growth! Pueblo has maintained a
heloful sa11 town'' philosophy for many years; one in whic l. different
cultural rrouos know and understand each other. But we haveeabundant
evidence that we are on the brink of the vigorous eastern. slope growth
trend .which has already hit Colorado Sp-rings hard. What if, after decades
of stable population, ue.doublc'our population in ten years? What can we

preserve of the heritage and cultures of Southern Colorado? Can we con-
tinue to know and understand each other, or are we doomed to )eeene just
the southern end of the megalopolis? Whether or not we influence our des-
tiny is our choice now; but our time is running out.

2. To Assist Pueblo and S.C.S.C. in Pulling Tether Diverse Poel-ams.
Our :c: rn the Pueblo conTrenity have many overlapprig efforts which
could. benefit -Lrcro, working together. The problem in -working tc gether has
nct been a lick cf desire; it has been a lack of communications technology.
Our main media have been "meetings and memos." Coordination has been some-
thing, you do OA your on timo, because your work time has been full. This

is a characteristic of any growing, developing program. The institute
proposes something dramatically different in communications technology (ex-
plained on the next few pages) which would force communication and coordi-
nation into work time and make it many times more efficient.

To Assist S.C.S.C. in Serving its Students. The fednral and other funds
availaele for this Institute (explaine,' farther on in this paper), can ha
used to increase FIB and tuition payments to S.C.S.C. i. we design the pro-
gran as such. In response, S.C.S.C. can improve its service to the students
and the region it serves.

3,

4. To Assist Various Communities in Southern Colorado to Gain lanpower and EN-
r-(7/.EieTavaiTTEeir Own l'icvolooment. S7i3TFEIETITaHon as locationiE5i--
iield-based trainng projects, various community groups (school, health
agencies, businesses, planning offices, etc.) can gain manpower in the form
of students in training,-ar-1. c:Tertise in the form of instant communication
with college faculty, trniring resources, etc.

Features of the Proposed Institute

iv'ininstration. The Institute ionld be administered within the structure of
nut 1...coild have a partial policy-making board composed of represen-

tatives from all participating groups.

2. Staff. Staff positions wou1:1 concentrate in the fields of cross-cultural
understanding and ccriqunications technology. Pypertisa in specific fields
of training (teacher-education, mass caammi,_:aions, business administratiol
etc.). v.ould.be drawn frora he regular resources of S,CS.C.. and the Pueblo
Of Southern Colorado region.

Communications Technology. The "Federation of Pocky MOuntain States Satel-
lite Project" offers.one source of communications technology which would
be a key feature of the projact. The Satellite Project is funded, and will
launch a communications satellite to serve eight Rocky Mountain states be-
inning April, 1974. The project is looking for about 200 sites for input-

output stations, several of which. will he in our region. This.project offe

3.
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not only a source of communications hardware, but also many sources of
programming and expertise. have already been in touch with this project,
and they are loo.!oing to as e. source of programming and expertise.

We May wish to go much further iTi developing communications technology.
We envision classrooms in selected schools, m:::eting rooms in neighborhood
community centers, certain locations in selec-.ted local goVernment Agencies,
etc., equipped with two -way television transmission, teletype print-out
facilities for printed matter, portable transceivers for contact with field .
personnel, 2nd amplified telephone for groun communication with anyone who
has a phone. These facilities could be connected with each other, or with
a headquarters at S.C.S.C. which would have similar facilities, and which
would he connected with the satellite.

4. Funding:. At this time it appears that our chances of obtaining federal
Td§Trom a variety of sources are high. We have a very favorable com-
bination of resources and circumstances going for us (Channel 8, Teacher
Corps, the N.A.T. program, community relationships, the Migrant Mbbile
Unit, relationships in.'lashington, n.c., etc.). We have the contacts and
expertise to prepare the proposal. Among the possible funding sources are:

Federation of Roeky Iountain States
Ninth Cycle Teacher Corps
Nighor Education Act
National Center ier the Improve ent
National Institu:e of Education
Fouodations (Ford, Clmegie, etc.)
Irigrant Education Program

Satellite Project

of Educational Systems

Please React To This Paper

The S.C.S.C. Teacher Corps staff is .. position to submit a proposal for the
next project (beginnining in fte Snring of 1974). .v ;e. have the largest Teacher

Corps project ia the natior row, e.:Id we are recognized as one of two exemp)aty
nrog,ams receiving extra funds for program development in community-based pro-
gtmfiming and in communications.

ilowover, we are not anxious to submit a proposal fol. another project which
would be in isolation From of college arir ccylmnity programs. We want to
find more bases to work together. We recognize that limitations on time and .

cat:enications media have been a part of the problem, hence the emphasis in this
proposal on drasticllly increasing the efficiency of communication.

Who is interes-eed in the concept of this proposed Tastitute We will distribute
this paper widely on campus and off campus. Additional copies are available by
calling the Teacher Corps office at S.C.S.C. (S49-2750 or 549-2759), or dropping
in there (L-507).

Please let us Ir.now your reactions. Address your memos to Dr. Roy PlcCanne,

Teacher Corps Program Development Specialist. If you have no comments at this

time but would like to be on a mailing list for further developments, leave your
name and address with the secretary, :trs. Lenora Donnelly.

Thank-you for your consideration.



SOUTHERN COLORADO STATE COLLEGE
PUEBLO, COLORADO 81001 PHONE 303-549-2306

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

November 18, 1972

Dr. Walter J. Mars
American Association of Colleges

for Teacher Education
One Dupont Circle
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Dr. Mars:

It is with pleasure that I forward a presentation on the
Teacher Corps project at Southern Colorado State College.
Accompanying this letter is a report and substantiating
material which has been prepared by the staff of the pro-
ject for your consideration.

Southern Colorado State College and our community are proud
of this exceptional program and we hope you will find it
worthy of consideration for the Distinguished Achievement
Award of the Association.

Sincerely,

Harry T Bowes
President

Enclosures

HPB/ew


